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Preface
This thesis has been submitted as partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of
Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) from the Technical University of Denmark (DTU). The work
presented was carried out between March 2019 and March 2022 at the Section of Energy
and Services at the Department of Civil Engineering, DTU. The study has been supervised
by associate professors Simon Furbo and Janne Dragsted.

This work has been financially supported by the Danish Energy Agency’s Energy Tech-
nology Development and Demonstration Program (EUDP) under grant numbers 64018-
0606, 64017-05163, and 64020-1082.

My primary motivation for carrying out this thesis has been my seemingly insatiable curio-
sity, which a former teacher eloquently referred to as an ”unquenchable thirst for learning.”
I chose to direct this curiosity towards solar energy, as I wholeheartedly believe that solar
energy is a key technology in realizing a future with 100% renewable energy.

During the past three years, the project has afforded me with bountiful experiences and
brought me in contact with many wonderful people and places, from visiting the Ata-
cama Desert in Chile (which has the highest average irradiance in the world), to cali-
brating pyrheliometers at the International Pyrheliometer Comparison (IPC-XIII) in Davos,
Switzerland, and taking field trips to solar heating plants in my home region, Jutland, Den-
mark.

The presented thesis is the result of thousands of hours of work, much of which never
made it to the final version but laid the groundwork necessary for the experiments and
investigations presented. For instance, I developed a test rig for characterizing solar
collectors and spent countless hours on sensor calibrations. I also assumed the role
of station manager for the DTU solar radiation monitoring station, carrying out 1674 ra-
diometer cleanings. Besides these activities, I took 1638 photos, made 586 commits to
open-source software libraries, logged 44 hours of drone flying, went on 24 field trips,
wrote nine blog posts, and developed one Python package.

Adam R. Jensen

Kgs. Lyngby, 31 March 2022
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Abstract
In recent years, there has been a growing interest in utilizing concentrating solar collec-
tors within the district heating sector. The existing usage has been primarily driven by
commercial actors, and consequently, very little research exists on the topic. Thus, the
objective of this thesis is to investigate the potential of utilizing concentrating solar collec-
tors for district heating applications.

A driving factor behind the interest in concentrating solar collectors is that they are able
to generate high-temperature heat, enabling them to be used for a wider range of appli-
cations than traditional flat-plate collectors. A survey of existing systems identified three
main applications of concentrating solar collectors within the district heating sector: (1)
direct district heat production using concentrating collectors, (2) heat generation using
a hybrid combination of flat-plate and concentrating collectors, and (3) high-temperature
heat generation for combined heat and power. The majority of the existing plants belong
to the first category and utilize parabolic trough collectors.

In the past, manufacturing costs have been the main barrier impeding the utilization of
concentrating solar collectors. This has led to the development of new innovative con-
centrating collectors that can bemanufactured at a lower cost. One example is the Fresnel
lens collector developed by the Danish company Heliac A/S. This collector utilizes an inex-
pensive polymer foil lens, giving it the potential to be manufactured at a very low cost. As
limited experience exists with this type of collector, the Fresnel lens collector was tested
under laboratory conditions, and its thermal performance was characterized. While the
collector featured relatively low heat losses, it was found to have lower performance than
parabolic trough collectors. However, it remains of interest due to its potential low cost.

Furthermore, two main challenges were identified for modeling the performance of solar
district heating plants: diffuse irradiance masking and shading of two-axis tracking col-
lectors. Experimental investigations showed that diffuse irradiance masking is essential
to consider for flat-plate collectors; thus, a model accounting for this effect was devel-
oped. Similarly, a model was developed for simulating self-shading of two-axis trackers
and released as a free and open-source python package.

Additionally, when modeling solar collector fields, it is crucial to utilize accurate solar radi-
ation data. To reduce the uncertainty of existing ground-measured datasets, a graphical
quality-control method was developed. The method was applied to solar radiation data
from Denmark, and the data were used to assess the accuracy of four publicly available
solar radiation datasets.

Finally, the utilization of concentrating solar collectors was investigated in two case stud-
ies. The case studies concluded that utilizing concentrating solar collectors for direct heat
generation is not yet economically viable, and their usage should instead be prioritized
for higher-temperature applications. For example, one of the case studies successfully
demonstrated the utilization of concentrating solar collectors for combined heat and power
generation.
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Resumé
I de senere år har der været en stigende interesse for anvendelse af koncentrerende
solfangere i fjernvarmesektoren. Udviklingen har primært været drevet af kommercielle
aktører og som følge heraf, findes der begrænset forskning på området. Formålet med
denne afhandling er at kortlægge og undersøge potentialet for brugen af koncentrerende
solfangere i fjernvarmeanlæg.

Den primære årsag til at anvende koncentrerende solfangere er, at de kan genere høj-
temperatur-varme, i modsætning til traditionelle plane solfangere. En kortlægning af
eksisterende anlæg identificerede tre hovedanvendelser af koncentrerende solfangere
i fjernvarmesektoren: (1) direkte fjernvarmeproduktion ved brug af koncentrerende sol-
fangere, (2) varmeproduktion ved brug af en kombination af plane og koncentrerende
solfangere, (3) højtemperatur-varmeproduktion til kraftvarmeværker. Størstedelen af de
eksisterende anlæg hører til den første kategori og anvender parabolske trug.

Hidtil har den største barriere for brugen af koncentrerende solfangere været produktions-
omkostningerne. Dette har ført til en udvikling af nye innovative koncentrerende solfan-
gere, som kan fremstilles til en lavere pris. Et eksempel er en Fresnellinse-solfanger
produceret af det danske firma Heliac A/S. Denne solfanger bruger en polymerlinse, som
kan produceres til enmeget lav pris. På grund af manglede erfaringer med denne type sol-
fanger, blev Heliacs solfanger testet på DTU’s forsøgsarealer og dens termiske ydeevne
blev målt. Målingerne viste, at solfangeren havde lavt varmetab, men en mindre ydeevne
end parabolske solfangere. Fresnellinse-solfangere er dog stadig interessante på grund
af deres potentielle lave produktionsomkostninger.

Desuden blev der identificeret to udfordringer vedrørende simulering af solfangerfelters
ydeevne: reduktion af diffus solstråling og skyggevirkning af to-aksede trackende solfan-
gere. Eksperimentelle undersøgelser viste, at det er essentielt at tage højde for, at den
diffuse solstråling varierer med højden af plane solfangere, og derfor blev der udviklet
en model, der medtager denne effekt. Endvidere blev der udviklet en model til simuler-
ing af skyggeeffekter af to-aksede trackende solfangere, som blev udgivet som et gratis
open-source Python bibliotek.

Når man modellerer solfangerfelter, er det desuden afgørende at bruge nøjagtige data
for den lokale solstråling. For at reducere usikkerheden af eksisterende datasæt af jord-
baserede solstrålingsmålinger, blev der udviklet en grafisk kvalitetskontrolmetode. Meto-
den blev anvendt til kontrol af solstrålingsdata fra DTU i Lyngby, og de verificerede data
blev brugt til at vurdere nøjagtigheden af fire offentligt tilgængelige solstrålingsdatasæt.

Til sidst blev brugen af koncentrerende solfangere undersøgt i to casestudier. Case-
studierne konkluderede, at det endnu ikke er økonomisk rentabelt at bruge koncentr-
erende solfangere til direkte fjernvarmeproduktion, og de i stedet bør prioriteres til høj-
temperature-varme processer. For eksempel viste et af casestudierne succesfuld anven-
delse af koncentrerende solfangere til kraftvarmeproduktion.
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1 Introduction

Climate change is fundamentally an energy problem.

Ólafur Grímsson, President of Iceland

Humankind is on the cusp of a looming climate disaster, which the scientific community
— with a 99% consensus — attributes to human activity (Lynas et al., 2021). By far, the
largest contributing factor is the use of fossil fuels, accounting for 86% of anthropogenic
greenhouse gas emissions over the last ten years (Arias, P.A. et al., 2021). Thus, chang-
ing how we produce energy is essential to addressing climate change.

Society’s intensive use of fossil fuels has developed over the course of just a few centuries,
spurred forward by easy access to energy, which has formed the basis of modern-day life.
The world’s energy consumption can roughly be divided into three main sectors: thermal,
transport, and power. The share of energy use for each sector is shown in Figure 1.1.
Regrettably, popular media has a tendency to focus narrowly on emissions from the power
and transport sector, often disregarding the thermal sector, which is responsible for more
than half of the world’s energy consumption.

Figure 1.1: Global final energy consumption by sector and fraction of renewable energy for 2018
(Adapted from REN21, 2021).
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Not only is the thermal sector the largest, but it also consists of a much lower fraction
of renewable energy than the power sector. As of 2018, only 10% of the thermal energy
consumed was generated from renewable sources, whereas the remaining heat was gen-
erated from traditional bioenergy1 and fossil fuels (predominantly coal and natural gas).
As seen in Figure 1.1, the major sources of thermal renewable energy are modern bioen-
ergy, renewable electricity, solar thermal heat, and geothermal heat.

The largest share of thermal renewable energy is modern bioenergy. However, many
challenges arise with increasing bioenergy production, including deforestation, biodiver-
sity loss, and limited availability of biomass. Another substantial source of renewable
heat is geothermal heat, which has a large potential for future energy systems. Although
it should be considered that geothermal heat is not universally available, as it requires
specific subsurface geological properties. Conversely, solar thermal technologies can be
installed virtually anywhere and have already been successfully adopted in many coun-
tries around the world.

Thermal energy usage can be divided into two main categories: industrial processes,
which account for 50% of the thermal energy consumed, and the building sector (space
and water heating), which accounts for 47% (IEA, 2020b). Thermal energy consumption
is particularly high in colder climates owing to high space heating demands. In many of
these regions, district heating has proven to be an efficient way of meeting the high heat
demand.

One of the main strengths of district heating systems is their flexibility, which allows for in-
tegration of large amounts of renewables (IEA, 2020a). This is particularly advantageous
in urban areas, where it may be challenging to incorporate renewable heat sources at the
building level due to infrastructure constraints. For instance, district heating has paved
the way for solar district heating, which entails using large-scale solar collector fields at
a significantly reduced cost. Nevertheless, solar thermal heat only constitutes 0.7% of
the consumed thermal energy globally. This is certainly not due to a lack of potential,
as solar energy is the most bountiful energy source available on earth (Perez & Perez,
2009). Hence, there seems to be a large untapped potential for solar thermal technolo-
gies, which, if properly exploited, could become one of the major sources of renewable
energy in the future.

1The International Energy Agency defines traditional bioenergy as inefficient burning of wood, charcoal,
and animal waste commonly used for heating and cooking in developing countries. Any non-traditional bio-
energy technologies are denoted as modern bioenergy.
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1.1 Solar district heating
The first solar district heating plants were developed during the late 1970s in Sweden
(Perez-Mora et al., 2018). Whereas the early systems were relatively modest in size
(2000m2 to 10 000m2), today’s systems range in the multi-megawatt scale. The world’s
largest solar district heating plant is located in Silkeborg, Denmark (see Figure 1.2) and
consists of more than 156 000m2 of flat-plate collectors with a peak thermal power of
110MW. Silkeborg, along with most district heating plants, features short-term heat stor-
age, which allows integration of solar thermal heat up to 20% of the annual demand
(Tschopp et al., 2020).

Figure 1.2: Aerial view of the world’s largest solar district heating plant in Silkeborg,
Denmark.

As of 2020, more than 262 large-scale solar district heating systems have been installed
globally, primarily in Denmark (124 systems), Germany (43), Sweden (22), Austria (19),
and China (18) (Weiss & Spörk-Dür, 2021). The global trends in large-scale installed
solar collector area over the past ten years are shown in Figure 1.3. The figure clearly
illustrates how Denmark has been the market leader for many years; this is primarily
attributable to various subsidy schemes (starting in 2006) and high taxation of natural
gas. Another contributing factor has been that most Danish solar heating plants have
been consumer-owned and thus non-profit, creating an open exchange of experiences
among plant owners. However, in recent years, the Danish market has been substantially
reduced. Meanwhile, solar district heating has experienced significant market growth in
Germany, Austria, and China (Tschopp et al., 2020). Since 2018, China has been the
market leader in new solar district heating systems and is the only major market outside
Europe.
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Almost all of the existing solar district heating plants consist of flat-plate collectors2. While
flat-plate solar collectors have proven a reliable and cost-effective solution, this section of
the industry is in decline, and the associated technologies have changed very little in the
past decade. One of the limiting factors of flat-plate collectors is their drastic efficiency
drop at temperatures higher than 100 °C, which restricts their usage to low-temperature
applications.

Instead, recent innovations in the solar district heating sector have mainly focused on
concentrating solar collectors. Unlike flat-plate collectors, the efficiency of concentrating
solar collectors does not reduce significantly at higher temperatures. Concentrating solar
collectors can thus efficiently generate medium and high-temperature heat, e.g., for dis-
trict heating or industrial applications. Several companies have developed concentrating
solar collectors tailored for district heating applications, including small-scale parabolic
trough collectors (e.g., Absolicon, ScandiMir, and Helioclim), compound parabolic collec-
tors (e.g., PolyCSP), and Fresnel-lens collectors (e.g., Heliac). Most innovations have
focused on new manufacturing methods that reduce production costs, which are the main
market barrier. Consequently, several companies project that very low-cost concentrating
collectors can be manufactured in the near future. These collectors would be suitable for
both low and medium-temperature applications and able to out-compete traditional heat
sources. Concentrating collectors are further discussed in Chapter 4, and their applica-
tions and existing systems are presented in Chapter 5.
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Figure 1.3: Large-scale solar collector area for district heating and residential, commer-
cial, and public buildings.

2A comprehensive overview of solar district heating systems based on concentrating solar collectors is
provided in Chapter 5.
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1.2 Research questions
Usage of concentrating solar collectors in the district heating sector has almost exclu-
sively been driven by commercial actors; thus, very limited research exists on the topic.
Therefore, this PhD study aims to cover this gap by investigating the use of concentrating
solar collectors for district heating applications from a research perspective. Specifically,
this study seeks to answer the following research questions:

1. What are the best methods for estimating the solar resource available for concen-
trating solar collectors?

2. How do shading and masking impact the incident irradiance in solar collector fields,
and how can it be modeled?

3. What are the characteristics of available concentrating solar collectors for district
heating?

4. How can concentrating solar collectors be used in the district heating sector?

1.3 Thesis outline
The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows:

Chapter 2 presents a list of solar resource datasets and provides tools for accessing
publicly available data. A novel method for quality control of ground measured data is
also presented and subsequently used in a benchmarking study of direct normal irradiance
(the component used by concentrating solar collectors). Additionally, an online guide for
best practice solar resource assessment, AssessingSolar.org, is introduced. This chapter
tackles research question 1 and is based on papers I, II, and III.

Chapter 3 analyzes the effects of shading in solar collector fields, particularly diffuse
irradiance masking and self-shading of two-axis tracking collectors. Two models were
developed: one for modeling diffuse irradiance masking and a python package for sim-
ulating shading of two-axis tracking concentrating solar collectors. This chapter covers
research question 2 and is based on papers IV, V, and VI.

Chapter 4 introduces the main types of concentrating solar collectors. The thermal per-
formance coefficients of a promising Fresnel lens collector are derived experimentally.
Based on the collector coefficients, the characteristics of four collectors are discussed.
This chapter examines research question 3 and is based on Jensen (2020).

Chapter 5 provides an overview of applications of concentrating solar collectors in the dis-
trict heating sector. A detailed case study of two existing systems is presented, specifically
the utilization of parabolic trough collectors for combined heat and power in Brønderslev
and a Fresnel lens collector field supplying direct district heating in Lendemarke. This
chapter covers research question 4 and is based on papers VII, VIII, and IX.

Chapter 6 presents the conclusions for each research question, as well as recommenda-
tions for future work.
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2 Solar resource assessment

But unless we patiently and accurately carry on solar
observing throughout this generation, our successors
will be as much at a loss as we are...

Charles G. Abbot (1872-1973)

Solar irradiance data are used in practically all phases of solar energy projects: from
pre-planning, where it is used as the basis for determining the bankability of a project, to
operation and maintenance, where it is used for monitoring, forecasting, and evaluation
of plant performance. Access to historical time-series of solar irradiance is especially
important, as knowledge of the long-term solar resource is crucial for accurately predicting
the yield of solar energy systems and understanding the year-to-year variability. Long-
term irradiance time series can be obtained from either ground measurements, satellite-
derived irradiance time series, or reanalysis datasets.

Even errors as low as ± 5% may jeopardize the profitability of large-scale solar energy
projects (Gueymard, 2009). This presents a challenge for concentrating solar projects that
utilize direct irradiance, as measurements of direct irradiance are rare, and modeled data
of direct irradiance are often associated with high uncertainties. This led to the formulation
of the first research question: What are the best methods for estimating the solar resource
available for concentrating solar collectors?

To address this question, this chapter first discusses ground measured irradiance data
in Section 2.1 and presents a global overview of solar radiation monitoring stations. The
first section also introduces a novel graphical method for quality controlling irradiance
time-series — a crucial step when using ground-measured irradiance data. Section 2.2
introduces publicly available gridded irradiance datasets, which include satellite-derived
irradiance and reanalysis datasets. Next, Section 2.3 presents a standardized approach
to accessing irradiance data and Section 2.4 introduces AssessingSolar.org, an online
best practice guide for solar resource assessment. Finally, Section 2.5 presents a bench-
mark of the gridded datasets available for Denmark.

2.1 Ground data
As concentrating solar collectors focus the solar irradiance, they are essentially only able
to utilize direct irradiance. Thus, direct normal irradiance (DNI) is the driving input for
concentrating technologies and typically the only irradiance component considered when
modeling concentrated solar energy projects (Sengupta et al., 2021). This presents a
challenge, as measurements of DNI are rarely available, costly to make, and modeled
DNI is associated with high uncertainties.
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Measurements of DNI are made with an elongated instrument called a pyrheliometer
(shown in Figure 2.1), which features a small opening in order to only measure the ir-
radiance from the sun. To continuously align a pyrheliometer with the sun, it must be
mounted on a solar tracker. The solar tracker at the DTU Climate Station is shown in
Figure 2.1. A pyrheliometer, two pyranometers, and a pyrgeometer are mounted on the
solar tracker. One of the pyranometers is shaded by a shading ball to measure the dif-
fuse horizontal irradiance (DHI), whereas the other pyranometer is unshaded and mea-
sures global horizontal irradiance (GHI). The pyrgeometer measures longwave down-
welling irradiance (LWD). Data from the DTU Climate Station can be accessed at http:
//climatestationdata.byg.dtu.dk (Andersen et al., 2017).

DNI

DHI

GHI

Shadow ball

LWD

Tracker

Figure 2.1: Photo of the solar radiation monitoring station at the DTU Climate
Station, Lyngby, Denmark.

All pyrheliometers and pyranometers have a unique calibration factor that is used to con-
vert the generated analog signal (typically mV) to irradiance (Wm−2). The calibration fac-
tor should be traceable to the World Radiometric Reference (WRR), which is the primary
reference for calibration of solar radiometers to the unit Wm−2. The WRR is defined by
the World Standard Group, which is a collection of absolute cavity pyrheliometers shown
in Figure 2.2. Every five years, an International Pyrheliometer Comparison (IPC) is held,
where the WRR is transferred to national standards, and subsequently to reference in-
struments and finally field instruments.

The main advantage of ground-measured irradiance is the high temporal resolution and
low achievable uncertainty (compared to gridded irradiance data). According to Sen-
gupta et al. (2021), the expanded uncertainty of sub-hourly DNI measurements with a
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thermopile pyrheliometer is around ± 2% (assuming that the station and equipment are
well-maintained and regularly calibrated). For this reason, ground measurements serve
a critical role when evaluating and improving modeled solar irradiance data or monitoring
plant performance.

Figure 2.2: The World Standard Group, which consists of six pyrheliometers
located at the World Radiation Centre (Davos, Switzerland). The photo was
taken at the International Pyrheliometer Comparison XIII in 2021, where WRR
factors are distributed to participating instruments withmetrological traceability.

The World Meteorological Organization (WMO) recommends using pyrheliometers with a
5° field of view (FOV) full angle allowing for minor tracking imperfections. As the sun disk
only subtends a 0.5° FOV, a pyrheliometer also receives some forward scattered radiation
from the region around the sun disk (known as circumsolar irradiance) (Blanc et al., 2014).
The extent to which the circumsolar irradiance can be utilized by concentrating collectors
depends on the collector design and concentration ratio. Nevertheless, a 5° FOV has
become the mainstream definition of direct irradiance and is used for the remainder of
this thesis. Indeed, practically all active solar radiation monitoring stations, discussed in
the following section, utilize pyrheliometers with a 5° FOV.

2.1.1 Classification and overview of solar radiation monitoring stations
While ground measurements of DNI are very useful for many applications, they are costly.
This is due both to high equipment costs and labor-intensive maintenance requirements.
For example, in addition to the instruments themselves, a solar tracker is required, and
instruments should be cleaned manually at least once a week. For these reasons, there
are only a few hundred stations globally that measure both direct and diffuse irradiance.
These stations employ different instruments for measuring the irradiance components with
varying uncertainty.
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Due to these differences, it is helpful to classify the existing stations such that users can
easily identify whether a specific station is suitable for their given application. For example,
some use cases may require imposing the strictest tolerance on the accuracy, whereas
other studies may bemore lenient in order to achieve better geographical coverage. High-
quality solar radiation monitoring stations can be categorized into two tiers depending on
the irradiance components measured and the measurement equipment utilized (Jensen,
2022b).

Tier 1 stations are defined as those that meet all of the following requirements:

1. Measurement of global horizontal irradiance with a spectrally flat Class A thermopile
pyranometer

2. Measurement of direct normal irradiance with a spectrally flat Class A thermopile
pyrheliometer mounted on a solar tracker

3. Measurement of diffuse horizontal irradiance with a spectrally flat Class A thermopile
pyranometer shaded by a shading ball

An essential characteristic of Tier 1 stations is that they measure GHI, DNI, and DHI sep-
arately. This is necessary for applying many quality-control procedures, e.g., comparing
measured GHI to that calculated from DNI and DHI (closure equation). The solar radia-
tion monitoring station at DTU in Lyngby (shown in Figure 2.1) is an example of a Tier 1
station.

Tier 2 stations are defined as those that do not meet the requirements of Tier 1 stations
but satisfy one of the following criteria:

1. Meet two of the three requirements of Tier 1 stations

2. Measure GHI and DHI using a rotating shading band pyranometer

Measurements from Tier 2 stations tend to have a higher uncertainty than Tier 1 stations,
as they typically use lower grade equipment, and many standard quality checks cannot
be performed. However, including Tier 2 stations greatly increases the number of usable
stations and spatial coverage and thus may be appropriate for specific applications. Sta-
tions that do not satisfy the requirements of Tier 1 or 2 are not considered high-quality
stations.

Furthermore, it has historically been difficult to determine the location of available moni-
toring stations, and in many instances, sub-optimal data have been used as higher qual-
ity stations were not identified. To this end, the author has compiled a comprehensive
database of high-quality solar radiation stations worldwide. The main aim of the database
is to aid scientists and industry practitioners in the identification of available solar radiation
monitoring stations, thus increasing the usage of high-quality data. The list of stations is
available at SolarStations.org, which features an interactive map and a sortable list of the
main metadata of the monitoring stations, including location (latitude, longitude), tier, and
station network. A map of the solar radiation monitoring stations is shown in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Map of high-quality solar radiation monitoring stations. The marker color denotes the
solar radiation station network.

As many monitoring stations do not have a public website, there are inevitably some sta-
tions that are not yet included. Work is ongoing to identify such stations, and the database
is being continuously updated by the author.

The main part of the database is a file containing the station metadata. The file, along with
the website source code, is hosted in a GitHub repository; thus, any change is traceable
and documented. This also has the advantage that anyone can freely make suggestions
for changes to the existing metadata or add new stations. The GitHub repository can be
found at https://github.com/AssessingSolar/solarstations.

2.1.2 Quality-control of irradiance data
It is virtually impossible to make continuous solar radiation measurements without some
data gaps and erroneous measurements. Missing data may be due to power outages,
data logger failure, or instruments being out for calibration. Similarly, there are several
sources that may introduce errors, some of which are: instrument soiling, equipment mal-
function, tracker failure, dew formation on instrument domes, and ice/snow build-up. Ad-
ditionally, incorrect calibration factors may be applied, which can have serious conse-
quences.

Therefore, it is of the utmost importance that ground-measured irradiance data are quality-
controlled in order to detect and eventually exclude suspicious data before applying such
data in high accuracy applications. While some data providers conduct basic quality-
control (QC) procedures and take steps to remove erroneous data, it is the responsibility
of the end-user to conduct their own quality-control.
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The most commonly used QC procedure is the automatic checks proposed by Long
and Dutton (2010), which are recommended by the Baseline Surface Radiation Network
(BSRN). While automatic methods do a fair job at flagging questionable data, they tend
to miss certain types of errors and do not provide insight into the underlying issues. For
example, using an incorrect time zone will result in the majority of data being flagged by
automatic tests, though some measurements surely will pass the tests by chance. In this
case, flagging the data does nothing to solve the underlying issues, which, if detected,
would be straightforward to correct.

To this end, a harmonized QC procedure has been developed by an expert group within
the framework of the IEA PVPS Task 16. The procedure consists of a blend of automatic
tests combined with a visual inspection aided by a series of plots. The method is designed
specifically to be used with large amounts of data, i.e., time series of one or more years.
Each plot represents the irradiance time series in a different way, which allows for different
types of errors to be detected.

All of the plots are gathered in a single collage (multi-plot), such that data for one station
can be easily inspected. An example of a multi-plot is shown in Figure 2.4. Subplot A
shows the difference between the measured and calculated DNI as a function of azimuth
and helps determine misalignment and calibration errors. Similarly, subplots B and C
show a comparison of the measured and calculated GHI, and aid in detecting soiling,
calibration errors, and periods with dew. Subplot D shows a heat map of the daily ratio
of GHI before and after noon and is helpful in determining sensor tilt. The GHI and DNI
time series are shown as heat maps in subplots E and F. These two subplots provide a
complete overview of the two time series and are helpful in detecting time offsets, nearby
power lines, etc. The clear sky index is shown in subplot G, which allows for the detection
of significant calibration changes. Subplots H and I compare the normalized irradiance
quantities and are related to the BSRN recommended quality checks (shown by the blue
lines). The maximum GHI and DNI are shown in subplots J and K as a function of solar
elevation and azimuth angle and are essential in detecting shading due to the natural
horizon and nearby structures or trees.

As part of a benchmarking project within the IEA PVPS Task 16, the quality-control pro-
cedure has been applied to 161 stations (of which the author inspected 19 stations — a
total of 75 years of data). The benchmarking effort is further discussed in Section 2.5.
A detailed explanation of the QC procedure and comparison of method implementation
by nine experts is presented in Paper I: Forstinger et al. (2021). The study concluded
that the visual inspection improved the data quality and reduced the uncertainty sub-
stantially. The source code for the multi-plot developed by the author is available at
https://github.com/AssessingSolar/solar_multiplot.
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2.2 Gridded data
Gridded irradiance data includes satellite-derived irradiance and reanalysis datasets. Sa-
tellite-derived irradiance data are generated based on images of cloud cover from geosta-
tionary satellites and aerosol data. In comparison, reanalysis datasets are generated by
rerunning weather models blended with historical weather measurements. For satellite-
derived irradiance, the grid size is typically dictated by the satellite image resolution and
view angle, whereas for reanalysis data, the grid is determined by the reanalysis model.
Both types of datasets typically cover a large geographical area (e.g., continents) and
offer multi-decadal time series. The main drawback is that they tend to have larger uncer-
tainties than ground-measured data. However, to a large extent, gridded datasets solve
the issue of ground-measured irradiance being very sparse, as gridded data are available
for practically all locations. Also, gridded irradiance time series are unaffected by local
obstructions such as nearby buildings and trees. Besides investigating the solar resource
for a single site, gridded irradiance data also gives the opportunity to study the spatial
variability of irradiance.

Table 2.1: Overview of selected gridded irradiance data providers.

Product Provider Type Availability Time frame Temporal
resolution

CAMS
Radiation SoDa Satellite Public 2004 - 1-min,

Hourly
CERES NASA Satellite Public 2000 - 2021 Hourly

ERA5 ECMWF /
PVGIS Reanalysis Public 2005 - 2020 Hourly

NSRDB
PSM3 NREL Satellite Public 1998 - 2020 5-min.,

Hourly
POWER NASA Reanalysis Public 2001 - Hourly

SARAH-1 CM SAF /
PVGIS Satellite Public 2005 - 2016 Hourly

SARAH-
2.1

CM SAF /
PVGIS Satellite Public 2005 - 2020 Hourly

Solar
Anywhere CPR Satellite Commercial 1998 - 1-min,

Hourly

Solargis Solargis Satellite Commercial 1994 - 1-min,
Hourly

Solcast Solcast Satellite Commercial 2007 - 5-min,
Hourly

A selection of the most common gridded irradiance datasets is presented in Table 2.1.
From the table, it can be seen that the reanalysis products are provided by meteorologi-
cal services or government agencies, whereas commercial data providers utilize satellite
methods. Furthermore, it should be noted that data with a temporal resolution of less than
15-min are typically generated using stochastic methods. The temporal resolutions listed
in Table 2.1 are only indicative, and each provider may offer additional options.
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While satellite-derived irradiance datasets generally have a lower uncertainty than re-
analysis data, the uncertainty of satellite methods increases with satellite view angle.
As the images are taken from geostationary satellites that are centered on the equator,
satellite-based data providers generally do not offer data for latitudes greater than 66°.
Thus, in the polar regions, reanalysis datasets are the only available gridded irradiance
data and are used despite their drawbacks. For an overview of the geographical coverage,
the reader is referred to Jensen (2022a).

2.3 Data retrieval
Due to the lack of standardization, data providers tend to each use a unique method for
providing data. The data access methods include providing raw files on an FTP server,
interactive websites, THREDDS data servers with NetCDF files, or REST APIs. How-
ever, the differences are not only related to the data retrieval but also pertain to the file
format of the retrieved data. Unfortunately, data providers also tend to make up their own
unique file structures. Hence, users are required to research the documentation for each
data provider in order to access and parse the data. These aspects make handling large
amounts of solar radiation data so challenging that it may take up to 80% of the time in
research projects (Yang et al., 2018).

Figure 2.5: Demonstration of how to retrieve irradiance data from PVGIS
using pvlib iotools.
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An effort to develop a standardized data retrieval approach has been undertakenwithin the
open-source library, pvlib (Holmgren et al., 2018). Specifically, the iotools module seeks
to provide a uniform way of retrieving and reading data from a variety of sources and
file formats. The iotools module contains a set of functions that follow the same pattern
and return the parsed data in a standardized format. In this way, users can circumvent
the majority of time and effort required to understand the data retrieval process and file
formats. An example of how to use the pvlib iotools to retrieve data from PVGIS is shown
in Figure 2.5.

At the time of writing, the pvlib iotools contains functions for parsing the following data
formats: TMY2, TMY3, and EPW, as well as the custom file formats from the following
data providers and networks: NREL MIDC, SURFRAD, U.S. CRN, NREL PSM3, PVGIS,
BSRN, and CAMS. The iotools module is further described in Paper II: Jensen (2022a),
including an extensive description of the function pattern, file formats, and data providers.

2.4 Assessing Solar
In recent years, the state-of-the-art within solar resource assessment has been greatly
advanced. This includes improved solar radiation models, new quality-control proce-
dures (such as the one presented in Section 2.1.2), and solar resource datasets with
enhanced accuracy and resolution. These scientific advances are typically published in
scientific journals and conference proceedings. However, their complexity often limits
their widespread adoption, as they require significant time, effort, and expertise to imple-
ment. Thus, much of the state-of-the-art is only practically available to a small group of
experts. This represents a critical gap in the dissemination process — a cornerstone of
the scientific process.

To tackle this issue, the author has spearheaded an initiative within the IEA PVPS Task 16
to disseminate best practices to a wider user group. Specifically, a practical guide to solar
resource assessment has been compiled and can be found at https://AssessingSolar.
org. The guide seeks to reduce the barriers associated with applying the best methods
and covers a wide range of topics. Central to the guide is the demonstration of real-life
examples using the Python programming language (such as the one shown in Figure 2.5).
The initiative is further described in Paper III: Jensen et al. (2021).

2.5 Benchmarking
As gridded data are inevitably used at some stage of nearly all solar energy projects,
it is important to determine how well this data represents the actual ground conditions.
Additionally, it is often difficult to determine which dataset is most suitable for a specific
application, as many data providers claim that their datasets are the best. To further
understand these issues, an ambitious benchmarking study is being undertaken in the
framework of the IEA PVPS Task 16. The author has been actively participating in this
project, which is still ongoing. Hence, this section presents preliminary results, which
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focus on Denmark, although the full benchmark utilizes data from 10 providers and 131
stations worldwide.

The following benchmark was carried out for four publicly available gridded irradiance
datasets and compared to ground-measured irradiance data from 2015 to 2019 from the
DTU Climate Station (Lyngby, Denmark). The aim of the benchmark was to determine
which is the best dataset to use when modeling new concentrating solar collector fields in
Denmark. The gridded datasets include three satellite-based irradiance datasets: CAMS,
CERES, and SARAH-2, which utilize different radiation models and aerosol databases.
The global ERA5 reanalysis dataset is also included, which is a product of the ECMWF
and available through PVGIS. For the benchmark to be meaningful, the ground-measured
irradiance data must be quality controlled in order to have the lowest possible uncer-
tainty. Therefore, the ground-measured irradiance data were passed through the rigorous
quality-control procedure described in Forstinger et al. (2021).

2.5.1 Metrics

The performance of model data, e.g., gridded data sets, can be assessed using a variety
of indicators. As different indicators supply different information, it is often not sufficient to
report a single number. Therefore, a suitable range of performance indicators has been
chosen for this benchmark and are described in Gueymard (2014). The indicators are
calculated for GHI, DHI, and DNI using hourly data. si indicates the model data point, and
ri represents the corresponding reference data point (a total of N points). The indicators
and their mathematical formulation are provided below.

Mean Bias Deviation (MBD):

MBD =

N∑
i=1

(si − ri)

N
(2.1)

Root-Mean-Square Deviation (RMSD):

RMSD =

√√√√√ N∑
i=1

(si − ri)2

N
(2.2)

Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD):

MAD =

N∑
i=1

|si − ri|

N
(2.3)

The metrics MBD, RMSD, and MAD may be expressed as relative values (percentages)
by dividing by the mean of the measured value.
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Kolmogorov-Smirnov Index (KSI):

KSI =

∫ xmax

xmin

Dn dx (2.4)

where xmin and xmax are the minimum and maximum values of the measured and mod-
eled irradiance time series. Dn is the absolute difference between the cumulative distri-
bution functions of the measured and modeled data. The distribution functions can be cal-
culated as a histogram. It is recommended to use 100 bins for generating the histograms,
as this has been found to be a good trade-off between accuracy and computation time.

OVER statistic:
OV ER =

∫ xmax

xmin

max(Dn −Dc, 0) dx (2.5)

The metrics KSI and OVER may be expressed relatively by dividing by the characteristic
quantity, Ac:

Ac = Dc(xmax − xmin), (2.6)

where Dc is the critical value of the distribution and approximated as:

Dc = 1.63/
√
N (2.7)

Combined Performance Index (CPI):

CPI = 1/4 · (KSI +OV ER+ 2 ·RMSD) (2.8)

2.5.2 Results
The calculated benchmarking metrics are presented in Table 2.2. The metrics show a
general trend of lower uncertainty for GHI and higher uncertainty for DNI and DHI. This
is also the general trend reported in the literature and is partly attributed to errors in the
estimated DNI and DHI partly canceling each other. As the metrics are only computed for
one location, the findings should only be applied to the local region, i.e., Denmark.

The metrics for DNI are of primary importance for modeling concentrating solar collectors;
thus, only the metrics for this component are discussed. CERES and ERA5 are the two
worst-performing datasets, both showing very high RMSD values. However, there is not
a clear ranking of these datasets when using the classical metrics, namely MBD, RMSD,
and MAD. The best performing datasets are CAMS and SARAH-2. While SARAH-2 fea-
tures the lowest mean bias deviation (3.3%), CAMS has a slightly lower mean absolute
difference. Furthermore, when comparing the distribution metrics for DNI, SARAH-2 is
the clear favorite. Similarly, when looking at the cumulative performance index, which is
meant as an overall indication, SARAH-2 scores the best. Therefore, based on the bench-
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marking of the public gridded datasets, SARAH-2 offers the lowest uncertainty for gridded
direct irradiance in Denmark. This finding contributes to answering research question 1:
What are the best methods for estimating the solar resource available for concentrating
solar collectors?

Table 2.2: Benchmarking metrics for Copenhagen, Denmark. All metrics
are expressed as relative values in percentages.

Parameter Dataset MBD RMSD MAD KSI OVER CPI

GHI

CAMS -2.9 22.3 14.7 85.7 14.1 36.1
CERES 7.0 28.7 19.3 175 106 84.6
ERA5 1.9 42.5 32.6 121 46.2 63.1
SARAH-2 5.5 28.5 20.0 118 45.7 55.1

DNI

CAMS -17.2 50.3 27.2 319 228 162
CERES -52.1 92.7 62.2 1013 919 529
ERA5 17.3 91.0 65.4 411 326 230
SARAH-2 3.3 55.3 33.6 147 66.2 81.1

DHI

CAMS -5.2 36.0 24.5 123 49.2 61.0
CERES 24.8 51.6 37.1 418 331 213
ERA5 -13.3 52.1 38.3 243 169 129
SARAH-2 7.4 41.4 30.6 143 82.7 77.2
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3 Shading of solar collectors

Days without shadow are days without sun.

Amos Russel Wells (1862-1933)

The previous chapter discussed different ways of obtaining estimations of the local irra-
diance, which is the driving force behind solar energy generation. However, not all of
the available irradiance makes it to the collector surface, as part of it may be blocked by
obstructions such as neighboring collectors, trees, buildings, or hills. In particular, ac-
counting for the irradiance reduction caused by neighboring collectors is important when
modeling large-scale solar collector fields. Accurate modeling of the available irradiance,
including shading effects, is critical when assessing the viability of new technologies, e.g.,
the usage of concentrating solar collectors in district heating. Thus, this led to the formu-
lation of the second research question: How do shading and masking impact the incident
irradiance in solar collector fields, and how can it be modeled?

Modeling the direct irradiance (including shading) in fields with fixed-tilt and one-axis track-
ing collectors is relatively straightforward, only requiring simple geometrical calculations
(Appelbaum & Bany, 1979). Closed-form equations of the shaded fraction of these sys-
tems can even be derived for sloped fields (Anderson & Mikofski, 2020). In contrast,
modeling diffuse irradiance in solar collector fields is a complex task, as the irradiance
distribution is non-uniform along the collector height. Most radiation models ignore this
aspect, leading to overestimation of the performance of traditional flat-plate collector fields
and potentially giving a false impression that alternative technologies (e.g., concentrating
solar collectors) perform worse. Furthermore, self-shading (shadows cast by neighboring
collectors) of two-axis trackers is another complex modeling task, as multiple collectors
can shade at the same time. Regrettably, none of the methods in the literature have been
made publicly available. This is a major barrier to making accurate yield estimations of
two-axis tracker fields, and without such methods, it is impossible to optimize field layouts.

Based on an extensive literature review, non-uniform diffuse irradiance and shading of
two-axis trackers were identified as the main obstacles for modeling the incident irradi-
ance in large-scale solar collector fields. This chapter investigates these phenomena and
presents methods to account for their impact, with the overall aim of improving yield esti-
mations. An investigation of diffuse irradiance masking is presented in Section 3.1. The
section introduces a novel method for simulating diffuse irradiance in solar collector fields
and presents irradiance measurements from an experimental collector field. Section 3.2
presents an analysis of the impact of field layout, latitude, and collector shape on shading
in two-axis tracker fields. The section also presents a free and open-source package for
simulating self-shading of two-axis trackers.
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3.1 Diffuse irradiance masking
For flat-plate solar collectors and photovoltaic panels within a field, the view to the sky
is partly blocked by neighboring collectors, reducing the incident diffuse irradiance (an
effect called masking) (Appelbaum, 2018). The concept of view factors is illustrated in
Figure 3.1. For a front-row collector (left) with a tilt angle of β, the view angle to the sky
is π − β and is constant along the entire collector height. The sky view angle of an inter-
row collector, ϕ, is smaller due to the partial blockage caused by the collector in front.
This view angle varies along the collector height — smallest at the bottom and equal to
π− β at the top. Thus, the part of the collector closest to the ground receives less diffuse
irradiance from the sky, whereas the top part of the collector is unaffected.

Figure 3.1: Illustration of the view factor to the sky for two collectors
(Tschopp et al., 2021).

This masking effect is rarely accounted for when modeling solar collector fields, as most
transposition models are designed for unobstructed tilted surfaces. Transposition models
are used to calculate the global tilted irradiance from the diffuse and direct irradiances, and
are used in virtually all solar energy studies. As a consequence, yield predictions of solar
collector fields may overestimate the incident diffuse irradiance and system performance.

3.1.1 Measurement campaign
To investigate the effect of diffuse irradiance masking, an experimental setup was con-
structed at the Technical University of Denmark’s (DTU) Lyngby campus (Tschopp et al.,
2021). The experimental setup, shown in Figure 3.2, consisted of six full-size flat-plate
collectors arranged in two rows that contained three collectors each. The irradiance dis-
tribution of the middle collector of the rear row was investigated, as the conditions were
approximately the same as those experienced by any intra-field collector. Specifically,
five pyranometers (#1-5) were positioned along the collector height to measure the irra-
diance distribution (see Figure 3.2). An additional five pyranometers (#6-10) were placed
strategically to measure the irradiance conditions within the field, including the incident
irradiance of the front row.
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Figure 3.2: Experimental setup consisting of six flat-plate solar collectors and
ten pyranometers (numbered) (Tschopp et al., 2021).

The measurement campaign was carried out from August 2018 to May 2020. During this
period, the collector row spacing (δ) and tilt (ϕ) were varied, resulting in the six different
collector configurations (CCs) listed in Table 3.1. To reduce the uncertainty of the mea-
surement data set, periods with high incidence angles and low solar elevation angles were
filtered out. The average global tilted irradiances measured by pyranometers 1-5 for each
configuration are visualized by the thick translucent bars in Figure 3.3.

Table 3.1: Investigated collector configurations (CC) and
time periods.

CC # Row spacing (δ) Tilt (β) Time period
1 3.5 m 45.0° Aug. 2018
2 3.5 m 37.5° Mar. - May 2019
3 3.5 m 30.0° Aug. - Sep. 2018
4 6.0 m 45.0° Jul. 2019
5 6.0 m 37.5° May - Jul. 2019
6 6.0 m 30.0° Mar. - May 2020

The bar chart in Figure 3.3 shows that for all configurations, the irradiance was lowest
at the bottom (pyranometer #5). Additionally, the figure shows a general increase in ir-
radiance toward the top of the collector (pyranometer #1). However, the effect of diffuse
irradiance masking varied significantly for the various collector configurations. The con-
figurations with short row spacings (CC#1-3) all showed a large difference in irradiance
between the top and the bottom of the collector (up to 17%). In contrast, for the long row
spacings (CC#4-6), there was almost no difference (maximum of 2%). Furthermore, there
was no clear trend in the measurements regarding the collector tilt, which is believed to be
due to the measurements being made at different times of year (with different irradiance
conditions).
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3.1.2 Modeling
The experiments clearly showed that diffuse irradiance masking can have serious effects
on the incident irradiance, particularly for fields with short row spacings. To account for this
effect, a novel anisotropic transposition model, called Hay-C was developed. The model
extends the Hay-and-Davies transposition model by taking into account view obstructions
due to neighboring collector rows.

As with most transposition models, the original Hay and Davies (1980) model assumes
that the horizon extends infinitely and that there is no interfering mask. To overcome
this limitation, the Hay-C model discretizes the collector surface and calculates the view
angles to the sky, ground, and neighboring collectors for each segment. Then, the incident
direct and diffuse irradiances are determined for each segment, thus accounting for the
non-uniform irradiance. The full model description is presented in Paper IV: Tschopp et al.
(2021).

To validate the Hay-C model, it was applied to the same conditions as the experiments
listed in Table 3.1. The average measured and modeled irradiance for the six configu-
rations is shown in Figure 3.3, where the modeled irradiance is represented by the thin
dark bars. The model captures the general trend of the non-uniform irradiance distri-
bution but has a tendency to overestimate the irradiance at the bottom of the collector.
Consequently, the prediction error was low at the top of the collector, whereas the error
increased at the bottom of the collector. The prediction errors of the diffuse irradiance
were below 7% for most scenarios.

Figure 3.3: Irradiance distribution for the five sensors along the collector height
relative to the top sensor (1). Thick translucent bars are measured values and
dark thin bars are modeled values (Tschopp et al., 2021).
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Overall, it was found that diffuse irradiance masking can have a large impact on the inci-
dent irradiance and is especially important to consider for collector fields with short row
spacings and steep tilts. The proposed Hay-C transposition model remarkably improved
the prediction of diffuse irradiance when compared to most transposition models that as-
sume the irradiance to be constant along the collector height.

3.2 Self-shading of two-axis trackers
Two-axis trackers are generally used with concentrating solar energy technologies, as
they are able to orient the collecting surface normal to the sun. As most concentrating so-
lar collectors only utilize direct irradiance, the diffuse irradiance can be ignored. However,
two-axis trackers typically experience a higher fraction of shading losses than fixed-tilt
collectors (Gordon & Wenger, 1991). Therefore, to obtain accurate yield estimations of
two-axis tracking solar collector fields, it is essential to be able to model self-shading.

3.2.1 Shading calculation method
When modeling flat-plate collector fields, the collector rows are often assumed to be of
infinite length, allowing shading to be modeled in one dimension. However, this assump-
tion is not valid for two-axis tracker fields. For this reason, most methods described in the
literature are iterative, as multiple collectors can shade at the same time. Apley (1979)
proposed one of the first methods for calculating shading of two-axis trackers, which ap-
proximates the collector surface as a grid of points. The method calculates the shaded
fraction as the sum of unshaded points divided by the total number of points. However,
such discrete methods have the drawback that their accuracy depends on the number of
points used. To overcome the limitations of existing methods, Meller (2010) developed a
new analytical method, but regrettably only implemented it for circular collectors and did
not disclose the source code, thus limiting its widespread usage.

Therefore, an open-source method for calculating self-shading of two-axis tracking col-
lectors was developed in Paper V: Jensen et al. (2022c). The method is similar to the
method proposed by Meller (2010), but differs in that the shading calculation is simpler
and suitable for any collector geometry.

Figure 3.4: Illustration of a reference collector being shaded by a neighboring collector
(Jensen et al., 2022a).
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The first step of the shading method is to project the shadow of the neighboring collector
(shading collector) onto the plane of the reference collector (shaded collector). Shading
of a reference collector by a neighboring collector is illustrated in Figure 3.4. Based on
the projected shadow, it is assessed whether the neighboring collector is able to shade.
If it cannot shade, the collector is ignored for that specific time step. For potential shading
collectors, the overlap between the unshaded geometry of the reference collector and
the projected shadow is calculated, and the overlap is subtracted from the unshaded
geometry. This iterative procedure is demonstrated in Figure 3.5 and is carried out for all
neighboring collectors. After the final iteration, the unshaded area is calculated.

Iteration: 1

Iteration: 2

Initial unshaded geometry 
Unshaded geometry
(after iteration 1)

Projected shadow

Unshaded geometry
(after iteration 2)

Unshaded geometry 
(from iteration 1)

Projected shadow

Figure 3.5: Graphical illustration of the iterative procedure of determining the unshaded area
(Jensen et al., 2022a).

3.2.2 Optimal field layouts
The impact of self-shading can be reduced by placing collectors further apart. However,
this leads to increased land use and thus comes at the expense of greater investment
requirements. Self-shading may also be reduced by choosing a favorable arrangement
of collectors (referred to as field layout). Cumpston and Pye (2014) investigated optimal
field layouts for circular collectors using irradiance data for Barstow, California. While
the study covered practically all possible field layouts, only one collector shape and one
location were investigated. Therefore, the findings cannot be applied to different collector
geometries and fields at different latitudes.
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This represents a significant knowledge gap, given that most two-axis tracking collectors
today are rectangular and that several two-axis tracker fields have been constructed at
northern latitudes, e.g., in Lendemarke, Denmark (Jensen et al., 2022b). To bridge this
gap, an extensive study was carried out in Paper V: Jensen et al. (2022c), which inves-
tigated the impacts of field layout, latitude, and collector shape on shading. Specifically,
the study investigated circular, square, and rectangular collector geometries at four dif-
ferent locations. Annual simulations of shading were carried out for each combination of
collector geometry and aperture shape, covering the entire field layout parameter space.
In total, more than six million annual simulations were carried out.

The study found that locations further away from the equator favor a lower aspect ratio,
i.e., more squarish field layouts. Locations further away from the equator also were found
to have significantly higher shading losses. Assuming fixed land costs, the economical
optimum spacing of collectors at northern latitudes is therefore greater than that of col-
lectors closer to the equator. Additionally, simulations showed that rectangular collectors
were less prone to shading than circular and square collectors.
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Figure 3.6: Impact of rotation of field layout on shading losses
for square (dashed) and rectangular (solid) field layouts. Re-
sults are based on a rectangular aperture and a ground cover
ratio of 0.25 (Jensen et al., 2022c).

The investigation of optimum field layouts assumed that there were no local restrictions
on field rotation, which often is not the case. In reality, the field rotation is often chosen
to match the shape of the available plot of land for a given project. Therefore, the impact
of sub-optimal rotation was investigated. An example of the annual shading loss as a
function of field rotation is shown in Figure 3.6 for square and rectangular field layouts for
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four locations. The field layouts, which have a ground cover ratio of 0.25, have annual
shading losses ranging from around 1% to more than 5%. For rectangular field layouts,
the maximum increase in shading loss due to sub-optimal rotation is between 0.64% and
0.74%. The impact is less for square field layouts. Nevertheless, the results indicate that
designers of solar energy plants can achieve a non-negligible energy gain by choosing a
plot of land with a favorable orientation.

3.2.3 The twoaxistracking python package
Based on user feedback, the basic shading calculation method described in Section 3.2.1
was extended in Paper VI: Jensen et al. (2022a). The improvedmethod extends the basic
shading calculations by:

1. Differentiating between active and total collector areas

2. Allowing for simulation of sloped collector fields

3. Reducing computation time

Additionally, the code was released as a free and open-source Python package called
twoaxistracking. This significantly reduces the effort required to use the code and allows
users to install the package by simply typing pip install twoaxistracking in a command
prompt.

The package also includes functions for defining regular field layouts. As an example, the
TrackerField class is used to define a hexagonal field layout in the left subplot of Figure 3.7.
The function’s input arguments include the four defining field layout parameters: ground
cover ratio (GCR), aspect ratio, offset, and rotation. The slope of the collector field is
defined using the parameters slope azimuth and slope tilt. The generated field layout is
visualized in the right subplot of Figure 3.7, with the colors denoting the relative height of
the trackers to the reference collector (due to a sloped field).

Figure 3.7: Demonstration of how to define a field layout using the package twoaxistracking (left)
(Jensen et al., 2022a). Visualization of the field layout (right), with the reference collector shown
in red.
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Additionally, the tracker field object tracker_field in Figure 3.7, contains a convenient func-
tion for calculating the shaded fraction for a series of solar elevation and azimuth angles.
The shaded fraction for the field layout in Figure 3.7 is shown in Figure 3.8 as a function
of solar elevation and azimuth angle. The red line in the figure corresponds to the horizon
line caused by the sloped hill, and the black lines illustrate the sun’s path for three different
days throughout the year for Lendemarke, Denmark.
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Figure 3.8: Illustration of the shaded fraction as a function of solar elevation and azimuth
angle for a specific field layout (Jensen et al., 2022a).

The twoaxistracking package includes extensive documentation and usage examples,
which are available at https://twoaxistracking.readthedocs.io. Also, the source code is
available at https://github.com/pvlib/twoaxistracking.
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4 Concentrating solar collectors

I’d put my money on the sun and solar
energy, what a source of power!

Thomas Edison (1847-1931)

Solar thermal collectors are a type of heat exchanger that converts solar radiation into
useful heat, which is transported by a fluid. Generally, solar collectors can be classified
into three main groups: flat-plate collectors, evacuated tubular collectors, and concentrat-
ing collectors (Sarbu & Sebarchievici, 2017). Concentrating solar collectors, also known
as focusing collectors, are unique in that they utilize an optical concentrator to focus ra-
diation onto a receiver. The concentrating mechanisms may be based on the principle
of reflection or refraction, i.e., mirrors or lenses. In recent years, several innovative col-
lectors designed specifically for district heating applications have been introduced to the
market, but a characterization and comparison of the different designs have yet to be
disseminated. This led to the third research question: What are the characteristics of
available concentrating solar collectors for district heating?

A comparison of the main characteristics of concentrating, flat-plate, and evacuated tubu-
lar solar collectors is presented in Table 4.1. Flat-plate and evacuated tubular collectors
are limited to low and medium temperature applications due to the low energy flux of
surface solar irradiance (<1000Wm−2). In contrast, concentrating collectors achieve a
much higher radiation intensity; thus, the receiver area can be significantly decreased,
resulting in low heat losses. Consequently, concentrating solar collectors can generate
high-temperature heat (up to 400 °C). They may also reduce material usage per unit area
compared to flat-plate collectors. However, concentrating solar collectors require a track-
ing mechanism and high-quality optical elements, significantly increasing their production
costs.

Table 4.1: Characteristics of concentrating, flat-plate, and evacuated tubular solar thermal
collectors. The temperature range represents most common applications.

Concentrating Flat-plate Evacuated tubular

Utilized irradiance Direct Direct and diffuse Direct and diffuse
Heat losses Low High Medium
Concentration ratio 10-1000 1 1
Temperature range 100-400 °C 40-100 °C 50-120 °C
Requires tracking Yes No No
Cost Medium - high Low Low
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In this chapter, the main types of concentrating solar collectors are introduced in Sec-
tion 4.1. Then, solar thermal collector testing and the quasi-dynamic test (QDT) method
are introduced in Section 4.2. Finally, Section 4.3 presents the performance characteris-
tics of a subset of collectors that have been used for district heating applications.

4.1 Types of concentrating solar collectors
The main types of concentrating solar thermal collectors are: parabolic trough, linear
Fresnel reflector, parabolic dish, and Fresnel lens. Examples of each of the four collector
types are depicted in Figure 4.1. Concentrating solar collectors can be classified as either
line-focusing (parabolic trough and linear Fresnel reflector collectors) or as point-focusing
(parabolic dish and Fresnel lens collectors). Solar power towers are not discussed in this
thesis, as the individual mirrors do not have a receiver and are therefore referred to as
heliostats. Additionally, other niche collector types, e.g., compound parabolic collectors
and hybrid collectors, are not considered.

(a) Parabolic trough collector (b) Linear Fresnel reflector collector

(c) Parabolic dish collector (d) Fresnel lens collector

Figure 4.1: Main types of concentrating solar thermal collectors. Image credit: (a) and (d) Adam
R. Jensen, (b) U.S. Department of Energy, (c) Lumos3 via Wikimedia Commons.

Line-focusing collectors concentrate the irradiance linearly onto a receiver that runs the
length of the collector. As such, the collectors require one-axis tracking and are able
to concentrate the solar radiation 50-100 times (Lovegrove & Pye, 2021). In compari-
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son, point-focusing collectors concentrate the irradiance onto a central receiver and re-
quire two-axis tracking. Point-focusing collectors can reach concentration ratios of several
thousand and can thus reach much higher temperatures than line-focusing collectors.

The most common type of concentrating collector is the parabolic trough collector (PTC),
which consists of a linear parabolic reflector that concentrates the irradiance onto a re-
ceiver positioned at the focal line of the collector (see Figure 4.1a). The heat is transferred
to a fluid circulated inside the receiver pipe, which is typically evacuated to minimize heat
losses. Parabolic trough collectors have been in commercial operation since the 1980s
and are often favored due to their high level of maturity (Moya, 2021).

Linear Fresnel reflector (LFR) collectors utilize several narrow linear reflectors that are
angled to focus the irradiance onto an elevated receiver (see Figure 4.1b). Unlike concen-
trating collectors, the receiver of an LFR collector is fixed, and only the reflectors rotate.
LFR collectors tend to have lower optical performance than parabolic trough collectors;
however, they are potentially cheaper to manufacture and service due to their simpler
construction (Platzer et al., 2021).

Parabolic dish collectors utilize reflectors with the shape of a paraboloid, focusing the ir-
radiance onto a centrally positioned receiver (see Figure 4.1c). Parabolic dish collectors
are also known as dish-Sterling collectors, as many designs have been coupled with Ster-
ling engines. Commercial dish collectors have achieved concentration ratios of more than
2000 (Blanco & Miller, 2017).

Unlike the three other types of concentrating collectors, Fresnel lens collectors (FLC) are
based on the principle of refraction (see Figure 4.1d). The collectors utilize Fresnel lenses,
which feature numerous small grooves approximating the curvature of conventional con-
tinuous surface lenses (Kumar et al., 2015). The groove angles are manufactured so that
the irradiance passing through each lens is refracted to a single focus point (illustrated
in Figure 4.2). This type of collector is often not considered, as it only recently became
commercially available.

Since 2014, the Danish solar collector manufacturer Heliac A/S has been developing
a commercial Fresnel lens collector. This type of collector does not rely on expensive
precision-made reflectors but rather on lenses made of an inexpensive polymer foil that
is applied to the backside of a glass pane. The Heliac collector features eight individual
lenses, each with their own receiver. As the polymer foil can be manufactured using com-
mercial roll-to-roll processes, the collectors have the potential to bemanufactured at much
lower costs than traditional solar collectors (Jensen et al., 2022b). An additional benefit
of Fresnel lens collectors is that they are lightweight. The current version of the collector
has been designed for direct supply of district heating, though with minor modifications, it
would be suitable for higher temperature applications, e.g., process heat.
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of the Heliac Fresnel lens solar collector. Fresnel grooves are
enhanced for visualization (Jensen et al., 2022b).

4.2 Collector characterization
To predict the thermal performance of a solar collector, it is essential to consider the spe-
cific operating conditions, such as the fluid temperature and irradiance, as these influence
the efficiency. Thus, solar collectors are characterized under controlled conditions, with
the aim of determining a set of coefficients suitable for describing the performance for
any operating condition. To this end, numerous different solar collector testing proce-
dures have been proposed during the past 40 years. A comprehensive overview of test
methods and their associated equations are presented in Obstawski et al. (2020). Fur-
thermore, to ensure a consistent and fair comparison of different collectors, standardized
procedures have been developed by experts and adopted internationally.

The most widely used collector test procedures are described in the international standard
ISO-9806 by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) (2017). The stan-
dard prescribes two different methods for thermal performance testing of liquid heating
collectors: (1) steady-state testing, where measurements are made under constant op-
erating conditions (usually in a laboratory), and (2) quasi-dynamic testing (QDT), where
measurements are made outdoors under changing weather conditions. Both methods
require tests to be made for at least four different inlet temperatures. According to ISO-
9806, concentrating solar collectors should be tested using the QDT method. A guide to
the standard is provided in Kramer et al. (2017).
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4.2.1 Quasi-dynamic test method
The quasi-dynamic test (QDT) method was first proposed by Perers (1997). It has since
beenmodified a number of times, and new terms have been added to model an increasing
variety of collectors. The ISO 9806:2017 version of theQDTmethod describes the thermal
power output, Q̇, using the following equation:

Q̇ = A ·
[
η0,b ·Kb(θL, θT ) ·Gb +Kd · η0,b ·Gd

− a1 · (Tmean − Tamb)− a2 · (Tmean − Tamb)
2

− a3 · u′ · (Tmean − Tamb) + a4 · (EL − σ · T 4
a )

− a5 · dTmean/dt− a6 · u′ ·Ghem

− a7 · u′ · (EL − σ · T 4
a )− a8 · (Tmean − Tamb)

4
]

(4.1)

where A is the collector area, Tmean is the mean collector fluid temperature, Tamb is the
ambient air temperature, and u′ is the reduced wind speed. The first two terms of Equa-
tion 4.1 represent the heat contributions from the beam/direct (Gb) and diffuse (Gd) ir-
radiance. dTmean/dt is the time derivative of the mean collector fluid temperature. The
variables η0,b, Kb, Kd, and a1 through a8 are the collector coefficients, which describe
the heat gains and losses and the thermal capacity of the collector. The most commonly
used coefficients are the peak collector efficiency (η0,b), diffuse incidence angle modifier
(Kd), first and second-order heat loss coefficients (a1 and a2, respectively), wind speed
dependent heat loss (a3), thermal capacity (a5), and the beam/direct incidence angle mod-
ifier Kb(θL, θT ) (usually expressed by a series of discrete values). A full list of parameter
descriptions can be found in the list of symbols and in ISO-9806.

The collector coefficients can be derived by statistical least square regression of mea-
surement data from the collector operation. The measurements should be made over at
least four different days and include different sky conditions. Additionally, it is crucial that
the measurement data contain sufficient variability, as this is necessary to decouple the
parameters and obtain accurate estimates of the coefficients. Additionally, the standard
states that for collectors with a concentration ratio greater than 20, the coefficients a2, a3,
a4, a6, a7, and Kd may be set to zero.

4.2.2 Experimental setup
The collector coefficients can only be determined as accurately as the measured data
used to derive them. Therefore, it is crucial to use high-quality and calibrated measure-
ment equipment when carrying out collector tests. Additionally, a steady flow rate and
inlet temperature have to be maintained throughout the measurement periods.

A schematic of a test facility for thermal performance characterization is shown in Fig-
ure 4.3. The facility is located at the experimental test area of the Technical University of
Denmark (DTU) in Lyngby, Denmark. The instrumentation and uncertainty levels of the
test rig satisfy the required tolerances specified in ISO-9806. The test rig was designed by
the author in order to be able to assess the performance of the Heliac Fresnel lens solar
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collector (Figure 4.1d). The collector thermal performance coefficients had to be derived
in order to estimate the annual performance and compare the performance characteristics
with existing collectors.
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of the experimental solar collector test stand.

4.3 Collector coefficients
The collector coefficients of the Heliac collector were derived by the author and are de-
scribed in Jensen (2020). The characterization was based on an extensive measurement
campaign during the summer of 2020. The collector coefficients of the Heliac collector are
compared to three collectors (two parabolic trough collectors and one flat-plate collector)
in Table 4.2. The four collectors were chosen as they have all previously been used in dis-
trict heating plants, some of which are investigated in Chapter 5. Table 4.2 only includes
values for η0,b, Kd, a1, a2, a3, and a5, since the remaining coefficients of Equation 4.1
were not statistically significant for any of the collectors. Additionally, the beam incidence
angle modifier (Kb) for the collectors is shown in Figure 4.4. It should be noted that the
coefficients for all the collectors are listed with respect to the aperture area, which is the
common convention for concentrating solar collectors. For most other types of collectors,
the coefficients are typically specified with respect to the gross area.

Of the four presented collectors, the flat-plate has the highest optical efficiency. The main
reason for this is that flat-plate collectors do not utilize any optical concentrators, which
are inherently associated with optical losses. Additionally, the investigated flat-plate col-
lector has a diffuse incidence angle modifier (Kd) close to one, meaning that it essentially
utilizes diffuse and direct irradiance with equal efficiency. However, due to the large ab-
sorber area, flat-plate collectors have much larger heat loss coefficients in comparison to
concentrating solar collectors. Another advantage of concentrating solar collectors is that
they have a lower thermal capacity (a5), meaning they require less energy to heat up.
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Table 4.2: Collector coefficients for different solar collectors. Values for Absolicon and Arcon-
Sunmark have been obtained from Solar Keymark (ESTIF, 2021), Aalborg CSP coefficients are
fromSallaberry et al. (2019), and Heliac coefficients are from Jensen (2020). Collector coefficients
are with respect to the aperture area. * The coefficients were derived using the non-reduced wind
speed.

Manufacturer Arcon-Sunmark Aalborg CSP Absolicon Heliac

Model HTHEATboost AAL-TroughTM
3.0 T160 3rd Gen.

Type Flat-plate Parabolic
trough

Parabolic
trough

Fresnel
lens

Parameter Unit
η0,b - 0.842 0.736 0.765 0.602
Kd - 0.98 - 0.12 0.02
a1 Wm−2 K−1 2.60 0.04 0.80 0.23
a2 Wm−2 K−1 0.016 - - -
a3 Jm−3 K−1 - - - 0.178*

a5 Jm−2 K−1 7344 2962 1628 3360
Aperture
area m2 12.56 67.4 5.5 16.55

Concentra-
tion ratio - 1 26 13 36

The three concentrating collectors all have much lower heat loss coefficients compared to
the flat-plate collector. Of the concentrating collectors, the parabolic trough collector from
Aalborg CSP has the lowest heat loss, as this collector features an evacuated receiver.
In contrast, both the collectors from Absolicon and Heliac use a simple glass to cover
the receiver. While the Heliac collector has the lowest peak efficiency and highest heat
loss of the studied concentrating collectors, it remains of interest due to its potentially
lower manufacturing cost. Moreover, while the diffuse incidence angle modifiers were
significantly different, the beam incidence angle modifiers, shown in Figure 4.4, are very
similar. The beam incidence angle modifier for the Heliac collector is not shown as the
collector is two-axis tracking and thus always normal to the sun, i.e., zero incidence angle.

The efficiencies of the four collectors are also shown as a function of temperature in Fig-
ure 4.5. The upper line for each collector represents the efficiency under ”blue sky” condi-
tions (Gb = 850Wm−2, Gd = 150Wm−2), and the bottom line is for ”hazy sky” conditions
(Gb = 440Wm−2, Gd = 260Wm−2). The blue and hazy sky scenarios correspond to the
standard reporting conditions specified in ISO-9806. As concentrating solar collectors
only utilize direct irradiance, their efficiencies were calculated with respect to Gb, whereas
the efficiency of the flat-plate collector was calculated with respect to Ghem.
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Figure 4.4: Incidence angle modifiers for the three collec-
tors.

While the efficiencies are instantaneous and for specific conditions, the figure illustrates
the collectors’ dependency on temperature and irradiance. For example, the slope of the
lines corresponds to the heat loss characteristics of the collectors, with a steeper slope
corresponding to higher heat losses. As previously mentioned, the flat-plate collector has
a high heat loss coefficient, which causes the efficiency to drop significantly at higher
temperatures. In contrast, the slopes of the concentrating collector efficiency curves are
much flatter, signifying that these collectors have low heat losses.

Figure 4.5 also shows the temperature range of the following common solar thermal appli-
cations: district heating, process heat, and electricity generation using an Organic Rank-
ine Cycle (ORC) or steam turbine. As the concentrating collectors maintain high efficiency
at high temperatures, they can be used for the high-temperature applications that cannot
rely on traditional flat-plate collectors. The usage of concentrating collectors for district
heating applications is investigated in the following chapter.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of solar collector efficiency at different fluid temperatures. Calcula-
tions are based on an ambient temperature of 20 °C and a wind speed of 1.3ms−1.
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5 Concentrating solar collectors in the
district heating sector

A new day will come. And when the sun
shines it will shine out the clearer.

J.R.R. Tolkien (1892-1973)

Historically, solar district heating plants have almost exclusively utilized flat-plate collec-
tors (FPC) due to their low costs, reliability, and suitability for operating in the temperature
range required by typical district heating grids. However, in recent years, several indus-
try stakeholders have investigated the utilization of concentrating solar collectors in the
district heating sector and developed specific collectors for this market segment. Much of
the focus has been on developing new concentrating collectors that can be manufactured
at an industrial scale and at a low cost. A map of the active solar district heating plants
in Denmark is shown in Figure 5.1, in which the plants utilizing concentrating collectors
are highlighted. A key reason for utilizing concentrating collectors is their ability to gener-
ate high-temperature heat. This allows them to be used for a wider range of applications
than traditional flat-plate collectors. However, to date, the research on the topic has been
very limited. Thus, this led to the formulation of the fourth research question: How can
concentrating solar collectors be used in the district heating sector?

In this chapter, the potential applications of concentrating solar collectors in the district
heating sector are investigated in Section 5.1. This is followed by two case studies of
district heating plants that utilize concentrating solar collectors. The first case study is
presented in Section 5.2 and investigates a Fresnel lens collector field in Lendemarke,
Denmark. The investigated solar collector field supplies heat directly to a district heating
network and is the first large-scale demonstration of Fresnel lens collectors. The sec-
ond case study is presented in Section 5.3 and investigates the usage of concentrating
collectors for combined heat and power in Brønderslev, Denmark. The plant features a
parabolic trough collector field connected in parallel with two biomass boilers. The perfor-
mance of both plants was investigated by characterizing the thermal performance of the
collector fields. Additionally, the annual yield was elucidated using two simulation models.
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Brønderslev
Tårs

Lendemarke

Figure 5.1: Location of active solar heating plants in Denmark. Plants using concen-
trating solar collectors are highlighted (Jensen & Sifnaios, 2022).

5.1 Applications and existing systems
An extensive survey of existing district heating plants that utilize concentrating collectors
was carried out to examine potential applications. The identified systems and their key
characteristics are presented chronologically in Table 5.1. The majority of the identified
systems were located in Denmark (five out of nine systems). Additionally, seven out of
the nine systems utilized parabolic trough collectors.

Based on the survey of existing systems and an extensive literature review, the following
three applications of concentrating solar collectors within the district heating sector were
identified:

1. Direct district heat production using only concentrating collectors

2. Heat generation using a hybrid combination of flat-plate and concentrating collectors

3. High-temperature heat generation for combined heat and power

With the exception of the plants in Tårs and Brønderslev, all of the existing systems fall
in the first category. These plants are integrated into district heating grids similarly to
traditional flat-plate collector fields. One example of such a system is the 2383m2 Fresnel
lens collector field in Lendemarke, Denmark, which is investigated in Section 5.2.
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Table 5.1: Overview of existing district heating plants that utilize concentrating solar collectors.
Only systems with a collector area >500m2 are listed. Temperature indicates range of collector
fluid temperatures. If only one temperature is provided, it corresponds to the outlet temperature.

Location Collector
type Manufacturer Size

[m2]
Tempera-
ture [°C] Year Reference

Thisted,
Denmark PTC Aalborg CSP 830 100-120 2013 -

2015
Perers et al.,
2013

Tårs,
Denmark

PTC
FPC

Aalborg CSP
ArconSunmark

4039
5960

70-95
40-70 2015 - Tian et al.,

2017

Brønderslev,
Denmark PTC Aalborg CSP 26930 120-312 2017 - Jensen

et al., 2022d
HongQing
De, China PTC XuChen

Energy 93 000 220 2017 - Epp, 2020b

St. Christol,
France PTC Helioclim 750 90-100 2018 - Vitupier,

2018
Lendemarke,
Denmark FLC Heliac 2383 45-95 2019 - Jensen

et al., 2022b
Shenzha,
Tibet PTC Vicot Solar

Tech. 20 000 140 2019 - CSPFocus,
2019

Härnösand,
Sweden PTC Absolicon 3000 45-118 2021 - Epp, 2020a

Hørsholm,
Denmark FLC Heliac 2383 50-95 2022 - Jensen

et al., 2022b

The district heating plant in Tårs is the only known example of the second application
type, i.e., utilizing a combination of flat-plate and concentrating collectors. This system
utilizes flat-plate collectors to preheat the district heating water to 70 °C; the preheated
water is then heated by parabolic trough collectors to 95 °C (Tian et al., 2017). In this
way, the flat-plate collectors operate at low temperatures, where their efficiency is high-
est, whereas the concentrating collectors are used for the higher temperatures, as their
efficiency is relatively insensitive to the operating temperature. A number of publications
exist concerning the Tårs plant (e.g., Tian et al. (2017) and Tian et al. (2018)), as it was
the topic of a previous PhD thesis (Tian, 2018).

The third type of application is the utilization of concentrating solar collectors for power
generation, where the waste heat is utilized for district heating. The Brønderslev hy-
brid plant is an example of such a system and features a parabolic trough collector field,
which — in combination with two biomass boilers — supplies high-temperature heat to
an Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) system. The ORC system generates electricity, and
the waste heat from the power cycle is utilized for district heating. If desired, the solar
collectors are also able to supply heat directly to the district heating grid. The system is
investigated in Section 5.3.
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5.2 Two-axis tracking Fresnel lens collectors - Lendemarke
5.2.1 Plant description
The Lendemarke solar collector field, shown in Figure 5.2, consists of 144 two-axis track-
ing Fresnel lens collectors (FLC). The solar collectors operate with an inlet and outlet
temperature of around 45 °C and 95 °C, respectively, and supply heat to the local district
heating grid. The solar collector field began operation in 2019 and was the first full-scale
demonstration of Fresnel lens collectors. The solar collectors have a total aperture area
of 2383m2 and occupy an area of about 1 hectare outside the town Lendemarke on the
island of Møn, Denmark (latitude: 54.9788°N, longitude: 12.2666°E).

Figure 5.2: Aerial view of the Lendemarke solar collector field and
district heating plant. The blue lines (cold) indicate the pipes to the
collector field and the red lines (hot) indicate the outlet pipes (Jensen
et al., 2022b). Image source: Danish Agency for Data Supply and
Efficiency.

The heat generated by the solar collector field is supplied to a storage tank via a heat
exchanger. The storage tank has a volume of 400m3 and serves to even out differences
between the heat supply and demand. The district heating plant also consists of a 2MW
biomass boiler and a 3.7MW backup oil boiler.

The two-axis tracking collectors are organized in a square field layout rotated 22° coun-
terclockwise. The trackers are spaced 8m apart, corresponding to a ground cover ratio
(GCR) of approximately 0.26. As shown in Figure 5.2, the cold heat transfer fluid (blue)
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enters the collector rows from the edge of the field and joins a common return pipe in the
center of the field. In this way, the hot return piping (red), which experiences higher heat
losses, is minimized.

5.2.2 Thermal performance
While the thermal performance of a single Heliac collector was characterized in Sec-
tion 4.3, it is expected to deviate under real-life conditions. For example, with long-term
operation, soiling is inevitable (e.g., due to dust, pollen, and agricultural emissions). Soil-
ing results in a reduced peak performance of the collectors and lower heat generation.
Additionally, the pipes between collectors and to and from the field add additional heat
losses and thermal capacity. Thus, to investigate the thermal performance of the collector
field, it was characterized using the quasi-dynamic test (QDT) (described in Section 4.2.1).
The findings are from Paper VII: Jensen et al. (2022b).

The QDT method was applied to measurement data from the solar collector field from
March 15th to April 10th, 2021. The Fresnel lenses had been replaced during May 2020
and were not cleaned during the operating period. The performance coefficients of the
collector field are presented in Table 5.2 and are compared to the coefficients of a single
clean collector tested in a laboratory setting (denoted as ”Collector coefficients” in Ta-
ble 5.2). It is important to note that the performance coefficients of the field include the
effects of the field piping.

Table 5.2: Collector coefficients describing the thermal performance of the
Lendemarke solar collector field (Field coefficients) (Jensen et al., 2022b).
The coefficients denoted (Collector coefficients) are for a single clean collec-
tor (Jensen, 2020).

Parameter Unit Field coefficients Collector coefficients
η0,b - 0.535 0.602
Kd - - 0.02
a1 Wm−2 K−1 1.62 0.23
a3 Jm−3 K−1 - 0.178
a5 Jm−2 K−1 11500 3360

The peak efficiency of the Lendemarke collector field was 11% lower than that of a clean
collector. This reduction is mainly attributed to soiling, which is known to affect concentrat-
ing collectors more than non-concentrating collectors. Additionally, when comparing the
heat loss coefficients of the single collector to that determined from the field, it is evident
that the field piping accounts for roughly half of the heat losses of the field. Furthermore,
the single collector performance was found to be wind dependent, i.e., having a non-zero
a3 coefficient. However, the field performance was not found to be wind dependent, po-
tentially due to higher uncertainties of the measurement data. Consequently, the a3 field
coefficient is zero, resulting in a higher a1 field coefficient. The thermal capacity of the
field is also significantly higher due to the additional heat capacity of the large volume of
fluid contained in the field piping. It should be noted that the coefficients of the field have
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a significantly higher uncertainty than those of the single collector. This was because the
field measurement data were obtained for a limited range of operating conditions and the
measurement equipment was less accurate.

Furthermore, to investigate the annual performance of the collector field, a simulation
model was developed using the simulation software TRNSYS. Shading was accounted
for using the method described in Section 3.2.1. The model was validated by comparison
against 10 days of measurement data from the actual collector field. Overall, the model
was found to be in good agreement with the measurements, having only a small positive
bias of 1.8%.

The validated TRNSYS model was subsequently used to simulate one full year of opera-
tion using irradiance data from the CAMS Radiation Service (Qu et al., 2017) and weather
data from ERA5 (Hersbach et al., 2020). Irradiance and weather data from 2020 were
used. For future studies of concentrating solar collectors in Denmark, it is recommended
to use the SARAH-2 irradiance dataset (as discussed in Section 2.5); unfortunately, this
dataset was not available at the time of the study.

The monthly heat generation of the field and direct normal irradiation from the annual
simulation is shown in Figure 5.3. In total, the solar collector field generated 889MWh
during the investigated year, corresponding to 373 kWhm−2. The comparison of the heat
generation and incident irradiation in Figure 5.3 shows that the conversion efficiency is
significantly higher during the summer months compared to the winter months — a trend
that is common for solar heating plants. In comparison, a nearby flat-plate collector field
generated 477 kWhm−2 for the same year. The flat-plate collector field was located less
than 3 km from Lendemarke and operated at a similar temperature level.

Figure 5.3: Simulated monthly heat production of the Lendemarke solar collector
field (Jensen et al., 2022b).
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In summary, the Lendemarke solar collector field is one of the first district heating plants to
utilize concentrating solar collectors for direct heat generation. Additionally, the plant was
the world’s first full-scale demonstration of Fresnel lens solar collectors. Nevertheless, as
the cost of the Heliac 3rd Gen. collector is not below that of typical flat-plate collectors,
the collector is not yet economically viable for generating direct district heating. However,
due to the low heat losses and potential to reduce manufacturing costs, the Fresnel lens
collectors may be suitable for higher temperature applications, e.g., steam generation,
high-temperature district heating, and process heat.

5.3 Hybridization of CSP and biomass - Brønderslev
The Brønderslev combined heat and power (CHP) plant is a district heating plant in North-
ern Jutland, Denmark (latitude: 57.255 °N, longitude: 9.955 °E). The plant combines a
parabolic trough collector field with biomass combustion to generate electricity and district
heating, i.e., hybridization of biomass and concentrated solar power (CSP). The biomass
plant, solar collector field, and biomass storage are shown in Figure 5.4. The plant is
investigated in Paper VIII: Jensen et al. (2022d) and IX: Jensen and Sifnaios (2022).

Figure 5.4: Aerial view of the Brønderslev hybrid district heating plant (Jensen et al., 2022d).

5.3.1 Plant description
Specifically, the plant integrates a 16.6MW solar collector field and two 10MW biomass
boilers with a 3.9MW Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) system. The solar collector field
and biomass boilers use the same heat transfer fluid (Therminol 66) and are connected
in parallel. This configuration allows the solar collectors and biomass boilers to supply
heat to the ORC either separately or in parallel. The ORC generates electricity with a
nominal net electrical efficiency of 19.3%, with almost all of the waste heat of the power
cycle utilized for district heating.

The plant is the first biomass-CSP plant in the world to utilize waste heat for district heat-
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ing. The plant also features several heat recovery units (including three heat pumps),
which contribute to the district heating generation. Additionally, the solar collector field
can also supply heat directly to the district heating grid. A schematic of the hybrid plant is
shown in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Schematic of the Brønderslev hybrid district heating plant. Only one of the two identical
biomass units are shown for simplicity (Jensen et al., 2022d).

The solar collector field consists of 40 parabolic trough collectors of the type AAL-TroughTM

4.0, manufactured by Aalborg CSP. The 26 930m2 collector field covers an area of about
9 hectare and has been in operation since 2017. The collectors are organized into ten
loops connected in parallel to a common forward and return pipe. Each loop has four
collectors in series, ensuring a high volume flow rate and minimizing the possibility of
overheating.

Depending on the desired operation, the solar collectors may either primarily supply heat
to the ORC or directly to the district heating grid. When operating in the ORC mode,
the outlet temperature from the collectors is approximately 310 °C. This temperature cor-
responds to the nominal inlet temperature of the ORC, which cannot be met by non-
concentrating solar collectors. In the district heating mode, the outlet temperature is re-
duced to around 190 °C to minimize heat losses.

5.3.2 Joint ORC and CSP operation
The hybrid plant had originally been granted a fixed-price subsidy; however, shortly before
the inauguration of the plant, the subsidy was annulled. As a consequence, the solar
collector field was not permitted to supply heat to the ORC unit during the majority of the
investigated period. Instead, the solar collector field has primarily been operated in the
district heating mode, supplying heat directly to the district heating network. Thus, there
are very limited data of joint CSP-biomass operation.
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The energy flows during one day of joint operation are shown in Figure 5.6. The Sankey
diagram illustrates the energy flows originating from the inputs (direct irradiation and
biomass) and ending with the outputs (electricity and district heating). The diagram shows
how both the CSP field and the biomass boiler supplied heat to the ORC, as well as the
various heat recovery processes. The CSP field also supplied some heat directly to the
district heating loop, which allowed for finer adjustment of the temperature to the ORC. For
the investigated day, 61% of the in-plane direct irradiance was converted to useful heat,
whereas the remaining energy was lost due to shading (7%) and due to optical and heat
losses (32%). The overall energetic efficiency of the biomass plant in 2020 was 109%. It
is possible for the efficiency to exceed 100%, as power plant efficiency is always reported
with respect to the fuel’s lower heating value in Europe; this assumes that the conden-
sation heat in the flue gas is not recovered (Hindsgaul & Hulgaard, 2017). The overall
efficiency of the biomass plant was somewhat lower than the design value (120%), which
was primarily due to the heat pumps being out of service for the investigated year.
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Figure 5.6: Sankey diagram of the energy flows of the hybrid plant on May 5th, 2020. The widths
of the lines are proportional to the amount of energy (Jensen et al., 2022d).

5.3.3 Collector field performance
The thermal performance of the field was characterized using the QDT method in order to
compare it to the Fresnel lens collector field in Lendemarke (described in Section 5.2). The
determined performance coefficients for the Brønderslev CSP field were: η0,b = 0.727,
a1 = 0.271Wm−2 K−1, and a5 = 6741 Jm−2 K−1 (Jensen & Sifnaios, 2022). The peak
efficiency (η0,b) was slightly lower than the value of 0.75 found in the pilot study by Perers et
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al. (2015). This indicates that the local soiling conditions were mild as the collectors were
not cleaned during the entire operating period. Compared to the performance coefficients
of the Heliac collector (see Table 5.2), the heat losses of the parabolic trough collector field
were remarkably low. The extremely low heat losses are achieved by using evacuated
receiver pipes, which practically eliminate convection and conduction heat losses.

Furthermore, a simulation model of the Brønderslev solar collector field was developed
to investigate the annual heat generation and the impact of the main field layout param-
eters. The TRNSYS simulation model is shown in Figure 5.7. Currently, the model only
accounts for heat supply directly to the district heating grid, as there were insufficient data
to validate operation with the ORC. The reader is referred to Jensen and Sifnaios (2022)
for a detailed description of the model components and validation.

Figure 5.7: Illustration of the TRNSYS simulation of the Brønderslev solar collector field and
integration with the district heating network (Jensen & Sifnaios, 2022).

The validated model was used to simulate one year of operation using weather data from
a typical meteorological year (TMY) for the region (Wang et al., 2012). The monthly heat
generation and direct irradiation for the annual simulation are shown in Figure 5.8. The
figure shows higher conversion ratios during the months with high solar irradiation, a trend
that was also observed for the Lendemarke collector field in Figure 5.3. The annual heat
generation was 11.4GWh, corresponding to 422 kWhm−2. While the heat generation is
noticeably higher than that of the Lendemarke solar collector field, the values are not
directly comparable, as different weather data were used. Nevertheless, the heat gener-
ation is similar to that of flat-plate collector fields in the region; however, the generated
heat from the Brønderslev collector field was at a much higher temperature, allowing it to
be used for power generation.

Furthermore, a sensitivity study was carried out using the simulation model to investigate
the impact of the main field parameters on the annual heat generation. Specifically, the
annual heat generation was calculated for the entire range of tracking axis orientations
and for row spacings between 7 and 30m. The results of the sensitivity analysis are
shown as a heat map in Figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.8: Simulated monthly heat production of the Brønderslev solar col-
lector field (Jensen & Sifnaios, 2022).

Figure 5.9 shows a clear trend of increasing heat generation with increasing row spacing.
The increase was strongest for the short row spacings, whereas only small gains were
realized when the row spacing was increased above 15m. The impact of axis azimuth
orientation was less than that of the row spacing, with the optimal orientations being 0° and
180°, i.e., a north-south tracking axis. While this finding has also been shown in previous
studies, it is often necessary to choose a sub-optimal orientation in order to conform to the
geometry of the available plot of land. For example, the solar collector field in Brønderslev
has an axis orientation of 30°, which resulted in a 1% reduction in heat generation.

Figure 5.9: Heat map of the annual heat generation as a function of tracking
axis orientation and row spacing. The circle represents the configuration of the
Brønderslev solar collector field (Jensen & Sifnaios, 2022).
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Overall, the Brønderslev hybrid power plant successfully demonstrated the usage of con-
centrating solar collectors for combined heat and power — one of the three identified ap-
plications of concentrating solar collectors in the district heating sector. The plant utilized
parabolic trough collectors and was able to supply high-temperature heat up to 310 °C to
an ORC turbine, thereby displacing biomass consumption while still being able to supply
dispatchable power and heat. The annual heat generation of the solar collector field was
simulated in TRNSYS and found to be comparable to that of flat-plate collector fields in
the region.
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6 Conclusions
This study aimed to investigate four research questions related to the usage of concen-
trating solar collectors in the district heating sector. The conclusions to the individual
research questions are presented below:

Research question 1: What are the best methods for estimating the solar resource avail-
able for concentrating solar collectors?

Three main solar irradiance data sources were identified: ground-measured, satellite-
derived, and reanalysis data. While the lowest uncertainty can be achieved using ground-
measured irradiance, these measurements are prone to errors and expensive. To min-
imize the influence of erroneous data, a comprehensive quality-control procedure was
developed. This procedure included a visual inspection step that was shown to improve
error detection. The quality-control procedure was applied to irradiance data from Lyng-
by, Denmark, and the resulting dataset was used to benchmark four public irradiance
datasets. Some of the investigated datasets showed very high biases for direct irradi-
ance, indicating that it is critical to choose a suitable dataset. The SARAH-2 dataset
was found to perform the best for direct normal irradiance and is thus recommended for
modeling concentrating solar collectors in Denmark.

Research question 2: How do shading and masking impact the incident irradiance in
solar collector fields, and how can it be modeled?

Two main challenges were identified in modeling the irradiance conditions within solar
collector fields: diffuse irradiance masking leading to non-uniform irradiance and self-
shading of two-axis tracking collectors. Experimental investigations showed that diffuse
irradiance masking can lead to an irradiance reduction up to 17% at the bottom of a flat-
plate collector. Traditional solar radiation models do not account for this, leading to an
overestimation of the performance of flat-plate collector fields with short row spaces. To
address this, a modified transposition model was developed, significantly improving the
accuracy of diffuse irradiance estimations. Additionally, a free and open-source python
package was developed for simulating self-shading of two-axis tracking collectors. Sim-
ulations showed that rectangular collectors were less affected by shading than circular
and square collectors. Of the four investigated locations, the annual shading fraction
ranged between 0.7% and 8% for common field layouts. Shading was generally more
pronounced at locations further from the equator. Additionally, more squarish field lay-
outs were favored at northern latitudes.
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Research question 3: What are the characteristics of available concentrating solar col-
lectors for district heating?

Four main concentrating collector types were identified, namely: parabolic trough, linear
Fresnel reflector, parabolic dish, and Fresnel lens collectors. While the first three collec-
tor types have been thoroughly investigated, Fresnel lens collectors are a relatively new
technology. Thus, to investigate the performance of these collectors, the thermal per-
formance of the Heliac 3rd Gen. Fresnel lens collector was characterized. The derived
collector coefficients were compared to a flat-plate collector and two parabolic trough col-
lectors that were previously used for district heating. The concentrating collectors all had
low heat losses and thus were able to maintain a stable efficiency at high temperatures.
Results showed that the Heliac collector had a lower peak efficiency than the other inves-
tigated collectors. However, the Heliac collector remains of interest due to its potentially
low manufacturing costs.

Research question 4: How can concentrating solar collectors be used in the district
heating sector?

A survey of existing district heating plants utilizing concentrating solar collectors identified
three unique applications within the district heating sector: (1) direct district heat produc-
tion using only concentrating collectors, (2) heat generation using a hybrid combination
of flat-plate and concentrating collectors, and (3) high-temperature heat generation for
combined heat and power. A case study of the Lendemarke Fresnel lens collector field
was carried out to investigate the potential for direct heat generation. The normalized
heat generation of the field was found to be below that of a nearby flat-plate collector
field, suggesting that Fresnel lens collectors are not yet economically viable for direct dis-
trict heat production in Denmark. Additionally, a case study investigated the Brønderslev
combined heat and power plant that features a parabolic trough collector field and two
biomass boilers that supply heat to an organic Rankine cycle system. The case study
successfully demonstrated the technical feasibility of the hybridization of concentrating
collectors and biomass combustion for combined heat and power.

6.1 Future work
This thesis identified three applications of concentrating solar collectors in the district heat-
ing sector and demonstrated their usage in two case studies. While the two case studies
successfully demonstrated the technical feasibility of the applications, the collector man-
ufacturing costs remain the primary barrier to widespread adoption of concentrating solar
collectors. Thus, it is recommended that future research addresses this issue through
targeted and systematic efforts aimed at lowering production costs. One specific area
that should be addressed is improving the durability and optical performance of Fresnel
lenses. Particularly, research should seek to elucidate the current Fresnel lens losses
and develop strategies to increase the optical efficiency. There may also be a signifi-
cant performance and cost potential in improving the receiver design. Specifically, focus
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should be placed on developing and investigating designs that feature lower heat losses
and pressure drop, as well as reduce material usage

Moreover, research should investigate the economic feasibility of the different applications
and compare the levelized cost of heat to alternative solutions. Investigations should also
account for differences in climatic conditions, as this is expected to strongly influence the
business case. Additionally, district heating temperatures should be considered, as many
countries have higher supply temperatures than Denmark, making concentrating solar
collectors more attractive.

Furthermore, with the drastic reduction in the cost of photovoltaic panels, this technology
may be a more economical alternative to solar thermal district heating. Particularly, cou-
pling photovoltaic panels with heat pumps, which are becoming common at district heating
plants, could reach similar efficiency levels as flat-plate collectors. Future investigations
should compare the overall performance and economic differences between concentrat-
ing solar collectors and photovoltaic-based systems.
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Abstract 

Ground-based radiation measurements are required for all large solar projects and for evaluating the accuracy of 

solar radiation models and datasets. Ground data almost always contain low-quality periods caused by instrumen-

tal issues, logging errors, or maintenance deficiencies. Therefore, quality control (QC) is needed to detect and 

eventually flag or exclude such suspicious or erroneous data before any subsequent analysis. The few existing 

automatic QC methods are not perfect, thus expert visual inspection of the data is still required. In this work, we 

present a harmonized QC procedure, which is a combination of various available methods, including some that 

include an expert visual inspection. In the framework of IEA PVPS Task 16, these tests are applied to 161 world  

stations that are equipped with various radiometer models, and are candidates for an ongoing benchmark of irra-

diance datasets derived from satellite or weather models. Because the implementation of these methods by experts, 

and their subsequent decisions, might lead to different QC results, the independently obtained results from nine 

evaluators are compared for two test sites. The QC results are found similar and more stringent than purely auto-

mated tests, even though some deviations exist due to differences in manual flagging.  

Keywords: solar irradiance, solar resource, quality control, quality inspection, visual inspection. 

 

1. Introduction 

Ground-based radiation measurements constitute the basis for solar energy projects and applications. Such meas-

urements are required to evaluate and improve the quality of radiation data derived from satellite retrievals or 

numerical weather models, and to monitor the performance of solar installations, in particular. The availability of 

such data is necessary to reach the required accuracy in solar resource data for utility-scale solar projects and for 

many other applications in the realms of solar power plant operation, solar forecasting, etc. Ground-based data 

almost always contain periods of low quality and erroneous measurements caused by instrumental errors, mainte-

nance deficiencies, or environment-related inadvertent issues. Therefore, a stringent data quality control (QC) 

procedure is needed to detect such erroneous (or potentially erroneous) data and ultimately exclude them in high-

accuracy applications. QC methods of various kinds have been proposed, e.g., (Espinar et al. 2011; Long and 

Dutton 2002; Maxwell et al. 1993; Long and Shi 2008). Each one of them consists of a suite of automatic tests. 

However, automatic tests alone are insufficient as they typically miss certain types of errors and often mislabel 

valid data. In the vast majority of cases, an expert visual inspection step must be added to automatic QC to obtain 

the best possible results.  

I



 
In this work, a harmonized QC procedure is developed in the form of a “best-of” method based on a combination 

of a variety of tests that have already been published and widely recognized, while adding expert visual inspec-

tions. Such a QC method is required as an essential first step of an ongoing benchmarking exercise, in which the 

quality and accuracy of solar irradiance estimates derived from satellite imagery and atmospheric reanalysis are 

evaluated through preprocessed ground-based measurements. To be meaningful, the benchmarking results must 

be obtained by comparison with measurements having the lowest possible uncertainty, which can only be obtained 

after a rigorous QC. The benchmarking exercise is an ambitious project currently being carried out under the 

auspices of the International Energy Agency’s PV Power Systems (PVPS) Task 16. The database of ground meas-

urements consists of several years of data from 161 ground stations, most of which using thermopile pyranometers 

for global and diffuse horizontal irradiance (GHI, DIF) and an automatically tracked pyrheliometer for direct 

normal irradiance (DNI). In order to perform QC of such a large database, a group of solar radiation experts from 

Task 16 was gathered, and several radiometric stations were assigned to each participant. Their QC results may 

differ to a certain degree for different reasons; for instance, experts might have different opinions on what consti-

tutes a bad data point, they might have varying experience with a specific instrument model or with unusual 

measurement situations, or, more pragmatically, coding errors may be inadvertently introduced in some cases. 

This study reports on the exemplary results obtained by nine different evaluators using data from two radiometric 

stations selected randomly. The spread of expert-assisted QC results is established to quantify how much they 

differ from the automatic tests. This makes it possible to evaluate the specific impact of the expert decisions on 

the overall QC process. In turn, this can help determine to what extent expert assistance contributes to the quality 

of validation datasets and should be considered as either optional or necessary in practice. The evaluators imple-

mented the QC method individually so that any difference in implementation can be traced back for further im-

provements and better documentation. The deviations of the results of different evaluators are then compared to 

the variation in the fraction of usable data for the 161 stations. 

The improved QC methodology, including all automatic and visual tests, is presented in Section 2. Section 3 

compares the results of the QC undertaken by nine evaluators using data from two randomly chosen stations. In 

Section 4, conclusions are drawn and a summary is provided. 

2. QC Methodology  

The QC methodology consists of a combination of tests selected from the literature. In addition to these automatic 

tests, the evaluators also reviewed and reported the available information on instruments, calibration, mainte-

nance, and records of any special events at each station if such detailed information was available. The visual 

inspection of such a large database (686 station-years of 1-min data from 161 stations) was an important accom-

plishment of this QC exercise, at a scale never attempted before.  

There are several sets of QC tests that were specifically designed for historic radiation databases, such as BSRN 

(Long and Dutton 2002), SERI QC (Maxwell, Wilcox and Rymes, 1993), QCRad (Long and Shi 2008), MESOR 

(C. Hoyer-Klick et al. 2008; Carsten Hoyer-Klick et al. 2009), ENDORSE (Espinar et al. 2011), RMIB (Journée 

and Bertrand 2011), or MDMS (Geuder et al. 2015). In these methods of the literature, the various tests use dif-

ferent limits for the three individual irradiance components—diffuse horizontal (DIF), direct normal (DNI), and 

global horizontal (GHI)— as well as parameters derived from these components together with additional quanti-

ties such as solar position angles or clear-sky irradiance. The types of limits are:  

• physical possible limits 

• rare limits 

• extremely rare limits. 

The existing QC tests have been compared and critically discussed by experts in the framework of IEA PVPS 

Task 16. Considering the diversity of monitoring stations currently existing in the world, separate methods have 

been devised, (i) for the ideal case when measurements of all three irradiance components (GHI, DIF, DNI) are 

available; and (ii) for the case when only two components are directly measured (GHI and DIF or DNI). The latter 

case is typical of remote solar resource stations that are equipped with a rotating shadowband irradiometer (RSI); 

see details in Sengupta et al. (2021). 

The quality control procedure developed here consists of the combination of automatic tests and a detailed visual 

inspection performed by an expert. Each test generates a specific flag per timestamp. Each flag can take one of 
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three possible values: “data point seems ok”, “data point seems problematic”, or “test could not be performed”. 

The latter situation can occur because of a missing timestamp/data or because the test conditions were not met, 

and thus the test could not be applied. 

The visual inspection of the data is of importance to detect bad data and manually assign a specific flag. This step 

also includes checking the metadata, if available (logbook with maintenance schedules, issues found, calibration 

information, comments, etc.). Visual inspection can also help determine if the timestamps refer to the start or the 

end of the averaging interval (e.g., 1-min, 10-min or 1-h averaging), since this information is not always provided 

in practice (or can be erroneous). The correct interpretation of the timestamps is essential for practically all QC 

tests but also for any validation or benchmarking exercise. Furthermore, errors in the correct time zone and coor-

dinates can also only be identified through visual examination by an expert. 

The applied QC tests are defined and described in detail below. All test results are visualized using appropriate 

public-domain software and provide automatically generated flags. Manual flagging is also permitted, thus provid-

ing a way to flag data that passed the automated QC tests. Some tests are not automated, but rather consist of 

purely visual inspections by the evaluators. The applied tests are: 

• Missing timestamps  

• Missing values  

• K-Tests (Geuder et al. 2015; Gueymard 2017) 

• BSRN’s closure tests (Long and Dutton 2002) 

• BSRN’s extremely rare limits test (Long and Dutton 2002) 

• BSRN’s physically possible limits test (Long and Dutton 2002) 

• Tracker-off test, improved from (Long and Shi 2008) 

• Visual inspection, including shading assessment, closure test, AM/PM symmetry check for GHI, and 

calibration check using the clear-sky index. 

All the automatic tests, as well as the visual review, are discussed in more detail in the following sections.  

2.1 Missing timestamps  

Skipped timestamps, which might occur during a data logger reset or data acquisition failure, are identified and 

filled in with the “not a number” date type (NaN). This ensures that, at the end of the QC procedure, all data files 

provide a continuous information flow. 

2.2 Missing values  

After filling missing timestamps with NaNs, the total number of missing data can be determined to give an over-

view of the data completeness of each station. 

2.3 K-Tests  

Various studies, e.g., (Geuder et al. 2015; Gueymard 2017), have defined a number of tests for physical limits and 

to detect possible tracker issues. These tests are based on the clearness indices Kn, K, and Kt, and their physical 

relationships. These quantities are defined as 

 𝐾𝑛 =
DNI

ETN
  (eq. 1) 

 𝐾 =
DIF

GHI
   (eq. 2) 

 𝐾𝑡 =
GHI

ETN⋅cos(SZA)
  (eq. 3) 

where ETN is the extraterrestrial irradiance at normal incidence, and SZA is the solar zenith angle. The suite of  

K-Tests is applied within each appropriate domain; the corresponding flag names are indicated in Tab. 1. If the 

condition is not fulfilled within the appropriate domain for one data point, the point is flagged with the corre-

sponding flag name. Because the measured GHI at 1-minute resolution can be much higher than the corresponding 

clear-sky value during cloud-enhancement periods (Gueymard, 2017), the upper threshold for Kt is adjusted here 

for the use of 1-min data. It might have to be decreased somewhat for usage at 5-min or 10-min resolution. 
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Tab. 1: Performed K-Tests. ALT denotes the elevation of the site in m (a.m.s.l.). 

Condition Domain Flag name 

𝐾𝑛 < 𝐾𝑡  (GHI > 50W m2⁄ and𝐾𝑛 > 0and𝐾𝑡 > 0)  flagKnKt 

𝐾𝑛 < (1100 + 0.03 ∗ ALT)/ETN)  (GHI > 50W m2⁄ and𝐾𝑛 > 0)  flagKn 

𝐾𝑡 < 1.35  (GHI > 50W m2and𝐾𝑡 > 0⁄ )  flagKt 

𝐾 < 1.05  (SZA < 75°andGHI > 50W m2⁄ and𝐾 > 0)  flagKlowSZA 

𝐾 < 1.1  (SZA ≥ 75°andGHI > 50W m2⁄ and𝐾 > 0)  flagKhighSZA 

𝐾 < 0.96  
(𝐾𝑡 > 0.6andGHI > 150W m²⁄ and 

SZA < 85°and𝐾 > 0)  
flagKKt 

 

2.4 BSRN’s closure tests  

To test the coincidence between the GHI, DNI and DIF irradiance components, i.e., any deviation from the ideal 

closure, the BSRN closure tests are applied (Long and Dutton 2002). If the conditions described in Tab. 2 are not 

fulfilled in the noted domain, the data point is flagged with the corresponding flag. 

Tab. 2: Performed Three-Component tests  

Condition Domain Flag name 

|
GHI

DNI⋅cos(SZA)+DIF
− 1| ≤ 0.08  (SZA ≤ 75°andGHI > 50W m2⁄ )  flag3lowSZA 

|
GHI

DNI⋅cos(SZA)+DIF
− 1| ≤ 0.15  (SZA > 75°andGHI > 50W m2⁄ )  flag3highSZA 

 

2.5 BSRN’s extremely rare limits test  

The three irradiance components are also tested in comparison with extremely rare limits to flag any doubtful data 

(Long and Dutton 2002). If the condition for each component is not fulfilled for a data point, that point is flagged 

with the corresponding flag name, as described in Tab. 3. 

Tab. 3: Performed extremely rare limits tests 

Condition Domain Flag name 

−2 ≤ GHI ≤ 1.2 ⋅ ETN ⋅ cos1.2(SZA) + 50 all data flagERLGHI 

−2 ≤ DIF ≤ 0.75 ⋅ ETN ⋅ cos1.2(SZA) + 30 all data flagERLDIF 

−2 ≤ DNI ≤ 0.95 ⋅ ETN ⋅ cos0.2(SZA) + 10 all data flagERLDNI 

 

2.6 BSRN’s physically possible limits test  

In addition to the extremely rare limits, the physically possible limits of each component are tested as well (Long 

and Dutton 2002). Considering the high-quality requirement for the benchmark application envisioned here, both 

tests are considered. If the condition for each component is not fulfilled for one data point, the point is flagged 

with the corresponding flag name (Tab. 4). 

Tab. 4: Performed physically possible limits tests 

Condition Domain Flag name 

−4 ≤ GHI ≤ 1.5 ⋅ ETN ⋅ cos1.2(SZA) + 100 all data flagPPLGHI 

−4 ≤ DIF ≤ 0.95 ⋅ ETN ⋅ cos1.2(SZA) + 50 all data flagPPLDIF 

−4 ≤ DNI ≤ ETN all data flagPPLDNI 

 

2.7 Tracker-off test 

Since, for most stations, the direct and diffuse components are obtained with a tracker equipped with a pyrheli-

ometer and a pyranometer with shading disc or ball, a tracker failure results in incorrect values for both measure-

ments. Such failures include electromechanical problems within the tracker, loss of power, misalignment or 

timestamp error, etc. Detecting such problems is critical, but can be difficult, particularly in the case of slight 

mistracking. This specific test involves comparisons with rough estimates of the coincident clear-sky irradiance 
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components (GHIclear, DNIclear, DIFclear), which are here obtained as a fixed fraction of the extraterrestrial irradi-

ance at horizontal incidence (Tab. 5). If all conditions described in Tab. 5 are not fulfilled for any data point, it is 

flagged with the corresponding flag name. 

Tab. 5: Performed tracker-off tests 

Condition Definitions Flag name 

(GHIclear– GHImeasured)

(GHIclear + GHImeasured)
< 0.2 

(DNIclear– DNImeasured)

(DNIclear + DNImeasured)
> 0.95 

SZA < 85° 

GHIclear = 0.8 ⋅ ETH 
DIFclear = 0.165 ⋅ GHIclear 

DNIclear =
GHIclear − DIFclear

cos(SZA)
 

flagTracker 

 

2.8 Visual inspection with a multi-plot 

All test results and selected irradiance data are compiled into a single multi-plot arrangement for easy visualiza-

tion. Such a plot is made for each year at a single station (see, e.g., Fig. 1 for the Visby station, 2016). For a larger 

example image of the multi-plot please refer to https://github.com/AssessingSolar/solar_multiplot. More specifi-

cally, these plots not only include visualization of the test results discussed above, but also (1) visualization of the 

deviation of the pyrheliometer’s DNI from the DNI calculated from DIF and GHI (i.e., closure error); (2) an 

overview of the diurnal variation of DNI and GHI as a function of time and solar position; (3) the clear-sky index 

calculated as the ratio between the measured GHI and the clear-sky GHI from the public-domain McClear v3’s 

database (Lefèvre et al. 2013; Gschwind et al. 2019; Qu et al. 2017); (4) a comparison of the pyranometer GHI 

measurement to the GHI calculated from DNI and DIF; and (5) comparisons of the pyranometer GHI measure-

ments before and after solar noon to identify possible levelling or timestamp errors; (6) visualization of the data 

points in K-space with the applied limits. 

 

Fig. 1: Visualization of various QC tests used to evaluate the quality of irradiance data at one station (Visby, Sweden, 2016).  

Numbers in boldface refer to the description in the text. 

A multi-plot like the one shown in Fig. 1 is created not only from the raw (pre-QC) data, but also from the data 

that pass the automatic flagging (as an intermediate result for additional scrutiny), and data that pass the complete 

QC including manual revision. If suspicious data points are found, further visualizations can be used to confirm 

whether those points are invalid, in which case an overriding manual flag is set that can be used to exclude such 

points from processing. For each station and year, the three multi-plots just described offer a complete overview 
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of the station data and help with the identification of suspicious data or time periods. They serve as a solid starting 

point for the final manual review. 

Plot (1) in Fig. 1 shows the deviation between the measured and calculated DNI with respect to the sun’s azimuth 

angle. In this case, two distinct levels appear over the year. To detect if a specific issue existed at the station (e.g., 

long periods without cleaning or of tracker issue), one needs further visualization of the data. One example is 

shown in Fig. 2, which describes the diurnal variation of DNI for each day of a complete year. The day of the year 

appears on the x-axis, whereas the time of day is shown vertically, using true solar time to emphasize the expected 

symmetry around solar noon. The left plot shows a clearly different deviation pattern in the later part of the year 

(black rectangle). This is not a station issue per se, but the result of a sensor change. This resulted in a slightly 

different configuration in terms of levelling and alignment. The right plot of Fig. 2 is for the same station but a 

different year. It shows a change in deviation caused by sensor soiling, which remained over a long period. While 

the sensor changes in Fig. 2-left do not lead to an exclusion of the data, the sensor soiling shown in Fig. 2-right 

can lead to data exclusion. This demonstrates the necessity of manual expert quality control and the general need 

for station log books, in which cleaning intervals and sensor changes are to be recorded.  

The clear-sky index time series (3) is helpful to reveal whether the GHI sensor’s calibration is outdated or its 

sensitivity drifts over time. Ideally, the clear-sky index would be equal to ≈1 under clear-sky conditions. This is 

rarely the case in the real world, however. (One reason is that GHIclear is only an approximation at any instant.) 

Nevertheless, cases where the clear-sky index remains constant and well below 1 can be an indication of calibra-

tion issue. Similarly, an abrupt or step-like change in that value under clear conditions is typically the signature 

of a change of calibration factor by a substantial amount. Again, an expert is needed to decide whether a calibration 

issue is likely at the station. In Fig. 1, the clear-sky index is constant and well below 1 in the later part of the year, 

but this is the result of cloudy weather conditions rather than a calibration issue. This is apparent when comparing 

the heat maps of GHI and DNI (plot (2) in Fig. 1), which are placed just above the clear-sky index plot. 

If the expert detects issues with individual data points, those are flagged with “flagManual”. The results of the 

individual tests, in the form of a quality flag per test, are properly documented (metadata) and packed into one 

single file per site and year, which also includes the solar irradiance observations. Finally, all flags are combined 

into a single usability code, indicating an objective level of quality for each data point.  

 

Fig. 2: Two heat maps in W/m² of the difference between DNI measured and DNI calculated on axes of hour of the day (y-axis) 

and day of the year (x-axis) for different station years. Left: Visby 2015; Right: Visby 2019. 

 

2.9 Usability of a data point 

To decide if a data point should be used in any subsequent analysis, not only the result of a single flag per 

timestamp is needed, but all flags for that timestamp and surrounding timestamps must be considered. For the 

validation of satellite-based irradiance estimates, and of model-derived radiation data in general, the following 

procedure is recommended, because it ensures that any data point that passed a test just by chance is excluded 

from further analysis. Ultimately, a data point is declared “usable” if either it passed all individual QC tests or the 

test could not be performed while all measured radiation components were available. Moreover, if 30% or more 

of the timestamps during daytime (i.e., solar elevation >0) from one day are flagged, the entire day is excluded in 

order to avoid data islands that passed the QC by chance. Intervals between flagged data that are shorter than 60 

min are also excluded. For the determination of the length of the interval, only timestamps for sun-up instances 

are considered. In the case of missing timestamps or missing data in general, the data points are also considered 

not usable. These applied exclusion rules are quite strict as we exclude for example GHI data for a time stamp 

although maybe only the DNI measurement was erroneous and as we apply the above described additional rules 
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to avoid data islands. Less stringent exclusion rules could be applied for other purposes, such as the determination 

of monthly or yearly sums. These calculations are critically important in solar resource applications, but are often 

affected by data breaks caused by missing or bad data points. To circumvent this issue, the method outlined in 

Salazar et al. (2020) is recommended. 

3.  Results obtained by the nine evaluators 

In order to evaluate the influence of the expert decisions and possible variance in the implementation of the method 

on the QC results, all nine evaluators independently performed their own analysis for the same two stations, Visby 

(Sweden) and Cairo (Egypt), using five and six years of data, respectively.  

3.1 Results for Visby 

An overview of the evaluation results for Visby are shown in Fig. 3 as the fraction of flagged sun-up data. The 

fractions include the flags from automatic tests and manual flagging. The lowest fractions are hence not zero even 

if an evaluator did not flag any data manually as at least some data points are typically flagged automatically. If 

at least one test is flagged as non-passed, the timestamp is counted as flagged, i.e., not usable. In terms of total 

data points being flagged, the overall results show that some evaluators rejected slightly more data than others. In 

particular, Evaluators 3 and 4—and to a lesser degree, Evaluator 5—were typically much less conservative than 

the others. The manual flags resulting from the (subjective) visual tests are the cause for these small discrepancies. 

The overall fraction of flagged data at the Visby station is comparably low. 

 

Fig. 3: Comparison of QC results from nine evaluators for Visby, showing the number of flagged 1-min data points in percent. 

3.2 Results for Cairo 

A similar plot as Fig. 3 is shown in Fig. 4 for the Cairo station, which has been installed within the framework of 

the enerMENA project (Schüler et al. 2016; Hassan et al. 2021). Here, a larger fraction of data points was flagged 

by all evaluators, and moreover the deviations between different evaluators are higher. Still, Evaluators 3–5 re-

main the least conservative of them all. The automatic flags accessed by the different evaluators are again the 

same, so that the deviations are only caused by manual flagging. In the case of year 2016 in particular, Evaluator 

1 flagged nearly 5% more data than any other evaluator. The main reason for this has been traced back to a number 

of temporally short, but periodically occurring shading events caused by objects near the radiometers. After further 

investigation, the cause of this periodic shading was found to be two guy cables of the windmast at about 5 and 

10-m height. They could not be positioned better during the station setup because of space limitations, so that 

shadows unfortunately appear each morning about half of the year. Considering the short duration of the shading 

events and the subsequent normal appearance of the DIF, GHI and DNI signals, some evaluators decided to flag 

longer intervals containing several short shading events, whereas others only flagged individual shading events. 

It is also possible that some short shading events were not detected, at least by some of the evaluators, even with 

the automatic tests and the visual inspection. During 2016, short power outages also occurred, explaining why the 

highest deviations and the highest fractions of flagged data appear in 2016.  

The additional exclusion of intervals between flags of less than one hour explains why the effect of these devia-

tions between evaluators are partly removed with the “usability” property of  a data point. To avoid missing short 

intervals with bad data, and to obtain an efficient manual data quality control, flagging longer intervals can be 

useful. Fewer valid data points then remain, however. Depending on the application of the data, both options can 

be adequate because rejecting data is a trade-off between the remaining size of the data set and its quality.  
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Fig. 4: Comparison of QC results from nine evaluators for Cairo, showing the number of flagged 1-min data points in percent 

As a general rule, it is found that the manual tests operated by an expert can substantially decrease the number of 

invalid data points in comparison with using automated tests only, and thus decrease the overall uncertainty of a 

measured dataset. This reduction of the overall uncertainty is the result of excluding the most uncertain data points 

which might be caused by extraordinary levels of sensor soiling, shading events or sensor malfunction. This op-

eration relies on substantial expertise and takes time, however, and can therefore induce substantial costs in prac-

tice.  

3.3 Results for the whole database 

From a different perspective, the significant deviations found between the rejection rates from different evaluators 

should also be gauged according to the actual deviations between the usable data for different stations. In the data 

set of 161 stations used in this study, the whole range from 0 to 100% flagged data points is actually covered in 

great part, depending also on month and year. To show this more clearly, the fraction of usable data per station 

and year is analyzed for each continent. The location of the stations, and their total number for each continent, 

appear in Fig. 5. The database is partly obtained from the Southern African Universities Radiometric Network 

(Brooks, M.J. et al. 2015), the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (Andreas and Stoffel 1981; Andreas and 

Wilcox 2012; 2010; Andreas and Stoffel 2006; Vignola and Andreas 2013; Ramos and Andreas 2011), the Base-

line Surface Radiation Network (Driemel et al. 2018; Gueymard et al. 2022), and further sources. 

 

Fig. 5: Map of tested ground stations. The color bar shows the number of years that are used at each station. Source of world 

map: (Stöckli et al. 2005). 

 

The color of each data point corresponds to the number of calendar years under scrutiny, from one to six. For each 

station, the maximum period considered in the QC exercise is from 2015 to 2020, inclusive. (Many stations are 

recent and reported data only between 2015 and 2020, which is why no earlier period was considered for con-

sistency.) The fraction of usable data per year can be seen in Fig. 6, where the average number of usable data 
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points per year and station is shown as a boxplot for groups of stations within each continent. Only the usable sun-

up data points are counted after considering missing data, flags, and the removal of “data islands” (i.e., short 

periods between flagged data points). The lower and upper quartiles are marked with a box, whereas the full range 

of the results is marked by whiskers. The star symbol marks the average, and the red line marks the median. The 

average number of usable data points in each group is very different, and so are the dispersion and the interquartile 

range. Note that the spread and the interquartile range are also impacted by the number of stations and years within 

each group. In summary, the covered range of usable data points is relatively large, and varies roughly between 

20% and 90%. As could be expected, the usable fraction is consistently low in Antarctica because of the harsh 

conditions. 

 

Fig. 6: Box plots of the fraction of usable data points per station and year, grouped by continent. The number of stations per  

continent and the corresponding total number of calendar years is indicated as well.  

Because of time constraints, almost all stations were only evaluated by a single evaluator. In those cases, a detailed 

comparison similar to that described above for Visby and Cairo is not possible. Nevertheless, the evaluators’ 

results were analyzed on a continental basis in order to at least roughly check for obvious strong deviations that 

would have been introduced by their manual flagging. Tab. 6 indicates which fraction of stations within each 

continent was evaluated by each evaluator. Interestingly, Evaluator 1 contributed a number of North American 

stations that is comparable to that of Evaluators 3–5, but systematically flagged more data than them in the com-

parison for Visby and Cairo (see Fig. 3 and Fig. 4). The interquartile range and the spread of usable data points 

for the North American stations are small, as shown in Fig. 6. This does not indicate a too high number of flags 

by any one of the four main evaluators for North America. Of course, this does not prove that there is no bias in 

judgment, because the stations tested by Evaluator 1 might have been the most “reliable” stations by chance. In 

any case, the small spread and interquartile range suggest that the deviation that exists between the results from 

different evaluators is small compared to the overall variation in data quality. 

Tab. 6: Distribution of stations evaluated by each evaluator for each continent. 

Evaluator Africa Antarctica Asia Australia Europe N. America S. America 

Eval_1 2% - 2% - - 23% 100% 

Eval_2 5% - - - 55% - - 

Eval_3 - 67% 2% 94% 9% 23% - 

Eval_4 - - - - - 26% - 

Eval_5 - - 14% - 9% 26% - 

Eval_6 19% - 36% - 17% - - 

Eval_7 24% - 29% - 5% - - 

Eval_8 7% 33% 17% 6% 5% 2% - 

Eval_9 43% - - - - - - 

4. Conclusion and Outlook 
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A stringent QC method based on expert consensus was developed based on various tests from the literature, after 

discussion among a group of international solar radiation experts who participate in IEA PVPS Task 16. The 

proposed QC method incorporates a suite of up to 15 specific tests, depending on the measurement principle (three 

independent irradiance components, or only two), and multi-plots describing key variables and covering a whole 

year of data at each site. The method was successfully applied to 161 radiometric world stations, using up to six 

years of data per station.  

The automated and expert-augmented QC results were compared for two exemplary stations, Visby and Cairo, 

totaling 10 years of data. The results obtained independently by nine evaluators showed deviations caused by 

differences in manually set flags, i.e., in their judgment of why a data point should be considered bad or highly 

suspect. For the Visby station, only few data points were manually flagged, and the evaluators flagged nearly the 

same data points. In contrast, for the Cairo station, more data points were manually flagged, and the deviation 

between the different evaluators was much higher. The main reason for this marked deviation was eventually 

identified as an intermittent shading issue caused by unusual constraints in the station’s design. It is expected that 

such deviations between expert results are small enough in general to not negatively impact demanding applica-

tions, such as the radiation data benchmark currently undertaken by the same experts. The deviations could most 

likely be reduced further if clearer criteria for manual rejection would be defined. 

The deviations of the manually flagged data points were also compared to the usable fraction of data produced by 

the QC procedure for the 161 stations under scrutiny. The deviations between the fraction of data manually flagged 

by the nine evaluators were found much lower than the station-to-station deviation of the fraction of usable data. 

This tends to confirm the applicability of the proposed QC method.  

An important conclusion is that the visual checks made by experts can substantially improve the quality of a 

measured dataset and decrease its uncertainty. This suggests that automated tests cannot currently detect all 

sources of erroneous data. The noted deviation in the manual assignment of quality flags illustrates the inherent 

subjectivity in discerning whether a data point appears usable or not. In spite of this, not applying any expert-

based visual inspection or data control can result in a significant number of overseen erroneous data points, which 

would be detrimental. Another important conclusion is that further research on even more sophisticated automatic 

quality control methods would be needed to reduce the effort and costs involved by expert data QC. This could 

also lead to a lower subjectivity of the quality control. 

The QC code is publicly available in order to provide a reference QC tool for researchers and the whole solar 

industry under this address https://github.com/AssessingSolar/solar_multiplot. For a number of stations used in 

this study, the quality controlled data including the individual flags is publicly available under this address 

http://dx.doi.org/10.23646/3491b1a6-e32d-4b34-9dbb-ee0affe49e36  

The presented QC procedure constitutes the first step of a benchmark of modeled irradiance data sets that is cur-

rently being carried out by experts within IEA PVPS Task 16. The results of that study will be reported subse-

quently. 
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1. Introduction

Accurate information of the solar resource is the most im-
portant factor when estimating the power output of solar en-
ergy systems. Time-series of the locally available solar irradi-
ance can either be obtained from ground measurements or from
gridded irradiance datasets. Unfortunately, there is no standard
file format or retrieval method for solar irradiance data; hence
users are required to research the documentation for each data
provider to be able to parse and extract the data. Consequently,
treatment of data and explanatory analysis can take up to 80%
of the time in solar energy research projects (Yang et al., 2018).

To this end, a set of Python functions has been developed in
order to simplify the process of reading and retrieving solar ir-
radiance. The functions all follow a similar pattern and return
the data in a standardized way. In this way, the time required
for a user to obtain and parse solar radiation data is reduced
significantly. The set of tools, called iotools, are a part of the
solar energy systems modeling package, pvlib python (Holm-
gren et al., 2018).

2. Function pattern

The focus of this paper will be on the general function pat-
tern, as each function is well documented in the pvlib doc-
umentation. Overall, there are two types of functions: the
get-functions which retrieve external data, and read-functions
which parse local files. While the different data sources require
different arguments for retrieving data, as far as possible, stan-
dard names and arguments have been used.

The function patterns for retrieving time series of ground
measurements and gridded data are shown in Listing 1. The
main difference is the location specifier, where for ground-
measured data, a station name is required. In contrast, for grid-
ded irradiance data, the latitude and longitude of the area of
interest have are specified. Otherwise, the main parameters are
the start and end parameters which denote the time frame of
the requested data. Both the get and read-function return two
objects: a pandas dataframe containing the time series data and
a dictionary containing the metadata.

It should be noted that there are a few functions that devi-
ate from the general pattern, as the pattern has evolved with the
development of the package. For example, get_ecmwf_macc only
returns a data object and no metadata. This output has not been
changed, as this would be a breaking change, i.e., existing code
would not be able to work with future versions of the code.
However, any functions added in the future will follow the con-
vention of returning a dataframe and a metadata object, even if
the function at the current stage does not parse any metadata.

Listing 1: Illustration of the function pattern for the get and read iotools func-
tions.� �
# measurement data function pattern
data , meta = get x(station, start, end, username , password ,

..., map variables=True , timeout =30)

# gridded data function pattern
data , meta = get x(latitude, longitude, start, end, username ,

password , ..., map variables=True ,
timeout =30)

# file reader function pattern
data , meta = read x(filename , map variables=True)� �

Each function is thoroughly documented, including descrip-
tion of the input parameters and output data, e.g., see the docu-
mentation for get_bsrn in Figure 1.

2.1. Variable mapping

As an additional effort to standardize the data format, the
variable names of the parsed datasets are by default converted to
the equivalent variable names recommended by pvlib. Variable
mapping is controlled by the boolean argument map variables,
which by default is set to True.

3. Ground station data

Ground-measure irradiance data are critical for several ap-
plications. For example, as ground-measure irradiance can
achieve much lower uncertainty levels, they are utilized for
benchmarking gridded irradiance datasets and solar radiation
models. Additionally, for very large solar projects, one-year
ground measurement campaigns are useful as such data can be
used to ’tune’ long time series of satellite data, a process also
known as site adaptation. Another benefit of ground-measure
irradiance is that measurements can be made with a very highEmail address: arajen@dtu.dk (Adam R. Jensen) 
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Figure 1: Screen-shot of the documentation of the get bsrn function.

temporal resolution, e.g., 1-second data with thermopile instru-
ments and millisecond measurements with photodiode instru-
ments.

When using ground measurements, it is necessary to qual-
ity control the data. This is essential as any long-term dataset
inevitably contains some erroneous measurements. Some of
the most common issues include instrument soiling (e.g., dust,
pollen, or bird droppings), instrument misalignment, tracker
malfunction. Additionally, ground measured irradiance time-
series typically contain some amount of missing data.

The following sections describe the ground-measured irradi-
ance networks for which functions are provided in the iotools.
A map of the ground stations is shown in Figure 2 (with the
exception of the CRN stations), with each station colored ac-
cording to the station network.

3.1. BSRN

The Baseline Surface Radiation Network (BSRN) is the only
global network of solar radiation monitoring stations. The
BSRN network provides all of its data freely, which can be
accessed from an FTP server. For a station to be included in
the BSRN network, it has to demonstrate the ability to provide
high-quality data for several years. Additionally, as a minimum,
all BSRN stations are required to measure all three components
of irradiance and several basic meteorological parameters. One
drawback of the BSRN network is that the data is provided in a
very archaic file format, known as the station-to-archive format.
The file format splits each data entry across two lines, making
the data difficult to parse using modern-day software. However,

this burden is removed by providing a convenient parser in the
iotools.

3.2. NREL MIDC

NREL’s Measurement and Instrumentation Data Center
(MIDC) provides irradiance and meteorological data from a
network of stations across the United States. Unlike the BSRN,
the MIDC does not require stations to have thermopile instru-
ments. The time span and measurement interval also vary from
station to station. At the time of writing, the MIDC network
provides data from 16 active and 28 inactive weather stations.

The most notable station in the MIDC is the Baseline Mea-
surement System (BMS) at the Solar Radiation Research Labo-
ratory (SRRL). The BMS features the world’s largest collection
of radiometers in continuous operation (Andreas and Stoffel,
1981). Thus, due to the large collection of continuously oper-
ated co-located instruments, the BMS data is ideal for compar-
ing different types of instruments.

3.3. SRML

The Solar Radiation Monitoring Laboratory, managed by the
University of Oregon, provides irradiance and meteorological
data from a network of stations in the northwestern United
States. The stations within the network vary in quality, some
using high-quality instruments and measure all three irradiance
components, whereas others only measure global horizontal ir-
radiance. For a detailed description of the SRML network and
the data it provides, see Peterson and Vignola (2020).

3.4. NOAA SOLRAD and SURFRAD

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) operates two solar radiation monitoring station net-
works in the United States. The two networks are SOLRAD,
which consists of nine stations, and SURFRAD, which con-
sists of seven stations. Generally, the SURFRAD stations are
of higher quality and among some of the most reliable in the
world. For this reason, all SURFRAD stations are also part of
the BSRN network.

3.5. US Climate Reference Network (CRN)

The US Climate Reference Network (CRN) was set up in
2004 with the aim of providing long-term measurements for cli-
mate research (Diamond et al., 2013). The network is managed
by NOAA and consists of 114 sites in the contiguous United
States, 21 stations in Alaska, and 2 stations in Hawaii. Each site
has been selected based on its representativeness of the greater
region and the risk of the site experiencing major change within
the next 50 to 100 years. The primary variables measured at
each site are air temperature, precipitation, surface temperature,
and soil moisture and temperature. Solar irradiance is also mea-
sured but is considered an ancillary observation and is mainly
used for quality control of air temperature measurements.

Unlike high-quality solar radiation monitoring stations where
pyranometers are typically cleaned at least weekly, the rela-
tively low-cost pyranometers used in the CRN network are only
inspected during the annual maintenance visit. Additionally,
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Figure 2: Geographical distribution of ground stations. For an interactive map see www.SolarStations.org.

only the global irradiance component is measured using a Kipp
& Zonen SP Lite pyranometer (fast response Class C). As the
pyranometer is photodiode-based, a spectral bias in the mea-
sured irradiance should be expected. The irradiance measure-
ments are sampled every two seconds and averaged to 5-minute
values. The data is stored in text files and can be accessed free
of charge from an FTP server. Monthly, daily, hourly, and sub-
hourly files are available. At the time of writing pvlib only pro-
vides a function for reading data files (read_crn()) and does
not have a function for retrieving data.

While the CRN network provides a dense network of stations
in the US, due to the use of Class-C sensors and infrequent
maintenance, it is important to be aware of the high uncertainty
compared to other solar radiation monitoring stations.

3.6. Example use case

As previously mentioned, ground-measured irradiance is the
basis for benchmarking, i.e., quantifying the uncertainty of so-
lar radiation models and datasets. A small demonstration is
provided in Listing 2. The code demonstrates how to down-
load ground-measured irradiance data from the BSRN station
in Cabauw, the Netherlands, and the measured direct irradiance
is compared to the modeled direct irradiance calculated using
three different decomposition models (see Figure 3).

Listing 2: Downloading of BSRN data and prediction of DNI using separation
models.� �
import pvlib
import pandas as pd

# fetch measurements from the Cabauw BSRN station
data , meta = pvlib.iotools.get_bsrn(

station='CAB',
start=pd.Timestamp (2018, 7, 1),
end=pd.Timestamp (2018, 7, 30),
username='username ', password='password ')

# get solar position for each timestamp in "data"
solpos = pvlib.solarposition.get_solarposition(

data.index , meta['latitude '], meta['longitude '])

# estimate DNI from GHI using the DISC model
data['dni_disc '] = pvlib.irradiance.disc(

data['ghi'], solpos['zenith '], data.index)['dni']
# estimate DNI from GHI using the Erbs model
data['dni_erbs '] = pvlib.irradiance.erbs(

data['ghi'], solpos['zenith '], data.index)['dni']
# estimate DNI from GHI using the DIRINT model
data['dni_dirint '] = pvlib.irradiance.dirint(

data['ghi'], solpos['zenith '], data.index)

# plot the measured and estimated DNI for three days
dnis = ['dni', 'dni_disc ', 'dni_erbs ', 'dni_dirint ']
data[dnis].iloc [:4320]. plot(ylabel='DNI [W/m$^2$]')� �
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Figure 3: Comparison of measured (blue line) and modeled DNI.

4. Gridded data

Gridded irradiance data consists of satellite-derived and re-
analysis data. While these datasets typically have a higher
uncertainty, they overcome many of the challenges associated
with ground-measured irradiance. For example, gridded irradi-
ance datasets offer time series of solar irradiance anywhere in
the world spanning multiple decades. The geographical cover-
age of the gridded irradiance datasets available through pvlib is
shown in Figure 4.

4.1. PVGIS - SARAH

The Surface Solar Radiation Data Set - Heliosat (SARAH)
is a satellite derived data set of solar surface irradiance. The
SARAH data set contains GHI, DNI, and effective cloud albe-
deo. The data is derived from satellite observations from the
two geostationary Meteosat satellites centered at 0° and 57°E.

4.2. PVGIS - ERA5

With the newest version of PVGIS, data is available from
ERA5 covering most of the globe. ERA5 is the flagship re-
analysis dataset from the European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). Solar surface irradiance from re-
analysis datasets tend to have higher uncertainties than satellite-
derived irradiance. Thus, solar irradiance from reanalysis mod-
els are primarily used in the polar regions where satellite-
derived irradiance is not available.

Additionally, the climatic variables available through PVGIS
(temperature, humidity, and wind speed/direction) are from ver-
sion 5.2 extracted from ERA5. Previous versions of PVGIS ex-
tracted the climatic parameters from ERA-Interim.

4.3. NSRDB PSM3

The NSRDB (National Solar Radiation Database) is a collec-
tion of irradiance and meteorological data sets, the flagship of
which is generated by the Physical Solar Model v3 (PSM3).
The PSM3 estimates the three irradiance components using
atmospheric data from other sources, including cloud prop-
erties from NOAA’s GOES satellite imagery, aerosols from
NASA’s MERRA-2 and MODIS projects, and surface albedo

from MODIS and the National Ice Center’s IMS project. The
NSRDB also provides other meteorological parameters in-
cluding ambient temperature, wind speed and direction, at-
mospheric pressure, and other values, based on data from
MERRA-2. For a detailed description of the PSM3, see Sen-
gupta et al. (2018).

The NSRDB datasets are updated only once annually be-
cause of the computation complexity of the PSM3 modeling
process. Data for the previous calendar year typically becomes
available sometime in the second half of the year. NSRDB
PSM3 is also available through PVGIS, but only at an hourly
resolution.

4.4. CAMS

The CAMS Radiation Service provides time-series of global,
diffuse, and direct irradiation at ground-level and is a product
of the Copernicus Atmosphere Monitoring Service (CAMS).
The geographical coverage is shown in Figure 4 and roughly
corresponds to ±66° in both latitude and longitude.

CAMS Radiation Service also provides clear-sky irradiation
derived using the McClear model. Both the ground-level and
clear-sky irradiations are available with a time step ranging
from 1 min to 1 month, starting from 2004 to two days ago.
The data is available in CSV and NetCDF format from the
Copernicus Atmosphere Data Store (ADS) or SoDa. The pvlib
function get_cams() retrieves data using the SoDa web service
(ECMWF, 2021). The argument identifier can be set to ei-
ther “mcclear” or “cams radiation” depending on which data to
retrieve. Unlike most other data sets, the CAMS radiation data
is not stored in a database, but rather calculated on-the-fly; thus,
only single-point requests are possible.

The McClear clear-sky model is a fully physical model based
on the radiative transfer model libRadtran (Gschwind et al.,
2019). The model relies on inputs of aerosol properties, water
vapor, and ozone from Copernicus. The ground-level irradia-
tion is derived from the McClear clear-sky irradiation time se-
ries coupled with satellite-based cloud information. The cloud
information is extracted from images from the Meteosat Second
Generation (MSG) satellite and processed using the Heliosat-4
method (Qu et al., 2017).

The CAMS data is provided as irradiation in units of Wh/m2,
however, the pvlib get_cams() function converts to irradiance
(W/m2) if the integrated keyword is set to true.
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Table 1: Overview of the gridded irradiance data sets available through the pvlib iotools.

Product Provider Type Time frame
Temporal reso-
lution

CAMS Ra-
diation

SoDa Satellite 2004 - present
1-min -
monthly

CAMS Mc-
Clear

SoDa 2004 - present
1-min. -
monthly

ERA5
ECMWF
(PVGIS)

Reanalysis 2005 - 2020
hourly, daily,
monthly

SARAH Satellite 2005 - 2016 Hourly
SARAH-2.1 CM SAF Satellite 2005 - 2020 Hourly
NSRDB
PSM3

NREL Satellite 1998 - 2020
5-min., half-
hourly, hourly

CAMS Radiation NSRDB PSM3

SARAH - PVGIS SARAH2 - PVGIS

ERA5 - PVGIS CAMS McClear

Figure 4: Geographical coverage of gridded irradiance data sets.
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4.5. Example use case

Gridded irradiance datasets are often used when reliable
ground station measurements are not available, for example
when estimating the annual output of a solar farm before the
system is actually built. Listing 3 shows an example of retriev-
ing a year’s worth of weather data using the pvlib iotools mod-
ule, passing it through a basic PVWatts-style (Dobos, 2014) PV
system performance model built with other pvlib modules, and
finally visualizing a subset of the simulated output power (Fig.
5).

Listing 3: Basic PV performance model using satellite-based irradiance� �
import pvlib

latitude = 35.0
longitude = -105.0

# fetch 5-minute data for all of 2019:
data , metadata = pvlib.iotools.get_psm3(

latitude=latitude , longitude=longitude ,
api_key='DEMO_KEY ', email='user@example.com',
names='2019', interval =5)

# get solar position for each timestamp in "data"
solpos = pvlib.solarposition.get_solarposition(

data.index , latitude , longitude)
# get tracker orientation for each timestamp
tracker_angles = pvlib.tracking.singleaxis(

solpos['zenith '], solpos['azimuth '])
# transpose GHI , DHI , DNI into POA irradiance
components = pvlib.irradiance.get_total_irradiance(

tracker_angles['surface_tilt '],
tracker_angles['surface_azimuth '],
solpos['zenith '], solpos['azimuth '],
data['DNI'], data['GHI'], data['DHI'])

# estimate PV cell temperature and power output
cell_temperature = pvlib.temperature.pvsyst_cell(

components['poa_global '], data['Temperature '])
dc_power = pvlib.pvsystem.pvwatts_dc(

components['poa_global '], cell_temperature ,
pdc0 =10000 , gamma_pdc=-0.004)

# plot a few days as an example
dc_power.loc['2019 -12 -15': '2019 -12 -17'].plot(

ylabel='DC Power [W]')� �
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Figure 5: A simple DC power prediction for a tracking system, using weather
data retrieved from the NSRDB.

By providing users with a set of standardized and well-
documented functions, pvlib iotools have the potential to sig-
nificantly reduce the effort and time requirement of obtaining
and working with solar irradiance data. Particularly, as all of
the data providers discussed provide different access methods
and file formats. Based on our experiences, an API type of data

retrieval was found to be the fastest and easiest method for ac-
cessing data, and as a minimum, it is recommended that data is
made available in CSV and JSON file formats.

4.6. Future work

In order to offer users a complete range of tools for access-
ing solar radiation data, data parsing and retrieval functions
for commercial data providers should also be developed (e.g.,
Solargis, SolarAnywhere, and Solcast). Other data sources
which may be added include Atmospheric Radiation Measure-
ment User Facility (ARM), Regional Test Centers (RTC), the
SAURAN network, NASA POWER, and NSRDB Himawari.
Lastly, it is important to mention that pvlib is an open-source
library and is always welcome to new contributors.
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Abstract 

Solar energy has become a key technology in the renewable energy transition. Particularly, the decrease in the 
cost of solar technologies has led to increasing investments and significant penetration into energy systems. This 
has, in turn, led to a greater need for reliable and accurate solar resource data. Fortunately, there has been a great 
effort in advancing the state of the art of solar resource assessment, including enhanced solar radiation models 
and more accurate solar resource datasets. While these research advances are published in great detail in scientific 
journals, a large gap is left in the path to widespread adoption by the scientific community and industry. The high 
complexity of these new methods and models often means that they are, in practice, only available to a small 
group of experts. To that end, Assessing Solar presents a practical guide to solar resource assessment using the 
Python programming language. The guide consists of several sections on different topics, which are organized by 
theme. Each section provides best practices and includes several examples on how to apply the methods to real-
life applications, allowing users to understand the code and, with minimal effort, modify it to fit their own 
applications. The content is written in the Jupyter Notebook format, allowing for an interactive experience and 
seamless integration of computational content, figures, equations, text, references, and more. The guide is 
available at AssessingSolar.org. 

Keywords: solar energy, solar resource, Jupyter Notebook, open-source, Python.  

 

1. Introduction 
Solar resource data are key in many environmental and energy applications, such as thermal, concentrating, and 
photovoltaic (PV) solar energy systems. The use of solar resource data ranges from the preliminary design stage, 
where it is the basis for determining the profitability of economic investments, to the operational stage, where it 
is used to ensure the correct performance of these systems. Notably, solar PV is at the core of decarbonization 
policies in the electricity sector and is predicted to become the “king of the world’s electricity markets” 
(International Energy Agency, 2020). Thus, with the increasing development of solar energy projects worldwide, 
the need for reliable and accurate solar resource data has become ever more important (Sengupta et al., 2021). 

Fortunately, the state of the art in solar resource assessment has been significantly advanced in recent years, 
including improved solar radiation algorithms, down-scaling models, and solar resource datasets with increased 
spatial and temporal resolution. These new and enhanced methods are usually published in great detail in 
international scientific journals and specialized conference proceedings. However, the high complexity of these 
new innovative methods and models often limits their widespread adoption, leaving them only practically 
available to a small group of researchers and experts. This represents a critical gap in the dissemination of best 
practices and state-of-the-art methods to the wider research community and industry professionals. 

In this paper, we present Assessing Solar, a practical guide to solar resource assessment in Python. The guide aims 
to disseminate solar resource assessment best practices and reduce the barriers that limit users from employing 
the most suitable and accurate methods. The guide covers a diverse range of topics, each containing a short 
overview, examples for applying best practices, and recommendations from a group of experts. At the core of 
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each section is a practical demonstration of the concepts, which uses the Python programming language to 
demonstrate how the methods can be applied in practice and provide code for users to adopt for their own 
applications. 

The guide is an outcome of the collaborative effort between participants in Task 16 of the International Energy 
Agency’s (IEA) Photovoltaic Power Systems Programme on Solar Resource for High Penetration and Large-
scale Applications. The guide is publicly available for free at the website AssessingSolar.org (AssessingSolar.org, 
2021). 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the methodology used in developing the 
guide, Section 3 introduces the structure of the guide, and Section 4 provides a shortened example from the 
website. The conclusions and outlook are presented in Section 5. 

2. Methodology 
Assessing Solar is an open-source community-supported project that provides best practices and practical 
guidance on solar resource assessment using the Python programming language. The guide has a strong focus on 
using examples based on real-life applications, making it as relevant as possible to the users. 

All of the topics addressed in the guide involve manipulating and modeling solar irradiance data, which is relevant 
to most users – and less on how to make solar irradiance measurements. Therefore, the majority of the examples 
deal with applying models using computer code. For this, we have chosen to use Python, as it is very versatile and 
the most popular programming language for data analysis and visualization (Perkel, 2015). Additionally, Python 
is open-source and used by most open-source solar-related libraries (Holmgren, 2018), making it the ideal 
language for this project. Specifically, this guide makes extensive use of the pvlib-python library, which provides 
numerous solar radiation models, is peer-reviewed, and has a well-established contributor base (Holmgren, 
Hansen and Mikofski, 2018). 

A core concept of this guide is to provide practical examples of how to apply models and manipulate data in 
Python, thus, being able to incorporate computational content was a must. This led to choosing to write the content 
in the format of Jupyter Notebooks. Jupyter Notebook is a document format that allows interactive computational 
content integrated together with explanatory text, figures, equations, and references. Jupyter Notebooks have 
become popular in industry and academic research and are starting to make their way into education. The 
educational research goals of using Jupyter Notebooks include: (i) the use of a collaborative environment; (ii) 
self-directed learning; and (iii) an interactive learning environment (Suárez-García et al., 2021). From a 
developer’s perspective, this means that all of the content for a section can be written in a single document, 
simplifying the writing process and allowing code examples to be at the center. From a user’s perspective, it is 
convenient that each section can be downloaded and executed locally, making the code easily adaptable. Overall, 
using Jupyter Notebooks allows for an enriched, interactive experience that is not available from traditional word 
processing software. The individual notebooks of Assessing Solar were compiled into a website and a publication-
quality book using the Jupyter Book tools (Executable Books Community, 2020). 

The majority of users will only interact with the AssessingSolar.org website, where the guide is hosted and the 
best user experience is achieved. The guide is meant to be continually updated and improved as new methods are 
developed and more contributors join the community. To facilitate a collaborative experience, the entire project, 
hereunder the Jupyter Notebooks and website source files, are located in a GitHub repository. This allows anyone 
to contribute to the guide, raise an issue, or start a discussion. These features were the main reasons for choosing 
GitHub, which provides free hosting of open-source projects. Using a software development platform offers the 
additional advantage that every contribution goes through a review process, ensuring that the content is accurate 
and peer-reviewed. Every time a new contribution has been reviewed and approved, this update will be reflected 
in a new version of the Assessing Solar website within minutes. In this way, unlike the writing of traditional 
textbooks, the development of Assessing Solar is a continuous and dynamic process, where new material can be 
added quickly. 
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3. Structure of Assessing Solar 
The sections within the guide are organized by themes and cover pre-processing, manipulation, modeling, and 
analysis of solar resource data. At the time of writing, the guide has four major themes or chapters: (I) solar 
fundamentals, (II) solar radiation modeling, (III) solar resource data, and (IV) applications. 

3.1. Solar fundamentals 
The first chapter introduces the fundamentals and basic principles of solar resource assessment, including the 
components of solar radiation (global, direct, and diffuse radiation), definition of solar angles (azimuth and 
zenith), and how to calculate the sun position in practice. This chapter also includes a section on how to manipulate 
solar radiation time-series data, which demonstrates many of the essential Python functions used throughout the 
rest of the guide. Users or students who are inexperienced with solar radiation data and models are recommended 
to start with this chapter. More experienced users are urged to go straight to the section that deals with their 
particular topic of interest. 

3.2. Solar radiation modeling 
The second chapter covers solar radiation modeling, including algorithms and techniques that are frequently used 
in solar resource assessment, such as: 

• Solar decomposition models, which permits estimating the direct and diffuse irradiation from global 
horizontal irradiance 

• Solar transposition models, which permit estimating the global tilted irradiation, also known as plane-of-
array (POA) irradiance in photovoltaic applications (planned) 

• Clear-sky radiation models (planned) 
• Normalization of solar radiation data, e.g., clear sky index and clearness index (planned) 

3.3. Solar resource data 
Within the theme of solar resource data, the guide offers guidance on how to retrieve time-series of ground 
measured and satellite-derived solar irradiance from multiple databases. For example, the subsection titled 
“BSRN” introduces the Baseline Surface Radiation Network (BSRN), a global network of high-quality solar 
radiation monitoring stations, and demonstrates how to retrieve and parse data. The function for parsing the BSRN 
station-to-archive files was developed within this project and contributed to the pvlib-python library. 

Additionally, procedures for quality control (QC) of solar data are provided, guiding the user through the process 
of flagging and removing bad data points. QC is an essential but underprioritized step, where currently, individual 
users tend to develop their own methods. By providing a reference method, this guide aims to provide users with 
better, streamlined, and standardized QC procedures while developing a deeper understanding of the potential 
errors. 

3.4. Applications 
The applications chapter covers various aspects of applying solar resource data. For example, the section “Solar 
Power Modeling” demonstrates how solar resource data can be used to model the power output of solar 
photovoltaic systems. A second section covers site adaption, which is the process of using ground measured 
irradiance data to remove systematic biases in satellite-derived irradiance datasets. 

4. An illustrative example of the use of AssessingSolar.org 
This section presents an example of how Assessing Solar seeks to increase the use of state-of-the-art methods and 
disseminate best practices. To this end, we have chosen to present the section on decomposition models because 
it is a good illustration of how the online guide facilitates the application of models from the literature and the 
handling of in-situ reference data. Decomposition models separate global horizontal irradiance (GHI) into its two 
components: diffuse horizontal irradiance (DHI) and direct normal irradiance (DNI). The best practices are 
derived from an extensive study carried out by Gueymard and Ruiz-Arias (2016), where 140 decomposition 
models were compared to ground measured irradiance data. The study found that the DIRINDEX (Perez et al., 
2002) and Engerer2 (Bright and Engerer, 2019) models were the best overall and noted that many popular and 
frequently cited models did not perform well. Nevertheless, citations in recent years show that the popular but less 
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accurate models are still widely used. 

We believe that the main reasons for the lack of adoption of the more accurate models are the high complexity 
required for implementing the models and that they remain unknown to many users. This illustrates the two key 
obstacles that Assessing Solar aims to solve: making state-of-the-art models accessible and disseminating best 
practices to new and experienced users alike. 

4.1. Retrieving BSRN solar data 
The section on decomposition models starts with demonstrating how to obtain a reference dataset. Reference data 
is retrieved for one of the high-quality stations in the Baseline Surface Radiation Network (BSRN). In most cases, 
using data from the BSRN is the best practice, as it is the only network that provides high-quality ground 
measurements from many different climate zones and continents. However, the BSRN data is stored in a BSRN-
specific station-to-archive file format, making accessing the data time-consuming and complicated, a limiting 
factor for many users. To reduce this barrier, the Assessing Solar contributors have developed a standard function 
for accessing BSRN data from the FTP server or a dedicated THREDDS server using a CF-compliant NetCDF 
format as part of the Assessing Solar framework. The code for accessing the FTP server has been contributed to 
the pvlib-python library and is available in version 0.9.0 and higher. By having these functions available, users do 
not have to understand the station-to-archive file format or FTP protocols, but only need to interact with the 
function documentation and the pvlib-python library. Using the function is then as simple as specifying the inputs: 
station name, start/end date, and credentials for the BSRN FTP server. 

 
Fig. 1: Code example demonstrating how to retrieve BSRN data. 

A code example from Assessing Solar is presented in Fig. 1, demonstrating how to retrieve data from the Cabauw 
BSRN station from January to July 2021. For each code example, a copy button is provided in the top right corner 
to encourage users to use the code and apply it in their own applications. 

4.2. Applying decomposition models 
The pvlib-python library also provides functions for several different decomposition models. By relying on 
decomposition models from the pvlib library, users can be confident that the models are implemented correctly, 
as each code contribution has undergone a rigorous review and testing process. However, the library does not 
provide guidance on which decomposition model is suitable for a given application, what accuracy can be 
expected, or how the models differ. 

Assessing Solar aims to bridge this gap by introducing and comparing the different models and demonstrating 
how to use them in practice. For example, in Fig. 2, the DIRINDEX model is introduced and applied in a practical 
example. 
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Fig. 2: Screenshot from AssessingSolar.org on how to obtain clear-sky data from CAMS and apply the DIRINDEX model. 

The section on decomposition models introduces and applies four different decomposition models, including the 
DIRINDEX. Subsequently, the output of the models, i.e., a time-series of DNI, is graphically compared to the 
measured values in Fig. 3. 

 
Fig. 3: Comparison of measured and modeled DNI for one sunny day. 

To quantify and compare the performance of the different models, several performance metrics were calculated 
for each model for the analyzed period. The results showed that the DIRINDEX model outperformed the other 
models, confirming the findings by Gueymard and Ruiz-Arias (2016). Specifically, the mean bias deviation 
(MBD) of the DIRINDEX model was -3.5 W/m2, whereas the MBD were 41.7, 18.3, and 14.1 W/m2 for the DISC, 
DIRINT, and Erbs models, respectively. 

5. Conclusion 
This paper has introduced Assessing Solar, a practical open-source guide to solar resource assessment. The guide 
is structured around several themes of solar resource assessment, including topics such as quality control of solar 
irradiance data, solar radiation data, and how to apply various solar radiation models. The examples illustrated in 
Assessing Solar make use of real data to represent real-life applications, allowing users to learn and directly apply 
the code and methods to their own applications. 
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Assessing Solar is a collaborative effort by participants of the IEA PVPS Task 16, and its development is a 
continuous process as new advances in the field are made. In order to enable the continuous update and expansion 
of the guide in the future, Assessing Solar has been set up in a collaborative manner through an online GitHub 
repository. The vision for AssessingSolar.org is to become the main online reference for best practices for solar 
resource assessment. 
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A B S T R A C T

Photovoltaic and solar thermal projects require accurate solar irradiance data and models for the design,

assessment, and forecasting of power output. For panels and solar collectors installed in arrays, the view toward

the sky and ground is restricted by the surrounding rows. This paper analyzes the impact of view obstructions

on the diffuse irradiance distribution in fixed-tilt arrays, addressing the insufficient research coverage to date.

Irradiance was measured using high-precision pyranometers placed at ten positions throughout an experimental

solar collector array for 3.5 and 6 m row spacings and 30◦, 37.5◦, and 45◦ tilt angles (relative row spacings

between 0.68 and 1.51). A novel anisotropic transposition model was developed to calculate the diffuse tilted

irradiance along the collector height, accounting for diffuse irradiance masking due to view obstructions. The

model was also solved inversely, obtaining local global horizontal irradiance from global tilted irradiance. The

validation showed that the model accurately captures the distinct shape of the diffuse irradiance distribution.

Results indicate a strong effect of view obstructions for narrow row spacings and steep tilt angles. For the most

extreme configuration (3.5 m row spacing, 45◦ tilt angle, 1.67 relative row spacing), the diffuse irradiance

was reduced to 64% at the bottom and 89% on average, relative to the top of the collector. As a consequence,

measurements at the top can result in biased performance assessments.

1. Introduction

A major task in solar energy projects is the measurement and

modeling of the incident solar irradiance on the collecting surfaces. The

growing markets of large-scale photovoltaic and solar thermal systems

pose ever higher demands on the accuracy of solar radiation data and

models (Gueymard, 2014; Tschopp et al., 2020). Errors as low as

± 5% in solar resource calculations may jeopardize the profitability of

a project (Gueymard, 2009).

Almost all flat-plate solar thermal collectors and a large share of PV

panels (henceforth summarized in the term ‘‘collector’’) are installed in

fixed-tilt systems. Modeling the direct irradiance incident on a tilted

collector surface, including self-shading in uniformly arranged arrays,

involves only geometric calculations if either the Direct Horizontal

Irradiance (DHI) or Direct Normal Irradiance (DNI) is known (Appel-

baum and Bany, 1979). In contrast, estimation of the Diffuse Tilted

Irradiance (DTI) is much more complex. For collector rows within an

array, view obstructions reduce the incident diffuse radiation from

the sky (an effect called masking) and alter reflection patterns (Appel-

baum, 2018). Not only does this reduce the average diffuse irradiance,

∗ Corresponding author.

E-mail address: arajen@byg.dtu.dk (A.R. Jensen).
1 ISES member.

but it also leads to a non-uniform distribution along the collector

height. The parts of the collectors closest to the ground typically

receive less diffuse irradiance than the upper parts. A bottom PV panel

may generate 8% less power than a top panel, due solely to diffuse

irradiance masking (Massalha and Appelbaum, 2020). Case studies

of typical PV systems show that simple shading calculations, which

only consider beam irradiance shading, underestimate shading losses

by 50%–80% compared to calculations including diffuse irradiance

masking (Varga and Mayer, 2021). Masking effects are also relevant for

bifacial PV, which make improved use of diffuse irradiance (Gu et al.,

2020). The non-uniform diffuse irradiance distribution may distort

radiation measurements during the operational stage, leading to a bias

in performance assessment (Ohnewein et al., 2020).

The starting point for modeling the tilted (or ‘‘plane-of-array’’)

irradiance in the planning phase is typically time series of Global

Horizontal Irradiance (GHI). Then, following the terminology of Guey-

mard and Myers (2008), a separation model is deployed to calculate the

direct and diffuse irradiance components if they are not already known.

Next, a transposition model is applied, which predicts the transposed

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.solener.2021.10.083
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Nomenclature

Latin letters

𝐴𝑖 Anisotropy index, 𝐴𝑖 = 𝐼𝑛∕𝐼𝑜𝑛 [-]
𝐴𝑀 air mass [–]

BSRN Baseline Surface Radiation Network

CC collector array configuration for experimental

setup as defined in Table 5

𝐷𝑐/DTI Diffuse Tilted Irradiance, 𝐷𝑐 = 𝐷𝑠 +𝐷𝑟 [W/m
2]

𝐷ℎ/DHI Diffuse Horizontal Irradiance [W/m2]

𝐷𝑟 in-plane diffuse irradiance from reflections

[W/m2]

𝐷𝑠 in-plane diffuse irradiance from the sky [W/m2]

𝐷𝑢 diffuse irradiance on ground between collectors

[W/m2]

𝐷𝑣 diffuse irradiance on backside of front collector

row [W/m2]

𝑓 shading factor [-]

𝐹𝑋→𝑌 view factor of surface 𝑋 towards surface 𝑌 [-]

𝐺𝑐/GTI Global Tilted Irradiance, 𝐺𝑐 = 𝐼𝑐 +𝐷𝑐 [W/m
2]

𝐺ℎ/GHI Global Horizontal Irradiance, 𝐺ℎ = 𝐼ℎ + 𝐷ℎ

[W/m2]

𝐼𝑐 in-plane direct irradiance, 𝐼𝑐 = 𝐼𝑛 cos 𝜃𝑐 [W/m2]

𝐼ℎ direct horizontal irradiance, 𝐼ℎ = 𝐼𝑛 cos 𝜃𝑧
[W/m2]

𝐼𝑛/DNI Direct Normal Irradiance [W/m2]

𝐼𝑜ℎ extraterrestrial horizontal irradiance [W/m2]

𝐼𝑜𝑛 extraterrestrial normal incident irradiance

[W/m2]

𝑘𝑇 clearness index [–]

𝑃𝑥 irradiance measurement with pyranometer 𝑥

[W/m2]

𝑅𝑖 transposition factor for direct radiation [–]

𝑅𝑟 transposition factor for diffuse radiation from

reflections [–]

𝑅𝑠 transposition factor for diffuse radiation from sky

[–]

%MBE Mean Bias Error, divided by mean [%]

%RMSE Root-Mean-Square Error, divided by mean [%]

Greek letters

𝛽 collector tilt angle [rad]

𝛾 collector azimuth [rad]

𝛿 (absolute) collector row spacing [m]

𝛿𝑟𝑒𝑙 relative collector row spacing, 𝛿𝑟𝑒𝑙 = 𝛿∕𝜁 −
cos(𝛽) [–]

𝛥 sky brightness parameter, 𝛥 = 𝐷ℎ∕(𝐴𝑀 𝐼𝑜𝑛) [–]
𝜀′ sky clearness parameter [–]

irradiance on the tilted surface from the irradiance components. Widely

used transposition models were developed by Perez et al. (1990),

Hay and Davies (1980), Reindl et al. (1990), and Klucher (1979).

They belong to the class of anisotropic superposition models (De Simón-

Martín et al., 2017). The total diffuse irradiance is calculated as the

sum of a background isotropic component and one or two anisotropic

components representing the circumsolar region and/or horizon band.

These models are all designed for unobstructed tilted surfaces and

only few studies are available for diffuse irradiance masking of collec-

tor arrays. For isotropic skies, modified view factors have been used

by Appelbaum (2018). For anisotropic skies, Appelbaum et al. (2019)

𝜁 collector height [m]

𝜂 collector thickness [m]

𝜃𝑐 incident angle of direct radiation on collector

plane [rad]

𝜃𝑧 zenith angle [rad]

𝜅 collector elevation above ground [m]

𝜆𝑆 sky obstruction angle in direction of collector

azimuth 𝛾 [rad]

𝜆𝑁 sky obstruction angle in opposite direction of

collector azimuth 𝛾 [rad]

𝜌 reflectance coefficient [–]

𝜏 Pearson correlation coefficient [–]

𝜙 View angle towards (obstructed) sky [rad]

𝜓 View angle towards (obstructed) ground [rad]

Subscripts

𝑎𝑣𝑔 average

𝑐 in-plane, collector

𝑖𝑠𝑜 isotropic

𝑗 collector segment (index from j = 1 … m)

𝑘 ground segment (index from k = 1 … p)

𝑙 backside segment (index from l = 1 … q)

𝑚𝑜𝑑 modeled (predicted)

𝑛 normal

𝑟 reflection

𝑠 sky

𝑠𝑒𝑛 sensor

𝑢 ground

𝑣 backside

present a modified version of the Klucher model. The most elaborate

approach for collector arrays is by Varga and Mayer (2021), which

propose a modified version of the Hay transposition model. Their model

considers the impact of view obstructions of the front collector row

separately for the isotropic and circumsolar diffuse irradiance part.

The received diffuse irradiance on the collector surface from the sky is

modeled similarly as proposed in this paper. However, the Varga model

does not consider additional obstructions of the skyline. The calculation

of reflections is only partially adjusted for the collector array setting,

e.g., it assumes that the ground between the collectors receives the

same diffuse irradiance as the ground in front of the first collector row

and that the backside of the front collector row is non-reflective. The

geometric representation and parameterization of the collector array

are less detailed. Another important consideration is that all of the

above-mentioned studies lack validation with measurement data.

Some simulation programs discretize view factors when obstructions

are present (Anoma et al., 2017) or use average sky-view factors along

the collector height, such as TRNSYS component Type 30 (Klein et al.,

2009). For detailed simulations of the incident diffuse irradiance on

tilted surfaces, radiance models describe and evaluate the radiation

intensity (depending on the solid angle) over the hemisphere. Simu-

lations for partially obstructed skies, e.g. by Ivanova and Gueymard

(2019), have been developed. Other methodological approaches are

non-parametric models like Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) (Celik and

Muneer, 2013). Although these models have become increasingly inte-

grated in solar engineering software, they are oftentimes too complex

and time-consuming to apply, and only scarcely used for collector array

simulations and evaluations.

During the operating phase of large-scale systems, Global Tilted

Irradiance (GTI) is typically measured for monitoring or control pur-

poses (Bava and Furbo, 2018). Many solar plants do not measure GHI,
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even though this can be done at a relatively low cost. The data gap can

be filled with the calculation of GHI from GTI by inverting separation

and transposition models. This so-called inverse direction has been

much less investigated than the forward direction (Yang et al., 2013;

Housmans and Bertrand, 2017). The importance of the inverse direction

is due to the fact, that local GHI data is necessary for endogenous

time-series models for solar radiation (Voyant et al., 2017) and many

nowcasting and forecasting models for PV power generation (Sobri

et al., 2018). Solving the inverse problem also allows calculating DNI

from GTI. Once DNI is known, self-shading of the collector array from

direct radiation can be calculated for improved model-based control or

in-situ performance assessment (Ohnewein et al., 2020).

The novelty of this paper lies in three areas. First, an analysis of

a new solar radiation data set, which includes multiple high-precision

pyranometer measurements along the collector height, is presented for

six array configurations. The existence of comparable data sets is not

known to the authors. It is provided as supplementary material for

free download. Second, a modified version of the anisotropic Hay-and-

Davies transposition model is developed which considers view obstruc-

tions in fixed-tilt collector arrays. Third, this model is also applied in

the inverse direction. The model structure is deliberately kept parsi-

monious to allow a straightforward application in solar engineering

practice.

The structure of this paper is as follows: The model development

and formulation are described in Section 2. The experimental collector

array and measurement instrumentation are presented in Section 3.

The experimental data analysis and model validation are performed in

Section 4. The conclusion is presented in Section 5.

2. Model

Before applying transposition models, a separation model is de-

ployed if the direct and diffuse irradiance components are not known.

In this study, the Erbs separation model is used (Erbs et al., 1982). The

model is chosen due to its good performance and simple mathematical

structure (Gueymard, 2009), which is helpful when solving the inverse

problem. The novel anisotropic transposition model developed in this

paper builds on the Hay-and-Davies model (Hay and Davies, 1980),

henceforth called the Hay model. This section describes the original

Hay transposition model, its limitations for collector arrays, and the

novel transposition model.

2.1. Erbs separation model

The Erbs separation model is based on the clearness index:

𝑘𝑇 =
𝐺ℎ

𝐼𝑜ℎ
(1)

where 𝐺ℎ is the global horizontal irradiance and 𝐼𝑜ℎ is the extraterres-

trial horizontal irradiance. The Erbs separation model then calculates

the diffuse share as:

𝐷ℎ

𝐺ℎ
=

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

1.0 − 0.09 𝑘𝑇 if 𝑘𝑇 ≤ 0.22
0.9511 − 0.1604 𝑘𝑇 + 4.388 𝑘2

𝑇

−16.638 𝑘3
𝑇
+ 12.336 𝑘4

𝑇
if 0.22 < 𝑘𝑇 ≤ 0.8

0.165 if 𝑘𝑇 > 0.8

(2)

where 𝐷ℎ is the diffuse horizontal irradiance.

2.2. Original Hay transposition model and its limitations

The Hay model calculates the transposed global tilted irradiance,

𝐺𝑐 , with the following equation:

𝐺𝑐 = 𝐼𝑐 +𝐷𝑠 +𝐷𝑟 (3)

Fig. 1. Illustration of view factors.

where 𝐼𝑐 is in-plane direct irradiance, 𝐷𝑠 is in-plane diffuse irradiance

from the sky, and 𝐷𝑟 is in-plane diffuse irradiance from reflections. The

components are calculated as follows:

𝐼𝑐 = 𝐼ℎ 𝑅𝑖 (4)

𝐷𝑠 = 𝐷ℎ ((1 − 𝐴𝑖)𝑅𝑑 + 𝐴𝑖𝑅𝑖) (5)

𝐷𝑟 = 𝜌 𝐺ℎ 𝑅𝑟 (6)

𝑅𝑖, 𝑅𝑑 , and 𝑅𝑟 are the transposition factors for the direct horizontal

irradiance, 𝐼ℎ, diffuse horizontal irradiance, 𝐷ℎ, and global horizontal

irradiance, 𝐺ℎ, respectively. 𝜌 is the reflectance coefficient of the

ground. 𝐴𝑖 is the anisotropy index. 𝑅𝑖 can be calculated by simple

geometric relations:

𝑅𝑖 =
𝐼𝑐
𝐼ℎ

=
𝐼𝑛 cos 𝜃𝑐
𝐼𝑛 cos 𝜃𝑧

(7)

Formulas to calculate the angles of incidence on the collector, 𝜃𝑐 ,

and solar zenith angle, 𝜃𝑧, can be found in standard texts, e.g., Duffie

et al. (2020). The geometric idea leading to the transposition factors

𝑅𝑑 and 𝑅𝑟 can be seen in the first (left) collector row of Fig. 1.

𝑅𝑑 is equal to the sky view factor of angle 𝜋− 𝛽 (for isotropic sky):

𝑅𝑑 = 1 − cos (𝜋 − 𝛽)
2

(8)

Similarly, 𝑅𝑟 is given by the view factor of angle 𝛽 towards the ground:

𝑅𝑟 =
1 − cos 𝛽

2
(9)

The anisotropy index 𝐴𝑖 is a function of the transmittance of the

atmosphere for direct radiation:

𝐴𝑖 =
𝐼ℎ
𝐼𝑜ℎ

=
𝐼𝑛 cos 𝜃𝑧
𝐼𝑜𝑛 cos 𝜃𝑧

(10)

The model assumes that the horizon extends infinitely in front of the

collector with no interfering mask and a uniform reflectance coefficient,

𝜌, for the ground. The modeled irradiance is the same at all points

from 𝐴 to 𝐵 along the collector height. For the second row, the view

is partially obstructed, as shown for point 𝑃 in Fig. 1. Accordingly, the

view angles towards the sky 𝜙 and towards the ground 𝜓 differ from

𝜋 − 𝛽 and 𝛽, respectively, and vary along the collector height. Thus,

the transposition factors in Eq. (8) and (9) are no longer valid. The

incident irradiance on the ground between the collector is not equal to

𝐺ℎ as Eq. (6) implies and some parts of the collector may be shaded.

For these reasons, the Hay model cannot be directly applied to collector

arrays with obstructed views.

The Hay model is generally characterized by its high accuracy

as shown by comparative studies by Gueymard (2009), Yang (2016)

and Noorian et al. (2008). It considers the diffuse brightening of the

circumsolar region as an additional radiation component concentrated

at the position of the sun, treating it with the same transposition

factor, 𝑅𝑖, as the direct radiation. This simplifies the circumsolar ra-

diance (Blanc et al., 2014) and lowers the model accuracy when the

sun is hidden behind an object, but close to the edge, where the

circumsolar radiance is not fully blocked. How problematic this issue
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Fig. 2. Segment-wise irradiance calculation of the Hay-C model.

is will be discussed and analyzed in the paper. On the other hand,

a major advantage of this approach is that the Hay model can be

reformulated using the same equations as the isotropic model of Liu and

Jordan (1963) if ‘‘direct irradiance’’ is replaced by ‘‘direct irradiance

plus circumsolar diffuse’’ and ‘‘diffuse irradiance’’ by ‘‘diffuse irradi-

ance without circumsolar diffuse’’. This avoids the transformation to a

radiance model for obstructed views, which has a much more complex

modeling approach.

The Hay model does not consider horizon brightening. This effect

is omitted, as circumsolar brightening is the dominant anisotropic

effect (Perez et al., 1986) and the horizon band of the measurement

setup used to validate the model is obstructed from the view by trees

(see Section 3.1). The Hay model is preferred over the Perez model as

the basis for the novel transposition model, as it is significantly simpler

and yields similar results (Yang, 2016). Additionally, it allows an

inverse model application using global irradiance data of a single sensor

installed in the collector plane, contrary to the Perez model (Yang et al.,

2014).

2.3. Hay-C model

Overview

The novel model is called Hay-C, where C stands for the adaption

of the Hay model to collector arrays. The model accounts for the non-

uniform irradiance distribution by calculating the direct and diffuse

irradiance for multiple segments along the collector height (see Fig. 2).

If there are radiation sensors mounted in the same plane as the collec-

tor, the model additionally predicts the direct and diffuse irradiance at

these positions.

The model can be applied both in the forward and inverse direc-

tion. The forward direction (see Fig. 3) is the typical collector array

design case, where global horizontal irradiance, 𝐺ℎ, is known. The Hay-

C model predicts the direct and diffuse in-plane irradiance on each

segment along the collector height, 𝐼𝑐,1…𝑚 and 𝐷𝑐,1…𝑚, respectively.

Calculating the average irradiance of all segments yields the direct and

diffuse tilted irradiance, 𝐼𝑐,𝑎𝑣𝑔 and 𝐷𝑐,𝑎𝑣𝑔 , and their sum equals the

global tilted irradiance, 𝐺𝑐,𝑎𝑣𝑔 . If either the direct irradiance (𝐼𝑛 or 𝐼ℎ)

or diffuse horizontal irradiance (𝐷ℎ) is available, the separation model

step can be skipped.

The inverse direction (see Fig. 4) is the typical case when the

collector array is already in operation and a radiation sensor is used

to measure the global tilted irradiance, 𝐺𝑐,𝑠𝑒𝑛. The whole modeling

chain is inversely solved with an optimization routine, solving for the

unknown 𝐺ℎ, such that the predicted total tilted irradiance (sum of

𝐼𝑐,𝑠𝑒𝑛 and 𝐷𝑐,𝑠𝑒𝑛) equals the measured 𝐺𝑐,𝑠𝑒𝑛. If the direct irradiance is

also given, the model is instead solved for 𝐷ℎ. Once 𝐺ℎ is known, the

forward calculation of the average direct, diffuse, and global irradiance

in the collector plane according to Fig. 3 can be conducted. Alternately,

𝐺ℎ can be used for other purposes, such as forecast and nowcast

modeling.

Table 1 gives an overview of the different calculation cases (A)–(D).

Fig. 3. Calculation flow chart of the Hay-C model — forward direction.

Fig. 4. Calculation flow chart of the Hay-C model — inverse direction.

Table 1

Calculation cases for the Hay-C model. For all cases, the average irradiances 𝐺𝑐,𝑎𝑣𝑔 ,

𝐼𝑐,𝑎𝑣𝑔 , and 𝐷𝑐,𝑎𝑣𝑔 are predicted, as is the irradiance of any additional radiation sensors.

Case Measured Calculated Calculated

horizontal tilted

Forward direction

(A) 𝐺ℎ 𝐼ℎ, 𝐷ℎ 𝐺𝑐,𝑠𝑒𝑛, 𝐼𝑐,𝑠𝑒𝑛, 𝐷𝑐,𝑠𝑒𝑛

(B) 𝐺ℎ, 𝐼𝑛 (or 𝐼ℎ, 𝐷ℎ) – 𝐺𝑐,𝑠𝑒𝑛, 𝐷𝑐,𝑠𝑒𝑛

Inverse direction

(C) 𝐺𝑐,𝑠𝑒𝑛 𝐺ℎ, 𝐼ℎ, 𝐷ℎ 𝐼𝑐,𝑠𝑒𝑛, 𝐷𝑐,𝑠𝑒𝑛

(D) 𝐺𝑐,𝑠𝑒𝑛, 𝐼𝑐,𝑠𝑒𝑛 𝐺ℎ, 𝐷ℎ –

Fig. 5. Illustration of the modeling parameters of the Hay-C model.

Modeling parameters

The Hay-C model assumes that the length of the collector rows are

much greater than the height. This is a common assumption for shading

and view factor calculations (Saint-Drenan and Barbier, 2019; Maor

and Appelbaum, 2012), leading to a 2D representation of the collector

array. The modeling parameters are shown in Fig. 5. The geometry

is modeled with collector tilt angle 𝛽, collector height 𝜁 , collector

thickness 𝜂, row spacing 𝛿, elevation from ground level 𝜅, and azimuth

(orientation) 𝛾. This approach is suitable for typical array geometries

with uniformly arranged collectors.

Sky obstructions are modeled as a continuous skyline of angular

height 𝜆𝑆 towards the direction of the azimuth and an angular height

𝜆𝑁 in the opposite direction, as described in Robinson and Stone

(2004). It is assumed that the collector, ground, and backside receive

no sky radiation from below the obstructed skyline.
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Fig. 6. Hottel crossed-string rule.

The collector, ground, and backside are split into segments. Each

collector segment 𝑗, ground segment 𝑘, and backside segment 𝑙 is
assigned a reflectance coefficient: 𝜌𝑐,𝑗 , 𝜌𝑢,𝑘, and 𝜌𝑣,𝑙, respectively. The
number of segments can be chosen according to the desired precision

and resolution.

View factors

The model uses view factors to calculate the radiation exchange

between surfaces (or the sky) that emit isotropic diffuse radiation,

i.e., have the same radiant intensity in every direction. For two surfaces,

𝐴1 and 𝐴2, the view factor from 𝐴1 to 𝐴2 is denoted by 𝐹1→2 and is

defined as:

𝐹1→2 =
diffuse radiation leaving 𝐴1, incident on 𝐴2

total diffuse radiation leaving 𝐴1
(11)

A convenient formula to calculate the view factor between two

surfaces of infinite length (for example, view factor 𝐹𝑢,𝑘→𝑣,𝑙 between

ground segment 𝑘 and backside segment 𝑙 in Fig. 5) is given by the
‘‘Hottel crossed-string rule’’ (Hottel and Sarofim, 1967). Using the

nomenclature depicted in Fig. 6, the view factor can be calculated as

follows:

𝐹1→2 =
𝐶𝐹 +𝐷𝐸 − 𝐶𝐸 −𝐷𝐹

2 ⋅ 𝐶𝐷
(12)

The derivation of the view factor calculation between any segment

and the (obstructed) sky can be found in Robinson and Stone (2004)

and Maor and Appelbaum (2012). In particular, for any segment lo-

cated at point 𝑃 on the collector with view angle 𝜙, as shown in Fig. 1,
the view factor is determined as follows:

𝐹𝑃→𝑠 =
1 − cos(𝜙)

2
(13)

Sky irradiance

In the calculation process, the first step is to calculate the incident

irradiance from the sky for each segment. The direct irradiance, 𝐼𝑐,𝑗 , on
a collector segment, 𝑗, is given by:

𝐼𝑐,𝑗 = 𝐼𝑐 𝑓𝑗 (14)

where 𝐼𝑐 is calculated from Eq. (4). The shading factor, 𝑓𝑗 , is defined

as:

𝑓𝑗 =

{
1 if collector segment 𝑗 is unshaded

0 otherwise
(15)

An analytical formula for the shadow height on a collector can be

found in Bany and Appelbaum (1987). Similarly, the direct irradiance,

𝐼𝑢,𝑘, on a ground segment, 𝑘, is given by:

𝐼𝑢,𝑘 = 𝐼𝑛 cos 𝜃𝑧𝑓𝑘 = 𝐼ℎ𝑓𝑘 (16)

where 𝑓𝑘 = 1 if the ground segment is unshaded.
The diffuse irradiance from the sky on collector segment 𝑗 is calcu-

lated as follows:

𝐷𝑠,𝑗 = 𝐷ℎ ((1 − 𝐴𝑖)𝐹𝑗→𝑠 + 𝐴𝑖𝑅𝑖𝑓𝑗 ) (17)

where 𝐷ℎ, 𝐴𝑖 and 𝑅𝑖 are defined as in the original Hay model (see

Section 2.2). 𝐹𝑗→𝑠 is the view factor of segment 𝑗 towards the sky (see
Eq. (13)).

The calculation of the diffuse irradiance from the sky on a ground

or backside segment follows the same structure as Eq. (17), with the

respective view, transposition, and shading factors.

Reflections

Reflections are assumed to be the same for each angle (Lambertian

reflection). This assumption, although never completely accurate, is

widely used in solar engineering (Gueymard et al., 2019).

For each collector, ground, or backside segment, 𝑛, the reflected
irradiance,

𝐺𝑟,𝑛 = 𝜌𝑛 𝐺𝑖𝑛𝑐,𝑛 (18)

is a fraction of the incident irradiance 𝐺𝑖𝑛𝑐,𝑛, depending on the re-

flectance coefficient, 𝜌𝑛, of the surface. The incident irradiance on

surface segment 𝑥 can be calculated as follows:

𝐺𝑖𝑛𝑐,𝑥 = 𝐼𝑥 +𝐷𝑥 +
∑
𝑛

𝐹𝑥→𝑛 𝐺𝑟,𝑛 (19)

where 𝐼𝑥 and 𝐷𝑥 denote the direct and diffuse irradiance received

from the sky. The last term is the contribution of all surfaces, 𝑛, that
are viewed from surface 𝑥 with view factor 𝐹𝑥→𝑛, e.g., all ground and

backside segments if 𝑥 is a collector segment.
Substituting Eq. (18) into Eq. (19) yields a system of (𝑚 + 𝑝 + 𝑞)

equations, which can be solved for the incident irradiance:

⃖⃖⃗𝐺𝑖𝑛𝑐 = (𝑰 − 𝑭𝑹)−1 ⋅ ( ⃖⃗𝐼 + ⃖⃖⃗𝐷) (20)

where 𝑰 is the identity matrix, 𝑭 the view factor matrix, and 𝑹

the reflectance matrix. The explicit form of the matrix, to ease the

implementation, can be found in Appendix A. By default, reflectance

coefficients of the collector segments are set to zero.

Inverse application

The inverse application of the Hay-C model (case (C) and (D) in

Table 1) only works if, for each measured value of 𝐺𝑐,𝑠𝑒𝑛, the horizontal

irradiance, 𝐺ℎ, that solves the forward model is unique. In other

words, the forward model, denoted by , must be a strictly increasing

function, i.e.:

𝑑𝐺𝑐,𝑠𝑒𝑛

𝑑𝐺ℎ
=

𝑑(𝐺ℎ)
𝑑𝐺ℎ

> 0 (21)

within the valid range of 𝐺ℎ. For case (D), the model is invertible, as 𝐼ℎ
is fixed, and an increase in 𝐺ℎ increases 𝐷ℎ, which leads to an increase

in 𝐺𝑐,𝑠𝑒𝑛. For case (C), however, the model might not be invertible. An

increase in 𝐺ℎ increases 𝑘𝑇 , which implies that the direct horizontal

irradiance share 𝐷ℎ/𝐺ℎ decreases or remains constant (see Eq. (1) and

(2)). Therefore 𝐼ℎ increases, but 𝐷ℎ may decrease. If the ratio of the

transposition factor for direct radiation to the sky view factor of the

sensor, 𝑅𝑖/𝐹𝑠𝑒𝑛→𝑠,≥ 1, then the model is invertible regardless of other
conditions. But if this ratio is strictly smaller than 1, higher levels in 𝐺ℎ

may not necessarily increase 𝐺𝑐,𝑠𝑒𝑛. 𝐹𝑠𝑒𝑛→𝑠 depends only on the collector

array geometry and is constant. 𝑅𝑖 is small when the incidence angle

on the collector, 𝜃𝑐 , is substantially greater than the zenith angle, 𝜃𝑧
(see Eq. (7)). Thus, invertibility problems typically occur just after the

sun appears in front of the collector or disappears behind the collector

with incidence angle 𝜃𝑐 reaching 𝜋∕2. Conditions, where the inverse
solution does not exist make up a small portion of radiation conditions.

For the filtering criteria of the radiation experiments (see Section 3.3),

the model was invertible for all recorded data points.

Implementation

The model was implemented in ADA, an object-oriented data anal-

ysis and simulation tool for renewable energy applications based on

MATLAB® developed by AEE INTEC (Ohnewein et al., 2017). The

inverse model is solved with an array solver using the fast and robust

bisection method as recommended by Yang et al. (2013) with the code

provided by Sartorius (2020). Typical yearly simulation runs with data

in 1 min resolution take around 30 s on a computer with a dual-core

CPU and 2.5 GHz CPU frequency.
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Fig. 7. Experimental setup consisting of six flat-plate solar collectors and ten

pyranometers (numbered).

Table 2

Collector dimensions and positions.

Parameter Value Unit

Collector area 15.0 m2

Collector width 5960 mm

Collector height (𝜁) 2520 mm

Collector thickness (𝜂) 124 mm

Elevation above ground (𝜅) 626 mm

3. In situ measurements

3.1. Experimental collector array

The experimental setup consisted of two rows of three collectors,

thus the rear middle collector experienced approximately the same

irradiance conditions as any non-perimeter collector in an array. The

irradiance distribution in the experimental array was measured using

ten high-precision pyranometers, as shown in Fig. 7.

The setup was located on an even grass field on the campus of the

Technical University of Denmark (DTU) in Kgs. Lyngby, near Copen-

hagen (latitude 55.793◦ N, longitude 12.524◦ E, elevation 36 m). The

location has a typical coastal climate, strongly influenced by its prox-

imity to both the sea and the European continent, with yearly global

horizontal irradiation levels of around 1,050 kWh/m2. Summers have

cool and changeable weather with substantial cloud cover (Laursen

et al., 1999).

Each of the six collectors was propped up with two adjustable

aluminum poles, which made it possible to adjust the collector tilts.

The second row of collectors was placed on I-beams, along which the

collectors could slide, allowing for the row spacing to be changed. The

collectors were Sunmark flat-plate collectors, which are used for large-

scale solar thermal plants. The collector dimensions are summarized

in Table 2. The collectors were kept south-oriented during the entire

measurement period. The backside of the collectors was unpolished

aluminum with an assumed reflectance coefficient of 𝜌𝑣 = 0.8 (Ayieko

et al., 2015). A reflectance coefficient of 𝜌𝑢 = 0.2 was assumed for all

ground segments due to the lack of measurement.

Toward the south, 90 m from the experimental array, dense trees

formed a line parallel to the east–west axis of the array, obstructing

the view towards the horizon. The height of the trees (14 m) was

determined with an altimeter on a drone. The resulting sky obstruction

angle in the direction of the collector azimuth was 𝜆𝑆 = 9.0
◦. Towards

the north, there were no view obstructions (𝜆𝑁 = 0◦).

Pyranometers 1–5 were used to measure the irradiance distribution

along the collector height and were therefore positioned with an even

spacing along the center of the rear middle collector. Pyranometer 6

was offset to the side of 1–5 and repositioned during the experimental

period for comparison purposes. Similar to pyranometer 1, pyranome-

ter 7 was placed on the collector in the front row. Pyranometer 8

Table 3

Pyranometer and pyrheliometer uncertainty contributions at 95% confidence (𝑘 = 2).
’Worst case’ values stated by manufacturer (Kipp & Zonen, 2016, 2019).

Pyranometer Pyrheliometer

CMP11 CHP1

Zero offset A < 7 W/m2 –

Zero offset B < 2 W/m2 < 1 W/m2

Non-stability < 0.5% < 0.5%

Non-linearity < 0.2% < 0.2%

Directional response <± 10 W/m2 –

Temperature response < 1% < 0.5%

Spectral response < 3% <1%

Tilt response < 0.2% –

was placed in the center of the backside of the front middle collector.

Pyranometer 9 was placed between the two collector rows horizontally.

Pyranometer 10 was offset from pyranometer 1 and shaded by a half-

dome that covered the pyranometer’s view to the sky. This was done to

investigate the reflected radiation from the ground and backside of the

front collector row. Since all pyranometers, except for 9, were mounted

in the collector plane, they changed tilt according to the adjusted tilt

of the collectors.

All sensors were Kipp &Zonen (K&Z) CMP11 thermopile pyranome-

ters. The measurements were logged with a 10-channel Hioki LR8431

data logger with a 1-second resolution. Due to the extended time frame

of the experiment, the data logger accumulated a time drift of two

minutes during the measurement period. This was compensated for by

recording the time offset every time the pyranometers were cleaned and

applying a linear correction for the time drift afterward.

3.2. DTU climate station

Measurements of global, diffuse, and direct normal irradiance were

obtained from the Climate Station at DTU, located 250 m from the

experimental collector array. The DTU Climate Station includes a per-

manently installed solar tracker with instruments for measuring GHI,

DHI, and DNI (Andersen et al., 2017). The solar tracker is located on

the rooftop of a building belonging to the university and continuous

measurements have been made since 1990. Direct normal irradiance

is measured with a K&Z CHP1 pyrheliometer (half opening angle of

2.5◦). Diffuse horizontal irradiance is measured with a K&Z CMP11

pyranometer shaded by a shadow ball (view angle of 5◦). Global hori-

zontal irradiance is also measured with a K&Z CMP11 pyranometer. All

three instruments are mounted on the same K&Z SOLYS 2 tracker. Mea-

surements are logged with a 1-min resolution. As global irradiance can

be more accurately calculated from the diffuse and direct components,

the GHI measurements were only used for quality control (Gueymard

and Myers, 2009).

3.3. Measurement uncertainty and data filtering

All measurement instruments used in this study are thermopile

sensors, which have an optically black surface that increases in temper-

ature according to the incident irradiance. The irradiance is calculated

from the temperature difference between the black surface and the

instrument body. This indirect measurement method is associated with

several uncertainty sources (see Table 3).

Another consideration to take into account is the time frame of in-

terest, e.g., instantaneous values, integrated hourly, or daily totals. For

DNI measurements made with a good quality pyrheliometer, such as the

one mounted on the tracker, it is possible to achieve minute, hourly,

and daily uncertainty levels of 1.8%, 1.5%, and 1.0%, respectively.

Similarly, the achievable uncertainty levels for pyranometers measur-

ing hourly and daily totals of GHI are 3% and 2%, respectively (World

Meteorological Organization, 2017).
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Fig. 8. Irradiance measurement of pyranometers 2–9, relative to pyranometer 1, during

one day of the calibration process (black lines). Worst-case uncertainty based on Table 3

(red lines). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader

is referred to the web version of this article.)

Most solar radiation models predict a single irradiance value in

W/m2, hence the uncertainty of the absolute measurement is of interest.
However, a primary output from the Hay-C model is the prediction

of the irradiance along the collector height relative to the top of

the collector (pyranometer 1) in %. The ‘‘relative measurement’’ for

pyranometers 2–5 can be defined as (𝐺(𝑃𝑥) −𝐺(𝑃1))∕𝐺(𝑃1). In order to
estimate the uncertainty of the relative measurement, all pyranometers

were installed horizontally adjacent to each other on the DTU Climate

Station platform for a joint calibration. As the pyranometers were all

mounted identically and exposed to the same conditions, they should

ideally measure the same value. Measurements were taken for a 5-

day period. The uncertainty for the relative measurement was then

estimated based on the deviation between the pyranometers, calculated

as the standard deviation multiplied by a coverage factor (𝑘 = 2),
according to the GUM method (Joint Committee for Guides in Metrol-

ogy, 2008). The expanded uncertainties for the relative pyranometer

measurements ranged from ± 0.9% to ± 1.8%, with a mean of ± 1.2%.

The relative measurements for one day during the calibration process

are shown in Fig. 8. For comparison, the worst-case uncertainty from

Table 3 has also been plotted in the figure and, as expected, the

deviation of the relative measurements was significantly lower than the

absolute measurement uncertainty.

All instruments at the experimental field and DTU Climate Station

were inspected and cleaned weekly to limit the effect of soiling, with

only a few exceptions. For the validation, data were averaged for each

5 min. The filtering criteria used to derive the validation data set are

listed in Table 4. These criteria entail quality checks, as recommended

by the BSRN network (Long and Dutton, 2010). The restrictions re-

garding minimum global horizontal and global tilted irradiance and

maximum beam incident angle aim to remove data with larger uncer-

tainty. Periods with shading are excluded from the validation, as this

would add additional uncertainties.

The diffuse in-plane irradiance along the collector height, 𝐷𝑐 (𝑃𝑥),
is calculated as the difference of the measured global tilted irradiance,

𝐺𝑐 (𝑃𝑥), minus the calculated in-plane direct irradiance, 𝐼𝑐 , from DNI

measurements. As DNI is measured at the DTU Climate Station 250 m

from the experimental setup, the radiation conditions might differ be-

tween the two locations. Averaging the data to 5 min and selecting only

data with a diffuse share between 0 and 1 reduces these inconsistencies.

3.4. Experiments

Experiments were conducted from August 2018 to May 2020. Mea-

surements were made for two row spacings (3.5 m and 6 m) and

three tilt angles (30◦, 37.5◦, and 45◦), leading to six collector array

configurations (CC), as shown in Table 5. All-sky conditions were used

to obtain the validation data set for each setup, only discarding data

that did not meet the filtering criteria. The requirement to have no

shading led to the exclusion of most of the data from the winter periods.

Table 4

Validation data filtering criteria.

Limits

50 W/m2 ≤ 𝐷ℎ + 𝐼ℎ ≤ 1.2 𝐼𝑜𝑛 cos(𝜃𝑧)1.2 + 50 W/m2

0 W/m2 ≤ 𝐼𝑛 ≤ 0.95 𝐼𝑜𝑛 cos(𝜃𝑧)0.2 + 10 W/m2

0 W/m2 ≤ 𝐷ℎ ≤ 0.75 𝐼𝑜𝑛 cos(𝜃𝑧)1.2 + 30 W/m2

50 W/m2 ≤ 𝐺𝑐 (𝑃𝑥) ≤ 1.2 𝐼𝑜𝑛 cos(𝜃𝑐 )1.2 + 50 W/m2

Comparison

0.92 ≤ 𝐺ℎ∕(𝐷ℎ + 𝐼ℎ) ≤ 1.08

Beam incidence angle

𝜃𝑧 ≤ 80◦

𝜃𝑐 ≤ 80◦

Diffuse irradiance share

0 ≤ 𝐷ℎ∕(𝐷ℎ + 𝐼ℎ) ≤ 1
0 ≤ (𝐺𝑐 (𝑃𝑥) − 𝐼𝑐 )∕𝐺𝑐 (𝑃𝑥)) ≤ 1

Shading

No internal shading (formulas by Appelbaum and Bany (1979))

No external shading (𝜆𝑆 = 9.0◦)

Table 5

Investigated collector array configurations (CC) and time periods with valid data. The

relative row spacing is the ratio of the row distance minus the horizontal projection

of the front collector to the collector height.

CC # Row Tilt Relative Time

spacing row spacing period

𝛿 𝛽 𝛿𝑟𝑒𝑙

1 3.5 m 45.0◦ 0.68 Aug. 2018

2 3.5 m 37.5◦ 0.60 Mar. - May 2019

3 3.5 m 30.0◦ 0.57 Aug. - Sep. 2018

4 6.0 m 45.0◦ 1.67 Jul. 2019

5 6.0 m 37.5◦ 1.59 May - Jul. 2019

6 6.0 m 30.0◦ 1.51 Mar. - May 2020

4. Experimental data analysis and model validation

4.1. Experimental data analysis

Fig. 9 illustrates measurement results of the diffuse radiation distri-

bution within one collector array (configuration CC #1) and the DTU

Climate Station. Measurements at the top of the back row, 𝐷𝑐 (𝑃1), and
the top of the front row, 𝐷𝑐 (𝑃7), were highly correlated (𝜏 = 0.998 for

CC #1, and between 0.996 and 0.999 for the other setups). Mean values

for 𝐷𝑐(𝑃7) were slightly higher, due to higher reflections (+2.3% for

CC #1, between +1.8% and +4.0% for other setups). 𝐷ℎ lies in a similar

range as 𝐷𝑐 (𝑃1) (+1.6% for CC #1, between −7.5% and +6.7% for other

setups). The obstructed sky view of sensor 𝑃1, when compared to 𝐷ℎ,

decreases the diffuse irradiance for isotropic conditions. However, for

anisotropic conditions, the irradiance can be higher since the sensor is

tilted.

While 𝐷𝑢(𝑃9) is aligned horizontally, it is substantially lower than
𝐷ℎ, as the sensor does not see the whole hemisphere (−43.8% for

CC #1, between −49.6% and −45.6% for other setups). Diffuse irra-

diance on the backside of the collector, 𝐷𝑐 (𝑃8), was 37.8 W/m2 on

average for CC #1 and between 16.4 W/m2 and 53.3 W/m2 for the

other setups.𝐷𝑐 (𝑃10) had one-digit mean values close to zero (4.0 W/m2

for CC #1, between 1.9 W/m2 and 5.1 W/m2 for other setups). Note

that the reported values give some indication of irradiance differences

in various spots in a collector array, but should not be overinterpreted,

as the radiation experiments were conducted during different times of

the year and only data fulfilling the filtering criteria were used. The va-

lidity of the model for 3D effects on the collector plane, i.e., irradiance

differences in the east–west direction, was not the focus of the radiation

experiments. However, various placements of sensor 𝑃6 in the collector

plane, shifted both in the east–west direction and along the collector

height, showed that there was no significant difference between the

measurements of sensor 𝑃6 and the respective sensor 𝑃1 to 𝑃5 placed at

the same height.
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Fig. 9. Box plot of diffuse irradiance at different locations in the collector array for

configuration CC #1 and the DTU Climate Station. Red markers are outliers, 𝜏 is

the Pearson correlation coefficient with respect to 𝐷𝑐 (𝑃1). (For interpretation of the

references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of

this article.)

Fig. 10 shows the diffuse and global irradiance for all sensors

normalized to 𝑃1 (top sensor) (= 100%) for all configurations. For

the narrow row spacing (CC #1-3), the diffuse irradiance reduction is

substantial, dropping as low as 64% for sensor 𝑃5 in CC #1, whereas,
for the wide row spacing (CC #4-6), the effect is marginal. Note that

the diffuse irradiance levels for sensors 𝑃1 and 𝑃2 are very similar

for all configurations. This is an indication of the obstructed horizon

towards the south, which made sensors 𝑃1 and 𝑃2 receive essentially
the same irradiance from the sky. Also note that 𝑃3 measures higher
diffuse irradiance levels than 𝑃1 for CC #4-6. This atypical behavior

can occur due to increased reflections, which overcompensates for the

reduced sky view.

The reduction of global irradiance is less extreme, as all sensors

receive the same direct irradiance. The trend of global irradiance reduc-

tion is similar to that of the diffuse irradiance reduction, but exposes

some differences, as the diffuse shares of the global irradiance vary

among the setups (see Table 6 for irradiance levels of the experiments).

The red lines indicate the average irradiance over the collector for

each configuration. They are calculated by integration of the linearly

interpolated measurement values of sensors 𝑃1 to 𝑃5 along the collector
height and subsequent division by the collector height:

𝐼𝑟𝑟𝑐,𝑎𝑣𝑔 = 1
4

4∑
𝑥=1

𝐼𝑟𝑟(𝑃𝑥) + 𝐼𝑟𝑟(𝑃𝑥+1)
2

(22)

where 𝐼𝑟𝑟 is either diffuse or global irradiance. For the narrow row

spacing (CC #1-3), the average diffuse irradiance is substantially re-

duced (down to 89 % for CC #1), whereas, for the wide row spacing

(CC #4-6), the reduction is 1-2 % for all configurations.

A more detailed analysis of the diffuse irradiance reduction is shown

in Fig. 11, which displays the diffuse irradiance measured by sensors

𝑃2-𝑃5 vs. the top sensor, 𝑃1, for four configurations. The figure shows
that the diffuse irradiance toward the bottom is not only lower but that

the scatter significantly increases. This is most likely due to a partial

blocking of the circumsolar irradiance when the sun is close to the

edges, an issue that will be analyzed in Section 4.2.

4.2. Overall statistical results for model validation

For the model validation, the number of collector segments was

𝑚 = 500, ground segments 𝑝 = 20, and backside segments 𝑞 = 20.

Fig. 10. Irradiance distribution for (a) diffuse tilted irradiance and (b) global tilted

irradiance along the collector height relative to the top sensor (𝑃1= 100%). Numbers 1

to 5 refer to sensors 𝑃1 to 𝑃5. Red lines indicate averages among the five sensors. (For

interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to

the web version of this article.)

Relative Mean Bias Error (%MBE) and relative Root Mean Square Error

(%RMSE) are used as error metrics

%𝑀𝐵𝐸 =
1
𝑛

∑
(𝐼𝑟𝑟 − 𝐼𝑟𝑟)
1
𝑛

∑
𝐼𝑟𝑟

[%] (23)

%𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 =

√
1
𝑛

∑
(𝐼𝑟𝑟 − 𝐼𝑟𝑟)2

1
𝑛

∑
𝐼𝑟𝑟

[%] (24)

where 𝐼𝑟𝑟 is the modeled and 𝐼𝑟𝑟 is the measured irradiance.

Table 6 shows the model accuracy for all collector array configura-

tions and calculation cases, a total of 24 scenarios. For the two forward

cases, (A) and (B), the model tends to underestimate the global tilted

irradiance at the top, 𝐺𝑐 (𝑃1). In case (A), the Erbs model overestimates
the direct horizontal irradiance, underestimates the diffuse horizontal

irradiance, and transposes this pattern to the tilted surface. In case (B),

the diffuse tilted irradiance at the top is also underestimated, but to a

lesser degree. For the inverse direction, cases (C) and (D), the model

overestimates the global horizontal irradiance with a bias similar in

magnitude to the forward direction, but opposite in sign. This modeling

feature, assuming no invertibility problems occur, should be expected,

as the governing system of equations for the radiation transposition

are simply reversed. The inverse direction shows reasonable accuracy,

including the split of the global irradiance in its direct and diffuse parts.

For the prediction of the global tilted irradiance, the modeling bias

for the direct tilted irradiance (overestimation) and the diffuse tilted

irradiance (underestimation) partially cancel out for cases (A) and (C).

This can result in a lower bias for the global tilted irradiance than
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Fig. 11. Measured diffuse irradiance on top and along the collector height for four configurations. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader

is referred to the web version of this article.)

for cases (B) and (D) where the direct radiation is measured, although

%RMSE are typically higher, as is to be expected.

The global tilted and diffuse tilted irradiance, 𝐺𝑐,𝑎𝑣𝑔 and 𝐷𝑐,𝑎𝑣𝑔 (as

defined in Eq. (22)), show less underestimation or a shift to slight

overestimation. For all cases, the prediction of the average global tilted

irradiance shows good agreement with the measurements. %RMSE are

substantially higher for the direct and diffuse radiation components

than for their sum. Modeling errors for the top sensor and the average

over the sensors are similar, indicating that they mainly stem from

the horizontal to tilted transposition and radiation separation, and not

from the irradiance distribution along the collector height. This is also

confirmed by very low %RMSE for case (D), where 𝐺𝑐,𝑠𝑒𝑛 is measured.

Reasons for the relatively high %RMSE values can lie in the ex-

tremely changeable weather conditions at the site, for which the pre-

diction accuracy of radiation models is known to be lower (Gueymard,

2009), especially for the high sample rate of 5 min. The difference

between irradiance conditions at the experimental collector array and

that for the DTU Climate Station may also increase %RMSE. Another

possible error source is that the line of trees forming the horizon does

not completely block the diffuse radiation from the sky. Inaccurate

assumptions or modeling errors regarding reflections likely do not have

a large effect on the overall predicted diffuse tilted irradiance on top

of the collector, as low recorded values of sensor 𝑃10 indicate (see

Section 4.1).

4.3. Errors pertaining to radiation separation

Additional evaluations are presented for a better assessment of

the model performance when using the Erbs separation model. For

configuration CC #1, case (A), Fig. 12 shows the diffuse fraction vs.

clearness index for the measurement data and the Erbs correlation.
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Table 6

Model performance for all collector array configurations (see Table 5) and calculation cases (see Table 1). Empty cells correspond to measured input values.

Setup/Case %𝑀𝐵𝐸 [%] %𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 [%]

𝐺ℎ 𝐼ℎ 𝐷ℎ 𝐺𝑐 (𝑃1) 𝐼𝑐 𝐷𝑐 (𝑃1) 𝐺𝑐,𝑎𝑣𝑔 𝐷𝑐,𝑎𝑣𝑔 𝐺ℎ 𝐼ℎ 𝐷ℎ 𝐺𝑐 (𝑃1) 𝐼𝑐 𝐷𝑐 (𝑃1) 𝐺𝑐,𝑎𝑣𝑔 𝐷𝑐,𝑎𝑣𝑔

CC #1 (𝛿 = 3.5 m, 𝛽 = 45◦, 𝛿𝑟𝑒𝑙 = 0.68)
Reference [W/m2] (𝑁 = 2737, 228.1 h) 415 218 196 453 260 193 433 173

(A) - forward 5.42 −6.02 −2.53 6.19 −14.26 −0.50 −10.59 31.16 34.64 14.13 32.13 41.88 15.20 42.01

(B) - forward −3.97 −9.32 −2.25 −5.63 12.91 30.28 12.87 32.27

(C) - inverse 2.00 9.98 −6.88 10.76 −14.48 2.22 −10.65 10.45 31.67 32.35 32.57 43.83 3.42 43.94

(D) - inverse 5.08 10.73 1.56 3.92 15.76 33.27 2.68 6.72

CC #2 (𝛿 = 3.5 m, 𝛽 = 37.5◦, 𝛿𝑟𝑒𝑙 = 0.60)

Reference [W/m2] (𝑁 = 4605, 383.8 h) 436 277 158 506 344 162 491 146

(A) - forward 1.90 −3.33 −1.38 1.90 −8.35 0.16 −3.93 21.43 37.53 9.45 21.39 43.94 10.02 45.34

(B) - forward −1.99 −6.24 −0.59 −1.99 8.82 27.61 8.89 29.78

(C) - inverse 1.25 4.23 −3.97 4.08 −8.70 1.60 −4.22 7.77 21.99 36.51 21.67 46.15 2.45 47.45

(D) - inverse 2.63 7.25 1.31 4.41 10.90 29.99 2.14 7.18

CC #3 (𝛿 = 3.5 m, 𝛽 = 30◦, 𝛿𝑟𝑒𝑙 = 0.57)
Reference [W/m2] (𝑁 = 861, 71.8 h) 237 92 146 263 121 141 252 131

(A) - forward 1.01 −0.64 −0.40 1.62 −2.13 1.16 0.74 47.53 29.99 11.59 48.55 37.30 12.54 38.34

(B) - forward −1.38 −2.56 0.05 0.09 10.99 20.43 11.17 21.54

(C) - inverse 0.42 0.71 0.24 1.37 −1.15 1.57 1.76 7.96 43.19 28.23 43.97 37.77 3.63 39.00

(D) - inverse 1.92 3.13 1.37 2.63 12.52 20.42 3.30 6.36

CC #4 (𝛿 = 6 m, 𝛽 = 45◦, 𝛿𝑟𝑒𝑙 = 1.67)
Reference [W/m2] (𝑁 = 1571, 130.9 h) 526 318 208 537 342 195 535 193

(A) - forward 5.43 −8.32 −0.80 5.67 −12.18 −0.50 −11.44 23.40 35.87 11.98 24.02 42.16 12.11 42.01

(B) - forward −1.83 −5.04 −1.58 −4.40 11.29 31.15 11.34 31.47

(C) - inverse 0.60 6.78 −8.88 7.13 −12.56 0.31 −11.80 9.67 25.67 34.12 26.13 45.95 0.66 45.69

(D) - inverse 2.24 5.68 0.22 0.60 12.95 32.81 0.58 1.61

CC #5 (𝛿 = 6 m, 𝛽 = 37.5◦, 𝛿𝑟𝑒𝑙 = 1.59)
Reference [W/m2] (𝑁 = 3982, 331.8 h) 533 325 208 567 359 208 565 207

(A) - forward 4.97 −7.80 −1.82 5.19 −13.93 −1.63 −13.49 23.07 36.17 12.38 23.61 43.08 12.42 42.98

(B) - forward −2.66 −7.26 −2.52 −6.89 11.72 31.95 11.71 32.06

(C) - inverse 1.60 8.34 −8.98 8.54 −14.74 0.20 −14.28 10.15 26.82 34.88 27.33 47.18 0.46 46.98

(D) - inverse 3.19 8.20 0.13 0.35 13.40 34.40 0.42 1.16

CC #6 (𝛿𝑎𝑏𝑠,= 6 m, 𝛽 = 30◦, 𝛿𝑟𝑒𝑙 = 1.51)
Reference [W/m2] (𝑁 = 3308, 275.7 h) 408 268 140 495 343 152 493 150

(A) - forward 0.06 −0.12 −1.80 0.12 −6.12 −1.51 −5.22 20.81 39.64 10.44 20.67 47.15 10.40 47.55

(B) - forward −2.20 −7.16 −1.92 −6.29 9.98 32.49 9.94 32.61

(C) - inverse 1.59 3.07 −1.24 3.01 −6.80 0.30 −5.89 8.70 22.38 38.16 22.14 49.94 0.69 50.26

(D) - inverse 2.92 8.47 0.28 0.91 12.33 35.82 0.67 2.19

Fig. 12. Diffuse fraction vs. clearness index for configuration CC #1, case (A). Black

line shows Erbs correlation according to Eq. (2). The color bar shows the error ratio.

(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred

to the web version of this article.)

For low levels of the clearness index, the model performs well, but

scattering increases for higher clearness indices.

As suggested by Perez et al. (1987) and others, the additional

parameters sky clearness, sky brightness, and zenith angle are used

to analyze the data scattering observed in Fig. 12. To eliminate the

dependence of the sky clearness on the zenith angle, Perez et al. (1990)

provided the following expression, denoted by 𝜀′:

𝜀′ =
(𝐷ℎ + 𝐼𝑛)∕𝐷ℎ + 1.041 𝜃3𝑧

1 + 1.041 𝜃3𝑧
(25)

The sky brightness is given as:

𝛥 =
𝐷ℎ 𝐴𝑀

𝐼𝑜𝑛
(26)

where AM is the air mass calculated with the model of Kasten and

Young (1989).

In Fig. 13, the sky brightness vs. sky clearness is shown for the same

data set as in Fig. 12. All color bars have identical scaling. Subplot

Fig. 13a shows that the model substantially overestimates the diffuse

fraction when 𝜀′ is high. Clear sky conditions (i.e., those with a high
clearness index; seen in the bottom right corner of Fig. 12), belong

to this category. As sky clearness decreases, the turbidity increases, as

does the accuracy of the correlation. For conditions that are categorized

as ‘‘intermediate skies’’ (Perez et al., 1987), i.e., those with a further

decrease in sky clearness and high sky brightness, the correlation

underestimates the diffuse horizontal fraction. For sky clearness in-

dices close to 1, where dark and bright overcast skies belong, the

correlation is accurate. Similar findings were reported by Padovan

and Del Col (2010). Thus, the Erbs correlation tends to overestimate

the diffuse fraction in spring and summer due to the prevailing clear

sky conditions (Erbs et al., 1982). However, this is always climate-

dependent. Although only experimental data from spring and summer

were used, the diffuse fraction for the radiation experiments was still

underestimated due to the fluctuating local weather conditions that

were often characterized by intermediate sky conditions.

The observed pattern for the horizontal is transposed to the tilted

plane, as shown in the bottom subplot, Fig. 13b, making it clear that

the model bias strongly correlates with sky conditions. Similarly, errors

of the diffuse irradiance prediction for the horizontal and tilted planes

are strongly correlated, as shown in Fig. 14.

For cases (A) and (C), the substitution of the Erbs model by an-

other separation model will affect the output of the Hay-C model.

Choosing an optimal separation model is difficult, as model perfor-

mances are climate-dependent and vary with the time-scale (Blaga,

2019). Most separation models have been developed for hourly values
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Fig. 13. Sky brightness vs. sky clearness for configuration CC #1, case (A) showing

(a) diffuse horizontal and (b) diffuse tilted irradiance. Color bars show error ratio with

the same scale as in Fig. 12. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure

legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

and only recently, models on minute-levels have been proposed. A

promising candidate for 1-min resolution is the Engerer2 model (Bright

and Engerer, 2019) as shown in a validation study by Gueymard

and Ruiz-Arias (2016). For case (A), the use of alternative separation

models in the modeling process (see Fig. 3) is straightforward, as the

direct and diffuse irradiance components, 𝐼ℎ and 𝐷ℎ, can simply be

replaced by the output of another separation model. For case (D), it

is more difficult, as invertibility problems might occur, especially if

the relationship between clearness index and diffuse fraction is non-

injective (Ridley et al., 2010), as it is the case for Engerer2. Further

studies should systematically compare the performance of separation

models in connection with the Hay-C model.

4.4. Model performance analysis for radiation distribution

The accuracy of the model prediction for sensors 𝑃2 to 𝑃5 is shown

in Fig. 15 for all configurations, case (D). The model follows the distinct

shape of the diffuse irradiance distribution along the collector height.

The modeled irradiance for 𝑃2 is close to 𝑃1, as is the measured irradi-

ance, accounting for the obstructed horizon toward the south. For the

wide row spacing (CC #3-6), the model predicts the atypical behavior

of slightly higher irradiance values for 𝑃3 than 𝑃1. This modeling

feature is due to the fact, that view factors from the collector towards

the sky decrease along the collector height from top to bottom, whereas

view factors towards the ground (and typically backside) segments

increase. Higher irradiance levels at lower positions occur if increased

reflections overcompensate for the reduced sky view, but this effect is

typically small.

The prediction accuracy for the sensors closer to the top sen-

sor is significantly higher than for sensor 𝑃5, where the model still

substantially overestimates the diffuse irradiance for the narrow row

spacings (CC #1-3). However, the diffuse irradiance prediction for the

narrow row spacings is remarkably better than assuming the diffuse

irradiance to be constant along the collector height, which is the

Fig. 14. Error of diffuse horizontal vs. transposed diffuse tilted irradiance for configura-

tion CC #1, case (A). Red line indicates a linear mapping of %MBE. (For interpretation

of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version

of this article.)

case for traditional transposition models. The reduction of the global

tilted irradiance is less extreme, as all sensors receive the same direct

irradiance (no shading), following the same pattern regarding model

deviations.

A probable reason for the overestimation of the diffuse irradiance

towards the bottom of the collector is the partial blocking of the cir-

cumsolar diffuse radiation when the sun is very close to shading objects.

Fig. 16 shows the model bias in relation to the angular distance of the

sun altitude to the shading line for the bottom sensor, 𝑃5, configuration

CC #1, case (D). The bias is clearly reduced as the angular distance

from the shading line increases. Conditions close to the shading line are

sensitive to assumptions on the distribution of the circumsolar radiation

and the geometric parameters describing the collector array. Note that

for the model validation, only data with no shading has been selected.

For these conditions, the model assumes that the full circumsolar radia-

tion is received by the collector, leading to an overestimation. However,

for simulations where conditions with shading are also considered, the

circumsolar irradiance will be underestimated for shaded conditions,

resulting in a (partial) compensation of errors.

4.5. Comparison to the original Hay model

A comparative performance analysis of the original Hay model

and the Hay-C model is shown in Fig. 17. For all configurations,

the bias of the original Hay model is more positive relative to the

Hay-C model. The original Hay model consistently overestimates the

irradiance levels as view obstructions are not accounted for. The bias

is substantially higher for the narrow row spacings (CC #1-3), where

view obstructions have a larger impact. For these configurations, the

Hay-C model outperforms the original Hay model by around 4%. For

the wider row spacings (CC #4-6), the model performances are similar,

as view obstructions only have a minor effect and the average global

tilted irradiance is nearly uniform along the collector height.

5. Conclusion

The impact of view obstructions on the incident diffuse irradi-

ance on panels and solar collectors installed in fixed-tilted arrays

was analyzed experimentally for six array configurations and a novel

anisotropic transposition model, called Hay-C model, was developed.

The following conclusions may be drawn:
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Fig. 15. Comparison of modeled and measured irradiance along the collector height

for all collector configurations for the inverse direction (case (D)). Dark, thin bars

are predicted values with the Hay-C model. Semi-transparent, thick bars are measured

values (also shown in Fig. 10). Distributions for (a) diffuse irradiance and (b) global

irradiance are relative to the top sensor (𝑃1= 100%). Numbers 1 to 5 refer to sensors

𝑃1 to 𝑃5.

Fig. 16. Model bias vs. angular distance to shading line for configuration CC #1,

case (D). The angular distance is defined as the angle between the vector pointing

upwards to the sun from sensor 𝑃5 and the vector pointing to the top edge of the front

collector row with the same azimuth (the front collector row was relevant for shading

for sensor 𝑃5 in configuration CC #1, as the angular distance to the obstructed horizon

was greater).

Fig. 17. Comparison of original Hay model and Hay-C model for average global tilted

irradiance 𝐺𝑐,𝑎𝑣𝑔 . The original Hay model predicts uniform values along the collector

height. The predicted global tilted irradiance of the Hay model is therefore used to

calculate %MBE for average global tilted irradiance.

1. Typically, the diffuse irradiance decreases monotonically along

the collector height from top to bottom. As an exception, diffuse

irradiance levels at the midpoint of the collector were slightly higher

than at the top for the wide row spacing (6 m), as increased reflections

towards the bottom of the collector overcompensated the sky view

obstructions.

2. The impact of view obstructions strongly depends on the field

layout and is important to consider for narrow row spacings and steep

collector tilt angles. The most extreme effects were documented for the

configuration with 3.5 m row spacing and 45◦ tilt angle (1.67 relative

row spacing), where the average diffuse irradiance was reduced by

11%, relative to the top of the collector. In contrast, for the configura-

tions with 6 m row spacing, the average diffuse irradiance was reduced

only by 1%–2%.

3. The Hay-C model is able to accurately capture the distinct shape

of the non-uniform diffuse irradiance distribution along the collector

height. For a total of 24 analyzed scenarios, relative mean bias er-

rors for the average diffuse tilted irradiance were below ± 1% for 5

scenarios, between ± 1%–7% for 13 scenarios and ± 8%–14% for 6

scenarios.

4. The combination of the Hay-C model with the Erbs separation

model reveals a dependency of the prediction error on the sky con-

ditions, where the diffuse tilted irradiance is underestimated for clear

skies and overestimated for intermediate skies with high sky brightness.

5. Very close proximity of the sun to the shading line results in a

higher model bias, as these conditions are very sensitive to assumptions

of the circumsolar radiation and the geometric parameters describing

the collector array.

6. The inverse application of the Hay-C model, i.e. obtaining global

horizontal from global tilted irradiance, allows an accurate estimation

of the horizontal irradiance. Modeling errors for the inverse direction

are similar in magnitude to the forward direction, but opposite in sign.

These results imply, that relying on irradiance measurements from

the top of the collector, as is common practice for solar plants, leads

to a substantial overestimation of the average diffuse tilted irradiance

for narrow row spacings. Subsequently, conversion efficiencies and

performance ratios of solar plants can be misleading. The Hay-C model

allows to correct this effect for an improved performance assessment.

The model also provides accurate irradiance predictions for the optimal

design of fixed-tilt arrays, analysis of non-uniform diffuse irradiance

patterns (e.g. for current mismatch in PV panels) and calculation of

local global horizontal irradiance (e.g. for power forecasting).
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⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

𝐺𝑐,1
⋮

𝐺𝑐,𝑚

𝐺𝑢,1
⋮

𝐺𝑢,𝑝

𝐺𝑣,1
⋮

𝐺𝑣,𝑞

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⏟⏟⏟

⃖⃖⃗𝐺𝑖𝑛𝑐

=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 … 0 −𝜌𝑢,1𝐹𝑐,1→𝑢,1 … −𝜌𝑢,𝑝𝐹𝑐,1→𝑢,𝑝 −𝜌𝑣,1𝐹𝑐,1→𝑣,1 … −𝜌𝑣,𝑞𝐹𝑐,1→𝑣,𝑞

⋮ ⋱ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮
0 … 1 −𝜌𝑢,1𝐹𝑐,𝑚→𝑢,1 … −𝜌𝑢,𝑝𝐹𝑐,𝑚→𝑢,𝑝 −𝜌𝑣,1𝐹𝑐,𝑚→𝑣,1 … −𝜌𝑣,𝑞𝐹𝑐,𝑚→𝑣,𝑞

−𝜌𝑐,1𝐹𝑢,1→𝑐,1 … −𝜌𝑐,𝑚𝐹𝑢,1→𝑐,𝑚 1 … 0 −𝜌𝑣,1𝐹𝑢,1→𝑣,1 … −𝜌𝑣,𝑞𝐹𝑢,1→𝑣,𝑞

⋮ ⋱ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
−𝜌𝑐,1𝐹𝑢,𝑝→𝑐,1 … −𝜌𝑐,𝑚𝐹𝑢,𝑝→𝑐,𝑚 0 … 1 −𝜌𝑣,1𝐹𝑢,𝑝→𝑣,1 … −𝜌𝑣,𝑞𝐹𝑢,𝑝→𝑣,𝑞

−𝜌𝑐,1𝐹𝑣,1→𝑐,1 … −𝜌𝑐,𝑚𝐹𝑣,1→𝑐,𝑚 −𝜌𝑢,1𝐹𝑣,1→𝑢,1 … −𝜌𝑢,𝑝𝐹𝑣,1→𝑢,𝑝 1 … 0
⋮ ⋱ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮

−𝜌𝑐,1𝐹𝑣,𝑞→𝑐,1 … −𝜌𝑐,𝑚𝐹𝑣,𝑞→𝑐,𝑚 −𝜌𝑢,1𝐹𝑣,𝑞→𝑢,1 … −𝜌𝑢,𝑝𝐹𝑣,𝑞→𝑢,𝑝 0 … 1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

−1
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(𝐼 − 𝐹𝑅)−1

⋅

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

𝐼𝑐,1 +𝐷𝑠,1
⋮

𝐼𝑐,𝑚 +𝐷𝑠,𝑚

𝐼𝑢,1 +𝐷𝑠
𝑢,1

⋮
𝐼𝑢,𝑝 +𝐷𝑠

𝑢,𝑝

𝐼𝑣,1 +𝐷𝑠
𝑣,1

⋮
𝐼𝑣,𝑞 +𝐷𝑠

𝑣,𝑞

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟

( ⃖⃗𝐼 + ⃖⃖⃗𝐷)

(A.1)

Box I.
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Appendix A. Radiation exchange between collector, ground, and

backside segments

The explicit form of Eq. (20) is given by (A.1) in Box I for 𝑚

collector segments, 𝑝 ground segments, and 𝑞 backside segments. ⃖⃖⃗𝐺𝑖𝑛𝑐

is a (𝑚 + 𝑝 + 𝑞) × 1 vector containing the global irradiance (received
from the sky and reflections) on the collector, 𝐺𝑐,1…𝑚, ground, 𝐺𝑢,1…𝑝,

and backside, 𝐺𝑣,1…𝑞 . ⃖⃗𝐼 + ⃖⃖⃗𝐷 denote the sum of the direct and diffuse

irradiance from the sky. Note that the view factors among the collector,

ground, and backside segments are zero, because they are positioned

in one plane respectively. By default, reflectance coefficients of the

collector segments are set to zero. If all reflectance coefficients are

set to zero, the expression (𝑰 − 𝑭𝑹)−1 becomes the identity matrix 𝑰 ,

implying ⃖⃖⃗𝐺𝑖𝑛𝑐 = ⃖⃗𝐼 + ⃖⃖⃗𝐷. If at least one reflectance coefficient > 0, then
⃖⃖⃗𝐺𝑖𝑛𝑐 > ⃖⃗𝐼 + ⃖⃖⃗𝐷. For the chosen settings in the paper, the calculation

of (𝑰 − 𝑭𝑹)−1 was numerically stable, for nearly singular matrices

a numerically stable procedure, e.g. singular value decomposition, is

recommended (Klema and Laub, 1980).

Appendix B. Supplementary data

Supplementary material related to this article can be found online

at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.solener.2021.10.083.
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ABSTRACT 
Self-shading in fields of two-axis tracking collectors typically ranges from 1 to 6% of the annual incident irradiation. It is thus essential 
to account for shading in order to obtain accurate yield estimates and financing for solar projects. The present study presents the 
free and open-source Python package twoaxistracking for simulating two-axis tracking collectors. The package is freely available at: 
https://github.com/pvlib/twoaxistracking. The main steps of the method and mathematical formulation are described. Also, a 
demonstration of how to use the package is presented. The shading calculation method excels over previous methods found in the 
literature in that it can: 
• Handle arbitrary aperture geometries and distinguish between the total and active areas 
• Account for sloped ground and collectors with different heights within the same field 
• Reduce computation time by skipping calculations at high solar elevation angles 
 
 
Method details 
Two-axis trackers are typically used with highly concentrating solar energy technologies due to their ability to always orient the 
collecting surface normal to the sun. However, two-axis trackers typically experience greater shading losses than fixed-tilt collectors 
[2]. Failing to account for shading by neighboring collectors, referred to as self-shading, results in an overestimation of power 
production at low solar elevation angles. Typical annual shading losses are between 1% for sparse field layouts and 6% for dense 
field layouts. As accurate yield estimations are critical to gaining financing for solar energy projects, it is imperative that validated 
methods are available for accounting for shading. 
 
 
 
Background  

Fixed-tilt and one-axis trackers can often be assumed to be of infinite length for modeling purposes, allowing shading to be modeled 
as one-dimensional [3]. Consequently, it is possible to derive simple analytical equations for calculating the shaded fraction. However, 
modeling self-shading of two-axis trackers is significantly more complex and is typically determined iteratively as multiple collectors 
can shade the same collector simultaneously. The term collector is used throughout this paper to denote either solar thermal collectors 
or photovoltaic panels. 
 
One of the first methods for simulating shading of two-axis tracking collectors was proposed by Apley in [4]. The method approximates 
the collector surfaces as a grid of discrete points and calculates the shaded fraction of a reference collector as the ratio of shaded 
points to the total number of points. Discrete methods, such as the one proposed in [4], have the drawback that their accuracy 
depends on the number of points used. To overcome this limitation, Linn and Zimmerman [5] developed an analytical method suitable 
for trackers with circular and rectangular apertures. This method calculates the shaded fraction by identifying different cases of 
overlapping shading and uses separate equations for each case. However, the provided shading cases by Linn and Zimmerman only 
account for shading by immediate neighboring collectors. Subsequently, Meller [1] proposed a method for analytically calculating 
shading for arbitrary geometries. Regrettably, Meller only implemented the method for trackers with circular apertures and did not 
disclose the source code. To provide the scientific community with a validated open-source model, a new method was developed in 
[6] and implemented in Python. 
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The present study describes an extension of the validated method developed in [6] and provides an implementation in a free and 
open-source Python package called twoaxistracking. The presented method extends the basic shading calculations by: 

• differentiating between the total and active collector areas 
• accounting for sloped fields and trackers with different tracker column heights 
• reducing calculation time by skipping shading calculation for high solar elevations where shading is not possible 

To make the modeling process more user-friendly, the field layout and shading functions were implemented in a class. Furthermore, 
the package is part of an established and growing community of free and open-source Python packages and can easily be integrated 
with existing tools. Version 0.2.1 of the twoaxistracking package is described in this paper. 
 
The remainder of this paper is structured according to the three main steps: (1) collector definition, (2) field layout, and (3) shading 
calculation. Lastly, a short description of how to install the package is provided. 
 
 
Collector definition 

The first part of the process is to define the collector geometry as the combination of two components: 

• Total geometry: the overall gross area of the collector, including the frame. This is the geometry that casts shadows onto 
neighboring collectors. 

• Active geometry: the area of the collector that contributes to power generation. This is the geometry for which received 
shadows from neighboring collectors are relevant. 

Although the total geometry determines the casted shadow, only the portion of the shadow covering the active area has an effect on 
power generation. Therefore, the shaded fraction is defined here as the shaded fraction of the active area rather than the shaded 
fraction of the total area. Note that differentiating between total and active area is an improvement over existing methods. An example 
of the difference between total and active areas is illustrated in Fig. 1 based on the geometry of the Fresnel lens concentrating solar 
collectors in Lendemarke, Denmark [7]. 
 
Due to the two-axis tracker motion, the collector surface is always maintained normal to the sun; thus, the collector tilt is equal to the 
complement of the solar elevation angle, and the collector azimuth is the same as the solar azimuth. The solar elevation, 𝛼𝛼, measured 
upwards from the horizon, and the solar azimuth, 𝛾𝛾, measured clockwise from north, are shown in Fig. 1. The position of the 
neighboring tracker is defined by the distance, 𝐿𝐿, and the relative azimuth, 𝛾𝛾0, to the reference collector. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Illustration of a reference collector being shaded by a neighboring collector. The active area of the reference collector is shown in blue, whereas 
the total area comprises both the black and blue areas. The black area corresponds to the frames and mounting supports. 

The collector geometries are defined using the computational geometry Python package Shapely [8]. The total collector area is 
defined as a single polygon, whereas the active area can be described by one or more polygons (e.g., representing multiple panels 
or lenses). A single polygon is an instance of the Shapely Polygon class, whereas multiple polygons are of the Shapely MultiPolygon 
class. 
 
The total collector area is always greater than or equal to the active area, and the total collector geometry should completely enclose 
all the active areas. An example of how to define the total and active geometries is demonstrated in Fig. 2 (the geometry approximates 
the collector shown in Fig. 1). As shown in Fig. 2, each polygon is defined by a set of vertices specified with respect to the origin. For 
example, the total collector geometry is defined as a rectangle by specifying the lower-left coordinate (-1, -0.5) and the top-right 
coordinate (1, 0.5). Similarly, the active area consists of eight squares 0.4 by 0.4. The difference between the total and active area 
corresponds to a frame around the active areas with a width of 0.05. 
 

North
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Fig. 2. Example of how to define the total and active collector geometries. The total collector area is represented by a rectangle with an area of 2, 
whereas the active collector geometry consists of eight squares with a combined area of 1.28. 

The origin is assumed to be the center of rotation; thus, it is possible to simulate a collector that does not rotate around the center of 
the collector aperture. This is an important distinction, as it influences how close neighboring collectors can be placed, i.e., the further 
towards the edge of the collector aperture the rotation point is, the further a collector extends from the tracker column. This increases 
the distance that a neighboring collector must be placed, decreasing the maximum feasible ground coverage ratio (GCR). The 
minimum spacing between two collectors can be calculated as twice the distance from the center of rotation (origin) to the furthest 
point of the collector aperture (total collector geometry). This distance is also known as the Hausdorff distance and ensures that two 
neighboring collectors cannot collide. It should be noted that any length unit can be used to define the collector geometries, though 
it is important to be consistent. 
 
 
Field layout 

The following section describes the field layout generation and the associated parameters. According to [9], for fields with more than 
50 collectors, it can reasonably be assumed that all collectors experience the same shading as a collector deep within the field. This 
indicates that edge effects can be ignored, and thus, the shaded fraction only has to be calculated for one reference collector. 
Nevertheless, it is necessary to decide how many neighboring collectors to consider in the shading calculations, which is configurable 
using the neighbor order parameter. 
 
A neighbor order of one corresponds to considering only the immediate neighboring collectors (see Fig. 3). For a neighbor order of 
two, the collectors directly adjacent to the first order neighbors are also considered, increasing the number of considered collectors 
from 8 to 24. The further away a neighboring collector is, the less effect it has on shading of the reference collector. As computation 
time increases drastically with increasing neighbor order, most studies use either a neighbor order of one or two. The authors 
recommend using a neighbor order of two. 
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Fig. 3. Graphical illustration of neighbor order. The reference collector is shown in red in the center, and the neighboring collectors are marked with 
the number corresponding to the lowest neighbor order for which they are considered. 

 

The field layout generation described in this paper is suitable for all regular field layouts, which encompasses almost all layouts 
investigated in the literature. A regular field layout is defined as a field layout where all collectors have the same arrangement of 
immediate neighbors. Any regular field layout can be defined by four parameters: offset, aspect ratio, rotation, and ground coverage 
ratio (GCR) (illustrated in Fig. 4). The parameters are defined in [10]: 

• Row offset: The relative offset of adjacent collector columns as a fraction of the distance between collector rows. 

• Aspect ratio: The ratio of the distance between collector columns to the spacing between collector rows. 

• Rotation: Counterclockwise rotation of the collector field. 

• Ground coverage ratio: The ratio of the total collector area to the area of ground reserved by each collector. 

 
Fig. 4. Illustration of the defining field layout parameters applied in succession, ending with a fully defined field layout [6]. The illustrated field layout 
has a neighbor order of one, and the dashed circles represent the minimum tracker spacing. 

The field layout is generated by applying a sequence of transformations to a basic layout where the reference collector is located at 
the center (0,0). The initial basic layout is defined by 𝑋𝑋 and 𝑌𝑌, representing the set of coordinate pairs (𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) where 𝑥𝑥 and 𝑦𝑦 are 
integers and (𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) lie within a square centered on (0, 0) with side length 𝑁𝑁. The side length can be calculated as: 

 𝑁𝑁 = 2 ⋅ 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛ℎ𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏_𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏 + 1 (1) 

Once the basic layout has been created, the four defining field layout parameters are applied in succession, as shown in Fig. 4. 
Equations (2) through (5) correspond to the sequence of transformations applied in the code. Note that some of the transformations 
only affect either the 𝑥𝑥 or 𝑦𝑦 coordinates. 
 
First, the offset is applied: 

 𝑌𝑌 → 𝑌𝑌 + 𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑜 ⋅ 𝑋𝑋 (2) 

Second, the effect of the aspect ratio is accounted for: 

 𝑋𝑋 → 𝑋𝑋 ⋅ 𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜_𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏 (3) 

Next, the rotation is applied (counterclockwise): 

 �𝑋𝑋𝑌𝑌� → � cos(−𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛) sin(−𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛)
− sin(−𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛) cos(−𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛)� �

𝑋𝑋
𝑌𝑌� (4) 

Finally, the tracker positions are scaled in order to achieve the specified ground coverage ratio: 

 𝑋𝑋 → 𝑋𝑋 ⋅ 𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛_𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 
𝑌𝑌 → 𝑌𝑌 ⋅ 𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛_𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 

(5) 

where the scaling factor is defined as: 
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 𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛_𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 = �
𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠_𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏_𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎
𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏 ⋅ 𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜_𝑏𝑏𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏  (6) 

Equations (2) through (6) can be used to generate any regular field layout but do not account for a potential slope of the tracker field. 
In the present study, a sloped field is defined using the parameters slope azimuth and slope tilt. The slope azimuth, 𝛾𝛾𝑠𝑠, represents 
the direction of the normal to the slope when projected on the horizontal, i.e., in the direction of falling slope. The slope tilt, 𝛽𝛽𝑠𝑠, is the 
angle of the sloped plane relative to the horizontal and is always positive. 
 
To account for the slope in the field layout, an additional coordinate is required. To this end, the height of the neighboring collector 
relative to the reference collector is defined by the 𝑧𝑧 coordinate, which is normal to the 𝑥𝑥-𝑦𝑦 plane. The corresponding set of 𝑧𝑧 
coordinates, 𝑍𝑍, can be calculated as: 

 𝑍𝑍 = −𝑋𝑋 ⋅ sin(𝛾𝛾𝑠𝑠) ⋅ tan(𝛽𝛽𝑠𝑠) − 𝑌𝑌 ⋅ cos(𝛾𝛾𝑠𝑠) ⋅ tan (𝛽𝛽𝑠𝑠) (7) 

Note, the 𝑥𝑥 and 𝑦𝑦 coordinates are independent of the slope, as the GCR is with respect to the vertical projection of the land area. 
This definition is the most common in the literature. 
 
Furthermore, while 𝑋𝑋, 𝑌𝑌, and 𝑍𝑍 completely define the layout, it is helpful to represent the collector positions in a spherical coordinate 
system as this greatly simplifies the shading calculations. Instead of the 𝑥𝑥 and 𝑦𝑦 coordinate, the horizontal collector position can be 
represented by the distance to the reference collector and the relative azimuth of the neighboring collector relative to the reference 
collector (illustrated in Fig. 1). The distance between a neighboring tracker and the reference tracker, 𝐿𝐿, is defined in Equation (8). 

 𝐿𝐿 = �𝑥𝑥2 + 𝑦𝑦2 (8) 

The relative azimuth, 𝛾𝛾0, is defined in Equation (9) and uses the modulus operation in order for the angle to be specified 
counterclockwise from north as shown in Fig. 1. 

 𝛾𝛾0 = (450 − arctan2(𝑌𝑌,   𝑋𝑋)) mod 360 (9) 

Instead of the 𝑧𝑧 coordinate, the height of the collector can also be represented by the slope of the line between the reference and 
neighboring trackers. The relative slope, 𝛽𝛽𝑟𝑟, is positive when a neighboring collector is higher than the reference collector (𝑧𝑧 > 0). 

  𝛽𝛽𝑟𝑟 = arctan(− cos(𝛾𝛾𝑠𝑠 − 𝛾𝛾0) ⋅ tan(𝛽𝛽𝑠𝑠)) (10) 

The derivation of the relative slope is similar to the cross-slope axis tilt described in [11]. 
 
The field layout can be conveniently specified using the class TwoAxisTrackerField, which provides a container for the collector 
geometry and the field layout. This considerably simplifies the modeling procedure and avoids users having to manually pass 
variables from one function to the next. The class also pre-calculates several properties, including the minimum tracker spacing, and 
provides a user-friendly method for calculating the shaded fraction. Defining and plotting a field layout using the TwoAxisTrackerField 
class is demonstrated in Fig. 5. Specifically, the example shows the definition of a hexagonal field layout with a ground coverage 
ratio of 0.2, a 5° slope towards the south, and is based on the collector geometries specified in Fig. 2. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Demonstration of how to use the TwoAxisTrackerField class to generate a field layout. The figure on the right shows the reference collector in 
red, and the neighboring collectors are colored according to the relative tracker height (𝒛𝒛). 

Although regular layouts described by the four field layout parameters cover most typical use cases, the twoaxistracking package 
can also be used with custom collector positions corresponding to irregular field layouts. This could be useful for cases such as 
studying edge effects or simulating trackers with different heights. In that case, the users must explicitly specify the collector positions 
themselves. 
 
 
Shading calculation 
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The shading calculation method follows the general procedure described in [6], with the main difference being that the equations are 
modified to account for differences in tracker heights. The method accounts for shading iteratively, i.e., the shadow cast by each 
neighboring collector is assessed one at a time. As the shaded fraction differs with tracker position, it has to be calculated for each 
unique solar position. At the start of each calculation, the unshaded geometry is initialized as the full active collector geometry. Then, 
for each neighboring collector, the shadow cast on the reference collector is determined and subtracted from the unshaded geometry. 
Overlapping shading is thus accounted for, as the shade cast on the same part of the reference collector by two different neighboring 
collectors can only be subtracted once. 
 
The central part of the shading calculation is to determine what part of the reference collector is shaded by each neighboring collector. 
To do this, the shadow of the shading collector is projected onto the plane of the reference collector (see Fig. 6). As the collector 
planes are parallel, the projected shadow has the same shape as the total collector geometry but is offset relative to the reference 
collector. The offset can be described by the shift in the 𝑥𝑥� and 𝑦𝑦�-directions (𝑥𝑥�0 and 𝑦𝑦�0) as illustrated in the orthogonal view in Fig. 6. 
The 𝑥𝑥�- and 𝑦𝑦�-axes define a Cartesian coordinate system in the collector plane, where 𝑥𝑥� is horizontal (from the sun’s point of view), 
and 𝑦𝑦� is perpendicular to 𝑥𝑥� and points up the collector’s slant height. 

 
Fig. 6. Illustration of a reference collector shaded by a neighboring collector on a sloped surface. 

 
The offset can be calculated geometrically based on the sun position and the position of the specific neighboring collector. The offset 
in the 𝑥𝑥�-direction can be derived using the angles and distances shown in the top view in Fig. 6: 

 𝑥𝑥�0 = 𝐿𝐿 ⋅ sin (𝛾𝛾 − 𝛾𝛾0) (11) 

Notice that the offset in the 𝑥𝑥�-direction is not affected by the field slope or tracker height. 
 
The offset in the 𝑦𝑦�-direction can be derived based on the side view schematic in Fig. 6: 

 
𝑦𝑦�0 = − sin(𝛼𝛼 − 𝛽𝛽𝑟𝑟) ⋅

𝐿𝐿 ⋅ cos(𝛾𝛾 − 𝛾𝛾0)
cos(𝛽𝛽𝑟𝑟)  

(12) 

Once the offsets have been determined, the additional shaded area of the reference collector can be calculated as the intersection 
of the unshaded geometry and the projected shadow. This calculation is executed using the Shapely difference function. The 
remaining unshaded geometry is then used for the next iteration, i.e., the next neighboring collector. The iterative procedure is 
illustrated in Fig. 7. Once this procedure has been repeated for all neighboring collectors under consideration, the unshaded area is 
calculated. 
 

Top view

𝛾𝛾 − 𝛾𝛾0

Side view

𝛽𝛽r

𝛼𝛼
𝛽𝛽𝑏𝑏

𝛼𝛼

Orthogonal view

(0,0)

( , )
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Fig. 7. Illustration of the iterative procedure of determining the unshaded area. View is orthogonal to collector plane. 

 
The TwoAxisTrackerField class wraps the shading calculation function; thus, to calculate the shaded fraction, the user only needs to 
specify a list of solar elevation and azimuth angles. The calculation of the solar position and shaded fraction for one day is 
demonstrated in Fig. 8. The solar position is calculated for Lendemarke, Denmark, using the pvlib-python Python package [12]. 
 

 
Fig. 8. Demonstration of how to calculate the shaded fraction for one day. The calculations are based on the collector defined in Fig. 2 and the field 
layout shown in Fig. 5. 

 
Selection of possible shading collectors 

The shading calculations should only take into account collectors that are within a field of view ±90°, i.e., in front of the collector. It is 
desirable to reduce the number of considered collectors further to decrease the computational time. As described in [1], if the 
bounding circles of the reference collector and the projected shadow do not overlap, shading cannot occur, and the collector can be 
left out of the shading calculation for that time step. This criterion can be expressed as: 

 
�𝑥𝑥�0

2 + 𝑦𝑦�0
2 < 𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 

(13) 

where 𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 is the diameter of the bounding circle. In the present study, the minimum collector spacing is used as an approximation 
of the bounding circle diameter. This assumption is exact for collectors that rotate around their center and is a conservative estimate 
for collectors that do not. 
 
 
Maximum shading elevation 

The twoaxistracking package also introduces a new strategy for reducing the shading calculation time by skipping calculations for 
which the solar elevation angle is above the maximum threshold. The maximum shading angle is the highest angle for which shading 
can occur for a given collector and field layout. For sparse collector fields (GCR<0.2), this can result in a time reduction between 15% 
and 35%. However, for dense field layouts (GCR>0.4), there is only a minor to no reduction in calculation time. 
 
The maximum shading elevation can be calculated analytically for rectangular and circular collectors. Collectors that do not fit into 
these two categories can be approximated either by using the bounding box of the collector geometry or the bounding circle. For a 
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rectangular collector aperture, the maximum shading elevation occurs when 𝑥𝑥�0 is equal to the width of the collector and −𝑦𝑦�0 is equal 
to the collector height. For a circular collector, the maximum shading elevation occurs when 𝑥𝑥�0 is zero and −𝑦𝑦�0 is equal to the 
diameter, i.e., the projected shadow is directly below the reference collector. In either case, the maximum elevation angle can then 
be calculated using Equations (11) and (12) and solving for 𝛼𝛼. To ensure that the lowest maximum shading elevation is found, both 
methods are applied, and the lowest shading elevation is chosen. 
 
Horizon shading 

Furthermore, when modeling sloped fields, it is important to consider the blockage of the sun caused by the sloped field. For example, 
for a field with a 5° slope towards the south, the sun is blocked for solar elevation angles less than 5° towards the north. The horizon 
angle caused by a sloped hill can be calculated for each azimuth angle: 

 ℎ𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛𝑧𝑧𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛_𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛(𝛾𝛾) =  max (arctan(− cos(𝛾𝛾𝑠𝑠 − 𝛾𝛾) ⋅ tan(𝛽𝛽𝑠𝑠)) , 0) (14) 

When the solar elevation angle is below the horizon line, the shaded fraction is set to zero, and the shading calculations are skipped. 
The shaded fraction for the field layout shown in Fig. 5 is shown as a function of solar elevation and azimuth angle in Fig. 9. 
 

 
Fig. 9. Shaded fraction as a function of solar elevation and azimuth angles for the field layout shown in Fig. 5. The solid red line indicates the horizon 
line caused by the sloped field, and the dashed black line indicates the maximum elevation for which shading can occur. 

 
 
Installation 

The package is available at the Python Package Index (PyPI) and can be installed with the following command: 

 
Alternatively, the source code can be downloaded from the project's GitHub repository and installed manually. 
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Abstract 

This study presents the design and performance of the Brønderslev hybrid plant – the world’s first concentrated solar power (CSP)-
biomass plant to utilize waste heat. The combined heat and power plant consist of a 16.6 MW parabolic trough collector field, two 
10 MW biomass boilers, and an organic Rankine cycle (ORC) system with an electrical output of 4 MW. The solar collector field 
and biomass boilers are hydraulically connected and supply heat in parallel to the ORC system. A multi-stage heat recovery process 
ensures that the waste heat is supplied to the local district heating grid. The solar field can also be operated independently of the 
biomass plant, supplying heat directly to the district heating grid. The plant operation was investigated by analyzing measurements 
for 2020 and calculating the heat and electricity generation monthly for each component. Additionally, the performance of the solar 
field and ORC was elucidated, and the ORC was found to have a maximum efficiency of 20.6 %. Detailed results are shown for one 
day with joint heat supply from the solar field and biomass boiler, and the corresponding energy flows are visualized using a Sankey 
diagram. The efficiency of the biomass plant for the investigated year was 109.5 %. Overall, it was found that the hybrid plant 
performs reliably and successfully demonstrates the potential of CSP-biomass hybridization. 

Keywords: concentrating solar power, solar collector, cogeneration, CHP, biomass, hybridization 

 

 

1 Introduction 

The world is currently undergoing a transition from reliance 
on fossil fuels to renewable energy sources. However, due to 
their intermittent generation profile, non-dispatchable 
renewables such as wind and solar cannot directly replace 
conventional baseload power. The dispatchability of 
renewables can be increased by strategically combining two 
or more energy technologies, a concept known as 
hybridization. Hybridization also offers economic benefits 
due to joint infrastructure use and reduces the need for 
expensive energy storage. 

According to a review by Pramanik and Ravikrishna (2017), 
hybrid power plants have the potential to significantly reduce 
investment costs and increase efficiency compared to stand-
alone systems. The study categorized hybridization schemes 
for concentrated solar power (CSP) according to renewable 
level and identified the possibility of coupling CSP with 

biomass, geothermal, wind, natural gas, and coal power 
plants. 

Peterseim et al. (2014c) categorized CSP hybridizations 
according to three synergy levels: light hybrids (sharing of 
minimal infrastructure, e.g., transmission lines), medium 
hybrids (physically connected, but always requiring the 
operation of the host plant), and strong hybrids (sharing of 
major infrastructure/equipment with the option of 
independent CSP operation). The categorization of 
hybridization schemes is summarized in Fig. 1. Hybridization 
of CSP with coal and natural gas has a medium synergy level 
and a low to medium renewable level, whereas wind has a 
high renewable level but only a light synergy level. In 
contrast, hybridization of CSP and biomass has both a high 
renewable level and a strong synergy potential due to the 
sharing of Rankine cycle components. 

Compared to stand-alone biomass plants, integration of CSP 
reduces biomass consumption while still being able to supply 
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dispatchable power. For economic and environmental 
reasons, hybrid systems should prioritize the use of solar heat 
whenever possible. Furthermore, economic investigations of 
CSP-biomass hybridization have shown that a cost reduction 
of more than 40% is achievable when infrastructure is shared 
(e.g., turbine, generator, and grid connections) (Peterseim et 
al., 2014b). 

 

Fig. 1. Categorization of energy sources for CSP hybridization 
according to renewable level (Pramanik and Ravikrishna, 2017) 

and hybrid synergy level (Peterseim et al., 2014b). 

Hussain et al. (2017) investigated the suitability of different 
CSP technologies for hybridization with biomass, including 
solar tower, linear Fresnel reflector, Stirling dish, and 
parabolic trough collectors. While the expected economic 
performance was highest for solar tower and linear Fresnel 
reflector systems, parabolic trough collectors were generally 
favored in existing plants due to their high technological 
maturity level and modularity (suitable for small and large 
systems). Pantaleo et al. (2017) also investigated CSP-
biomass plants and identified the low economic profitability 

as the major drawback of the technology attributed to the high 
cost of CSP. 

1.1 Hybrid CSP and biomass plants 

The earliest proposal to combine CSP and biomass was made 
in the 1980s (Diego, 1986). However, it was first decades 
later that the first CSP-biomass hybrid plant, the Termosolar 
Borges, was commissioned. The plant was completed in 2012 
and, at the time, was the northernmost CSP plant in Spain 
(Cot et al., 2010). 

The Thermosolar Borges consisted of 336 parabolic trough 
collectors (183 120 m2) circulating thermal oil (NREL, 
2021). The thermal oil was heated to 400 °C and used to 
generate steam. Subsequently, the steam was superheated to 
520 °C by the dual biomass boilers (2×22 MWheat) to achieve 
a higher conversion efficiency (Peterseim et al., 2014a). The 
steam was used to power a 24.8 MWel turbine, with an 
efficiency of 37 % at full load (Overton, 2015). While the 
plant was completed, it was not connected to the electrical 
grid when the authors visited the plant in 2017, and the plant 
subsequently burnt down in 2019. 

In 2014, a second hybrid CSP-biomass plant was 
commissioned in Rende, southern Italy (NREL, 2021). 
Specifically, an existing biomass plant was retrofitted with 
9 780 m2 of linear Fresnel reflector collectors. The collectors 
were also used to heat a thermal oil, but only up to 280 °C. At 
this temperature level and plant size, steam turbines tend not 
to be an optimal choice; thus, the plant was connected to a 
1 MWel organic Rankine cycle (ORC) turbine. 

Additionally, a prototype hybrid CSP-biomass plant was 
constructed in Tunis, Tunisia, as part of the REELCOOP 
project (Ferchichi et al., 2018). The plant consisted of 
1 000 m2 parabolic trough collectors with an outlet 
temperature of 175 °C. Similar to the plant in Rende, the heat 
was used to power an ORC turbine (65 kWel), which had a 
nominal efficiency of 14 %. 

Fig. 2. Aerial view of the solar collector field, biomass plant, and outdoor biomass storage area belonging to the Brønderslev hybrid plant. 
Image source: the Danish Agency for Data Supply and Efficiency. 
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To date, none of the CSP-biomass plants have utilized the 
waste heat of the power cycle but instead relied on a cooling 
infrastructure to dispose of the heat. For example, the 
Thermosolar Borges plant used wet cooling, in which heat is 
dissipated to the atmosphere using water evaporation.  

Furthermore, the plants in Tunis and Rende utilize ORC 
turbines, as they are cheaper than steam turbines and tend to 
be economically favorable for small plants (< 5 MWel) 
(Karsten et al., 2017). While conceptually similar to the steam 
Rankine cycle, the organic Rankine cycle differs in that it uses 
a high-molecular organic fluid with a low boiling point 
instead of water/steam. One advantage is that it allows ORC 
turbines to generate electricity from lower-temperature heat 
sources. Also, due to the lower pressure and simpler design, 
ORC turbines do not require an on-site operator and 
consequently are attractive for decentralized power 
generation despite a lower efficiency than steam turbines 
(Quoilin et al., 2013). 

For these reasons, ORC turbines have also been used with 
several stand-alone CSP plants, of which the first was the 
Saguaro Power Plant, commissioned in 2005 in Arizona, 
USA (Canada et al., 2005). A comprehensive review of ORC 
plants worldwide has been presented by Tartière and Astolfi 
(2017), and an overview of CSP-ORC plants is given in 
Petrollese et al. (2020). 

The most significant drawback to ORC turbines is their low 
electrical efficiency (typically between 15 and 23 %). This 
concern is alleviated when the waste heat is utilized, i.e., 
combined heat and power (CHP). By utilizing the waste heat, 
e.g., for district heating, overall plant efficiencies can reach 
88 % or even higher (Quoilin et al., 2013). 

However, as previously mentioned, all of the existing hybrid 
CSP-biomass plants do not utilize waste heat. The utilization 
of waste heat has so far only been theoretically studied, e.g., 
Sterrer et al. (2014) investigated retrofitting existing biomass 
CHP plants with a CSP field, with the main aim of displacing 
biomass consumption. While potentially economically 
attractive, the study concluded that numerous technical 
questions remain unanswered, and future research should 
focus on detailed planning of CSP fields and control 
strategies for optimum feed-in of solar thermal energy to the 
ORC. 

1.2 Aim and novelty 

In this study, we present the design and performance of a 
novel hybrid CSP-biomass plant integrated with an ORC 
turbine. The Brønderslev hybrid plant is the world’s first 
CSP-biomass plant to provide combined heat and power, and 
its innovative design represents a significant advancement in 
the field. The waste heat from the plant is utilized for district 
heating. The plant is also distinctive from other plants in that 
the CSP field and biomass boilers are hydraulically 
connected, meaning they use the same heat transfer fluid and, 
in parallel, supply heat to the ORC. 

In this paper, results from one full year of operation are 
presented. Specifically, the heat and electricity production are 
analyzed on a monthly basis for the hybrid and central plants. 
The performance of the CSP field, biomass plant, and ORC 

are elucidated. Additionally, preliminary results from one day 
of joint heat supply from the CSP and biomass boilers are 
presented, including the operating conditions and illustration 
of energy flows. 

2 Methods 

The Brønderslev combined heat and power (CHP) plant is a 
hybrid district heating plant located in the town of 
Brønderslev in Northern Jutland, Denmark (latitude: 
57.255 °N, longitude: 9.955 °E). The hybrid plant combines 
CSP and biomass combustion to produce heat and electricity. 
An aerial photo of the plant is shown in Fig. 2, with the CSP 
field, biomass plant, and outdoor biomass storage. 

The district heating network is briefly described in 
Section 2.1, followed by an overview of the hybrid plant and 
the existing gas-powered plant in Section 2.2. Next, the major 
parts of the hybrid plant are introduced: the solar collector 
field in Section 2.3, the biomass units in Section 2.4, and the 
ORC in Section 2.5. Last, the monitoring setup is described 
in Section 2.6. 

2.1 District heating network 

The district heating network in Brønderslev consists of 
160 km of piping and supplies heat to 4800 customers, of 
which the majority are residential houses. The average 
forward temperature is 74 °C, and the average return 
temperature is 35 °C. 

Over the past five years, the average annual heating 
production has been 122 GWh, with transmission losses 
accounting for 23 %. As an example, the daily average heat 
production and demand (including transmission losses) are 
shown in Fig. 3 for 2020. The production corresponds to the 
heat generated by the plant, some of which can be stored, 
whereas the demand is the actual heat supplied to the town. 
The figure illustrates a large variation in the heating demand 
caused by a strong seasonal trend in the ambient air 
temperature. 

 

Fig. 3. Average daily heat production and demand for 2020. 

2.2 System overview 

The hybrid plant integrates a 16.6 MWheat CSP field and a 
20 MWheat biomass plant with a 3.9 MWel organic Rankine 
cycle (ORC) system. The solar field and biomass boilers heat 
up a thermal oil and, in parallel, supply heat to an ORC 
system, producing electricity and supplying district heating. 
The biomass plant features an advanced energy recovery 
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system, which results in a very low flue gas exhaust 
temperature and high overall plant efficiency. 

The main reason for building the hybrid plant was to be able 
to deliver sustainable and affordable heat to the local 
community. Notably, switching to biomass and solar-based 
heat production helped avoid a planned price increase that 
was expected due to the discontinuation of the subsidy given 
to natural gas CHP plants in Denmark in 2019. The total price 
of the hybrid plant was 44 million EUR. The hybrid plant was 
designed with an aim to deliver 90 % of the town’s district 
heating needs. The remaining heat is to be supplied by the 
existing natural gas-based CHP plant, henceforth referred to 
as the central plant. The central plant was kept primarily for 
producing heat during peak load hours and periods with 
favorable electricity prices. The interconnection of the hybrid 
and central plants is shown in Fig. 4. 

The central plant features seven gas motors with a combined 
effect of 22.8 MWel / 30 MWheat and two backup natural gas 
boilers with a combined effect of 30 MWheat. The plant also 
includes a 20 MWheat electric boiler, which is operated when 
the electricity price is low or negative, typically during 
periods with large amounts of wind power generation. To 
allow for flexible operation and supply of heat during 
maintenance periods, the central plant also has an 8 000 m3 
accumulation tank (corresponding to a heat capacity of 
450 MWhheat). As shown in Fig. 4, the gas motors, gas boilers, 
electric boiler, and storage tank are connected in parallel. The 
high technology diversity allows for dispatching the most 
cost-effective technology at any given time and safeguards 
against price fluctuations and changes in taxation. 

2.3 Solar collector field 

The solar collector field is made up of 40 parabolic trough 
collectors (PTC) and has a peak thermal output of 
16.6 MWheat. On average, the solar field is expected to have 
an annual heat production of 16.0 GWh (Zourellis et al., 
2018). The collectors were installed during the fall of 2016 
and were operational from January 2017. The solar field is 
located adjacent to the biomass power plant to reduce the 
length of piping (see Fig. 2) and covers an area of approx. 9 
hectares. In total, the investment cost of the CSP field was 
11.6 million EUR. 

The parabolic trough collectors are of the type AAL-
TroughTM 4.0 and manufactured by Aalborg CSP, who also 
delivered the control system for the solar field. The PTCs 
consist of large curved mirrors that focus the direct irradiance 
onto evacuated receiver pipes at the focus point. The 
receivers, manufactured by Huiyin, are 4 m long with a 
70 mm diameter stainless steel absorber. Convection and 
conduction losses are minimized as the annulus between the 
absorber and glass envelope is evacuated. A close-up photo 
of the parabolic troughs is shown in Fig. 5, and the main 
parameters of the collectors and collector field are given in 
Table 1. 

Table 1. CSP field and collector parameters. 

Parameter Value 
Annual DNI 1 040 kWh/m2 
Total aperture area 26 930 m2 
Row spacing 15 m 
Field orientation 29.9° east of north 
Cost of CSP field 11.6 million EUR 
Maximum collector temperature 340 °C 
Mirror width 5.77 m 
Collector length 125 m 

The 40 collectors are arranged in 10 parallel loops connected 
to a common forward and return pipe. Each loop consists of 
four collectors in series, resulting in a high flow rate through 
the receivers, which minimizes the possibility of overheating. 
Additionally, each loop features a separate temperature and 
flow controller, ensuring a stable temperature in the common 
return pipe from the CSP field. 

The parabolic troughs are single-axis tracking, along an axis 
29.9° east of north (see Fig. 2). While a north-south tracking 
axis gives the highest annual energy yield, this was not 
possible due to the shape of the available plot of land, hence 
the current orientation. The distance between the collector 
rows is 15 m, corresponding to a ground cover ratio of 0.36. 

2.3.1 Heat transfer fluid 
Thermal oil is used as the heat transfer fluid, as this allows 
for high temperatures at low pressure. Specifically, 
Therminol 66 is used, which is a commercially available 
high-temperature synthetic oil suitable for use in the range of 
-3 to 345 °C (Eastman, 2019). Being able to use the same heat 
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heating loop is shown in red and the return side (cold) is shown in blue. The CSP thermal oil loop is shown in yellow. 

See Fig. 6 for a detailed diagram of the hybrid plant. 
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transfer fluid in the CSP field and the biomass plant was a key 
reason for choosing Therminol 66, as this allowed the two 
systems to be directly coupled. The oil flow from the two 
systems is merged in a vertical header (illustrated in Fig. 6), 
which supplies heat to the ORC. This configuration allows for 
joint or separate supply of heat from the CSP field and 
biomass units to the ORC. 

 

Fig. 5. Close-up photo of the parabolic trough collectors. 

2.3.2 Operating modes 
Depending on the irradiance level, the solar collector field can 
be operated in ORC or district heating mode. In the ORC 
mode, high-temperature heat is supplied to the ORC, and the 
solar field outlet temperature is set to match the heat supply 
from the biomass boiler (up to 312 °C). In the district heating 
mode, the outlet temperature setpoint is lower (typically 
around 190 °C) to reduce heat losses, and all of the produced 
heat is directly transferred to the district heating grid. 

2.3.3 Control strategy 
In both modes, the flow rate in the solar collector field is 
controlled by a feed-forward controller. The flow rate 
resulting in the desired outlet temperature is determined based 
on the expected heat generation (derived from the measured 
irradiance and ambient temperature) and the temperature 
measured after each trough. The minimum flow rate in the 
CSP field is set to 40 % of the pump capacity to avoid 
overheating during rapidly changing weather. The maximum 
flow rate in the collector field is 495 m3/hr. 

The flow from the collector field can be either supplied to the 
district heating heat exchanger, the ORC, or recirculated. The 
diversion of the fluid is controlled using three motor valves 
(A-C), shown in Fig. 6. In the district heating mode, motor 
valves A (bypass loop) and B (ORC) are closed, and valve C 
(district heating) is fully open. By not recirculating any fluid, 
the lowest possible outlet temperature is obtained. In this 
mode, the flow rate and outlet temperature are controlled by 
adjusting the pump effect. 

The control strategy is more complicated in the ORC mode as 
a high temperature to the ORC has to be maintained within a 
narrow band. First, it is necessary for the CSP field to heat up 
to the ORC setpoint temperature, which is done while in the 
district heating mode. As the field temperature approaches the 
setpoint, a small amount of fluid is circulated to the ORC to 
preheat the pipes. Then, gradually more flow is supplied to 

the ORC. At this time, only a small amount of fluid is 
supplied to district heating (motor valve C is set to 10%). The 
outlet temperature is now controlled by adjusting the split 
between motor valves A and B, e.g., if the irradiance 
decreases, recirculation is increased (motor valve A), while 
the flow to the ORC is decreased (motor valve B). 

Furthermore, the collectors are only set to track when there is 
sufficient irradiance, which is defined as when the 
pyrheliometer sensor has measured above 120 W/m2 for at 
least five minutes. 

2.4 Biomass plant 

The biomass plant consists of two units with a nominal effect 
of 10 MWheat each. Only one of the two units is shown in Fig. 
6, as they are connected in parallel and are identical. Two 
smaller units were chosen instead of one large unit, as this 
setup offers greater flexibility and redundancy. Additionally, 
the biomass units are able to operate down to 30% part-load. 
Each biomass unit consists of a furnace, fuel feeder, boiler 
(radiation and convection heater), electro filter, scrubbers, ash 
transport system, and a shared smokestack (see Fig. 6). 

Wood chips - a waste product from local forestry logging - 
are used as fuel for the biomass plant. The wood chips come 
primarily from pine but also include several other tree 
varieties. The wood chips have an average water content of 
42 % and a lower heating value of 10.11 GJ/tonne. Biomass 
delivery occurs daily for most of the year by truck and is 
either deposited in the outdoor biomass storage or unloaded 
directly into the indoor storage facility. Two fuel-feeding 
cranes transport the biomass from the indoor storage facility 
to the feeder. The biomass is then automatically fed into the 
moving-grate furnace by a hydraulic press and moved further 
along using the grates. The grates are cooled using district 
heating water to avoid slagging problems. 

Flue gas from the biomass combustion exits the furnace at 
around 950 °C. The hot flue gas enters the first stage of the 
boiler, the radiation heater, and subsequently the second 
stage, the convection heater. The boiler heats the high-
temperature (HT) thermal oil loop, which is the primary heat 
supply to the ORC. The HT loop operates at a constant flow 
of 220 m3/hr, except during startup and shutdown. The flue 
gas temperature is reduced to 300 °C in the boiler before 
entering the economizer. The economizer is connected to the 
low-temperature (LT) thermal oil loop, which also supplies 
heat to the ORC. After the economizer, the flue gas is used to 
preheat the air being fed to the furnace.  

Next, the flue gas enters the electro filter, which removes dust 
particles by inducing an electric field. At this stage, the flue 
gas has a temperature of 146 °C, which is sufficient to heat 
the district heating water directly. Therefore, the water from 
the first scrubber is coupled to a heat exchanger that preheats 
the district heating water (8A in Fig. 6). 

While the flue gas exiting the first scrubber still contains a 
considerable amount of energy, it cannot be used to heat the 
district heating water due to its lower temperature (43 °C). 
Therefore, the thermal energy of the water from the two last 
scrubbers is instead used as the heat source for two heat 
pumps (combined capacity of 2 MWheat). Additionally, the 
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warm air in the plant is used as the heat source for a third 
small heat pump. The flue gas exiting the last scrubber has a 
temperature of around 16 °C and is ejected to the ambient 
through the smokestack. 

The multi-stage heat recovery process results in a very high 
heat recovery rate, low exhaust temperature, and 
consequently, a high efficiency. During the design of the 
biomass plant, the nominal efficiency of the plant was 
calculated to be 120 % when the cooling of the flue gas is 
accounted for. Note that the efficiency can reach above 
100 %, as the efficiency is calculated with respect to the lower 
heating value and condensation of the flue gas. 

2.5 Organic Rankine cycle (ORC) unit 

The ORC unit is a Turboden 40 CHPRS Split with an 
electrical output of 3.9 MWel. The ORC has a net electrical 
efficiency of 19.3 % under nominal conditions (see Table 2). 

The power cycle is a regenerative Rankine cycle using an 
organic fluid. First, the organic fluid in liquid form is pumped 
to the pressure level of the hot side of the cycle by the feed 
pump. After the feed pump, the fluid stream is split in two, 
where one part is heated in the regenerator, and the other part 
is heated by the low-temperature (LT) thermal oil loop. The 
split-cycle configuration represents state-of-the-art and 
allows for more energy to be extracted from the flue gas, 
thereby increasing the plant’s overall efficiency. 

Next, the fluid is vaporized in the evaporator using heat from 
the high-temperature (HT) loop. The generated vapor then 
expands into the turbine, which is directly connected to the 
generator, generating electricity. The fluid exiting the turbine 
still has a high energy content, which is partially recovered in 
the regenerator. Last, the fluid is condensed in the water-

cooled condenser (using district heating water) and enters the 
feed-in pump, closing the loop. 

As district heating water is used as the cooling fluid in the 
condenser, the outlet temperature of the organic fluid is 
limited by the district heating temperature. Therefore, the 
condenser temperature is significantly higher for ORC units 
with CHP, which results in reduced electrical output and 
lower electrical efficiency. 

Table 2. Nominal conditions and performance of the ORC unit. 

Parameter Value 
HT thermal power (𝑄𝑄𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜,ℎ𝑡𝑡) 18.55 MWheat 
HT inlet/outlet temperature 238/312 °C 
LT thermal power (𝑄𝑄𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜,𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡) 1.85 MWheat 
LT inlet/outlet temperature 135/238 °C 
ORC condenser inlet/outlet temperature 40/69 °C 
ORC condenser thermal power (𝑄𝑄𝑑𝑑ℎ,𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜) 16.06 MWheat 
Net electric power output (𝐸𝐸𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜,𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡) 3.93 MWel 
Net electrical efficiency (𝜂𝜂𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜,𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑜) 19.3 % 
Overall ORC efficiency (𝜂𝜂𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜,𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜) 98 % 

In contrast to stand-alone CSP-ORC operation, hybridization 
with biomass allows the plant to run 24/7, avoiding daily 
startup and shutdown of the ORC. However, when it is 
required for the ORC to start up or shut down, two heat 
exchangers, which connect the LT and HT loops to the district 
heating loop (Fig. 6), are employed. These heat exchangers 
are also utilized to supply heat directly from the biomass 
boilers to the district heating loop when the ORC is not in 
operation. As the ORC generally operates for months at a 
time, the energy transferred in these two heat exchangers is 
relatively low. 
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Fig. 6. Simplified schematic of the hybrid plant. The thermal oil loop is represented by the yellow lines and the district heating loop is 
represented by the red (hot) and blue (cold) lines. Only one of the two identical biomass units are shown for simplicity. 
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Originally, a subsidy scheme for renewable energy 
technologies granted the hybrid plant a fixed electricity price 
above the varying market price. However, prior to the plant’s 
inauguration, the subsidy scheme was found to not be in 
compliance with EU regulations and was thus declared 
invalid. Instead, the plant now receives a feed-in tariff of 
139 EUR / MWh under a different scheme. 

2.6 Monitoring setup 

The performance of the biomass plant and CSP field has been 
analyzed based on monitoring data from 2020. For most of 
the year, the CSP field operated in district heating mode due 
to the change in the subsidy scheme, which meant that the 
supply of heat to the ORC from the CSP field was prohibited. 
Nevertheless, joint heat supply from the CSP field and 
biomass boilers to the ORC was demonstrated during four 
days in 2020. Therefore, only preliminary results of joint 
CSP-biomass operation are presented. 

The heat supply on the primary side (thermal oil) was 
measured for the CSP field, from the CSP field to the header, 
and for the HT and LT loops. The thermal power was derived 
from the measured flow rate and the forward and return 
temperatures. Specifically, the temperatures were measured 
with immersed PT100 Class A sensors with an uncertainty of 
±0.7 K. The flow rates were measured with Siemens Sitrans 
FUS SONO / FUS060 flowmeters with a stated accuracy of 
±0.5 %. However, due to the use of constant thermal 
properties in the energy meters, there is a negative bias in the 
thermal power of around 5 %. 

On the secondary side (district heating loop), the thermal 
power was measured individually for all components, i.e., 
grate cooling, the first scrubber, all three heat pumps, and the 
heat exchangers shown in Fig. 6. The heat generation of all 
the units at the central plant was also measured. Each energy 
flow was derived from two immersed PT100 sensors with an 
uncertainty of ±0.7 K and an electromagnetic flowmeter 
(Siemens SITRANS FM MAG 5000 / MAG 3100). The flow 
meters on the district heating side were rated Class 3 
according to the European Standard EN1434, though the 
uncertainty of the flow meters was verified once a year and 
found to be below 1.5 %. 

Furthermore, the fuel feeding cranes are outfitted with a built-
in scale that measures the weight of each load of biomass 
deposited into the fuel feeder. The direct normal irradiance 
(DNI) was measured with a Class A pyrheliometer (EKO 
MS-56) in the CSP field. The pyrheliometer was mounted on 
a solar tracker (EKO STR-21G) at the top of a 10-m weather 
tower shown in Fig. 2. Due to infrequent cleaning, the 
pyrheliometer experienced soiling of more than 30 % 
throughout the measurement period. Therefore, only 
irradiance measurements from the following ten days after the 
cleaning of the pyrheliometer were considered. The 
measurements of the hybrid plant were made with a 
frequency of 1 second and stored as 2-minute average values. 
The measurements from the CSP field and the central plant 
were stored as 1-minute and 10-minute average values, 
respectively. 

The electrical efficiency of the ORC was also calculated on 
an hourly basis: 

 𝜂𝜂𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜,𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑜 =
𝐸𝐸𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜,𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡

𝑄𝑄𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛,𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜
 (Eq. 1) 

𝐸𝐸𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜,𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡 is the net electrical power output of the ORC and 
defined as: 

 𝐸𝐸𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜,𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡 = 𝐸𝐸𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜,𝑔𝑔𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 − 𝐸𝐸𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜,𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 
 

(Eq. 2) 

where 𝐸𝐸𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜,𝑔𝑔𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 is the electrical power measured at the 
generator terminals and 𝐸𝐸𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜,𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 is the auxiliary power 
consumption of the ORC. 𝑄𝑄𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛,𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 is the input thermal power 
to the ORC: 

𝑄𝑄𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛,𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = 𝑄𝑄𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜,ℎ𝑡𝑡 + 𝑄𝑄𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜,𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡 + 𝑄𝑄𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜,𝑜𝑜𝑔𝑔𝑐𝑐 − 𝑄𝑄𝑑𝑑ℎ,ℎ𝑡𝑡 − 𝑄𝑄𝑑𝑑ℎ,𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡 (Eq. 3) 

Due to the high uncertainty of the thermal power supplied 
from the oil loops, the ORC efficiency is instead estimated 
based on the total output of the ORC (district heating and 
electricity) and the total efficiency from the datasheet: 

𝑄𝑄𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛,𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 ≈
𝑄𝑄𝑑𝑑ℎ,𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 + 𝐸𝐸𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜,𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡

𝜂𝜂𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜,𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜
 (Eq. 4) 

where 𝑄𝑄𝑑𝑑ℎ,𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 is the thermal power transferred to the district 
heating loop from the ORC condenser and 𝜂𝜂𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜,𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜 is the 
nominal total efficiency (98 %). 

Furthermore, the overall efficiency of the biomass plant was 
calculated as: 

 𝜂𝜂𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 =
𝑄𝑄𝑑𝑑ℎ,𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜 + 𝐸𝐸𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜,𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡

𝑚𝑚𝑏𝑏 ⋅  𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏
 (Eq. 5) 

where 𝑄𝑄𝑑𝑑ℎ,𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜 is the combined district heating thermal 
power of the biomass plant, 𝑚𝑚𝑏𝑏 is the mass of the consumed 
biomass, and 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏 is the lower heating value of the biomass. 
Note that the overall efficiency was calculated for the 
biomass in stand-alone operation due to the limited joint CSP-
biomass operation. The electricity consumption of secondary 
components (e.g., pumps, heat pumps, and motor valves) was 
not considered. 

3 Results and discussion 

Results are presented for the overall system, i.e., the hybrid 
and central plant, in Section 3.1. This is followed by a 
detailed investigation of the performance of the biomass plant 
in Section 3.2, the CSP field in Section 3.3, and the ORC in 
Section 3.4. Next, preliminary results of joint ORC-biomass 
operation are presented in Section 3.5, followed by an 
analysis of the electricity production and consumption in 
Section 3.6. 

3.1 System performance 

At any given time, the district heating demand needs to be 
met. However, since the storage tank provides short-term 
decoupling of heat consumption and production, the 
production does not always need to directly match the 
demand in the short term (demonstrated in Fig. 3 and Fig. 7). 
This flexibility allows for heat production to be optimized by 
dispatching units when the electricity price is favorable and 
maximizing the use of solar thermal heat. 
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An example of the production profile during five days is 
illustrated in Fig. 7. The generation mix varies considerably 
during this period, with the majority of the heat being 
supplied by the biomass plant on the first day, by the gas and 
electric boilers on the second and third day, and by a mix of 
solar heat, gas boiler, and gas motor operation over the last 
two days. 

 

Fig. 7. Heat production by source during five days in May 2020. 

The tank operation is also demonstrated in Fig. 7, with 
discharging of the tank occurring when the production is 
lower than the demand and charging when the production 
exceeds the demand. In addition to providing backup and a 
stable heat supply, the tank allows for storing surplus heat 
during the day that can be discharged during the night. For 
example, during May 19th, the solar and gas boiler heat 
generation exceeded the demand for several hours, during 
which the storage was charged. Later during the evening and 
night, the tank discharge supplied the entire demand. The 
storage also provides economic value during periods of high 
electricity prices where it is favorable to operate the gas 
motors. For example, the electricity price was very high 
during the morning of May 20th; hence, the gas motors were 
operated at high capacity resulting in increased revenue. 

Furthermore, each source’s monthly district heat production 
is shown in Fig. 8 for 2020. From this figure, it is evident that 
the biomass plant provided baseload during most of the year 
and thus produced the largest share of heating. However, the 
biomass units are shut down during the summer months, as 
the heat demand is low and the solar heat generation is high. 

 

3.2 Energy production from the biomass plant 

The monthly district heating contributions from the biomass 
plant are shown in Fig. 9 for 2020 (the components are 
illustrated in Fig. 6). The figure shows that both biomass units 
operated until the spring, whereas only Biomass Unit 1 
operated during the second half of the year. The reason for 
this was that Biomass Unit 2 was taken out of operation in 
order to rebuild the biomass feeder and combustion control 
system. To make up for the lower heat production from the 
biomass plant, the gas motors and electric boiler were used 
extensively from September to December (see Fig. 8). 

 

Fig. 9. Monthly heat generation of the biomass plant by component 
for 2020. 

When looking at the individual heat contributions from the 
biomass plant, the ORC was by far the largest contributor of 
heat to the district heating loop. The second-largest 
contribution was from the biomass units, which refers to the 
direct heat supplied from the grate cooling and the first 
scrubber. The high-temperature (HT) and low-temperature 
(LT) heat exchangers (HX) only contributed a small amount 
of heat, as they are mainly used during the startup and 
shutdown of the ORC. 

Additionally, during January and the beginning of February, 
the heat pumps supplied heat; however, after mid-February, 
all three heat pumps were out of service due to damage from 
fluid entering the compressor. When the heat pumps were not 
in operation, a significant amount of energy was lost, as the 
flue gas exiting the chimney was around 42 °C. In 
comparison, when the heat pumps were in operation, the 
average exhaust flue gas temperature was reduced to 20 °C. 
Thus, the plant’s overall efficiency is not expected to reach 
the design values for 2020. 

Nevertheless, the heat production from the hybrid plant 
accounted for approximately half of the heat production in 
2020. In fact, the annual gas consumption was reduced to 4.1 
million Nm3 (normal gas cubic meter) in 2020 from an annual 
average consumption of 14.3 million Nm3 during 2011-2017. 
This corresponds to an annual reduction of 31 440 tonnes 
CO2 (under the assumption that biomass is CO2 neutral). 

The biomass consumption was 23 430 tonnes during 2020, 
and the combined heat and electricity production from the 
biomass plant was 72 033 MWh. Consequently, the overall 
efficiency of the biomass plant, 𝜂𝜂𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜, was 109.5 % (based 
on the lower heating value). As expected, due to the heat 
pumps being out of order, this is short of the design efficiency 
of 120 %. 
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3.3 Solar collector field performance 

The heat production from the solar collector field was 
11.3 GWh for 2020. This corresponds to 420 kWh/m2 or 
9.5 % of the annual heat demand. Fig. 8 shows that the solar 
heat production was highly seasonally dependent, e.g., during 
the summer, the monthly solar thermal fraction reached up to 
43 %. Overall, the solar field has operated reliably during the 
four years since its installation, with only minimum 
maintenance. 

A comparison of the daily solar heat generation and the in-
plane direct irradiation is shown in Fig. 10. During the 
investigated period, the maximum daily heat production was 
6.4 kWh/m2, which is 172 MWh in absolute units. For the 
days shown in Fig. 10, the overall conversion ratio was 
57.7%, i.e., the fraction of incident irradiation converted to 
useful heat. It should be noted that the conversion ratio is 
higher on days with high irradiation; thus, the annual 
conversion ratio is expected to be lower than that of the 
investigated period. 

 
Fig. 10. Comparison of daily solar heat production and in-plane 
direct irradiation. Only days for which the pyrheliometer was 

cleaned within the last ten days are shown. 

Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 7, the heat produced by the 
solar field sometimes exceeds the demand. By comparing Fig. 
10 and Fig. 3, it can also be seen that the solar heat production 
can exceed the demand even on a daily basis. However, such 
high solar heat production is rare, as completely cloudless 
days are infrequent in Denmark. Even with a 30% expansion 
of the solar collector field, curtailment is unlikely to be 
significant, as the large storage tank acts as a buffer between 
days of high and low irradiation. 

Despite the reliable performance, the realized heat production 
from the CSP field (11.3 GWh) was substantially lower than 
predicted (16.0 GWh). The main reason for this is believed to 
be a large bias in the time series of direct normal irradiance 
used in the prediction model (i.e., NASA’s SSE irradiance 
dataset overestimated the available direct irradiance). This 
should serve as a reminder of the importance of using high-
quality irradiance data. 

In comparison, flat-plate solar collector fields in the same 
region generated on average 450 kWh/m2 in the period 2012 
to 2016 (Furbo et al., 2018). The output for 2020 is expected 
to be even higher due to the higher-than-average irradiation 
for the year. Regarding price, it can be noted that the nearby 

flat-plate collector field in Dronninglund required an 
investment cost of approximately 200 EUR/m2 (about half the 
cost of the CSP field in Brønderslev) (PlanEnergi, 2015). 
However, the heat generated by flat-plate collector fields is at 
a much lower temperature (typically with a mean temperature 
in the range of 60 – 70 °C). Nevertheless, the results indicate 
that parabolic trough collectors are not economically viable 
for direct district heating applications. 

3.4 ORC operation 

The electrical efficiency of the ORC, 𝜂𝜂𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜,𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑜, is shown in Fig. 
11 as a function of load fraction. The load fraction is defined 
as the heat supplied to the ORC relative to the nominal input 
(20.4 MWheat). The maximum efficiency of the ORC was 20.6 
%. 

Fig. 11 shows a clear trend of decreasing electrical efficiency 
with decreasing load fraction. The degradation in the ORC 
performance from nominal load to 50 % load corresponds to 
a reduction of only 2.8 percentage points. However, at part-
load below 30 %, the efficiency drops substantially. Similar 
findings were presented for a stand-alone biomass-ORC plant 
by Petrollese et al. (2020). 

The dispersion of the measurement points in Fig. 11 is due to 
different operating conditions, e.g., variation in temperature 
and flow rate in the thermal oil and district heating loop. The 
most influential parameter affecting the ORC efficiency is the 
condenser temperature, illustrated by the color of the points 
in Fig. 11. Specifically, an increase in condenser temperature 
leads to an increase in the minimum pressure of the 
thermodynamic cycle and, consequently, a lower cycle 
efficiency. 

 

Fig. 11. ORC electrical efficiency as a function of the load fraction. 
Each point represents an hourly average and is colored according to 

the average condenser outlet temperature. 

Prando et al. (2015) found that the electrical efficiency of a 
biomass-ORC plant could be increased by one percentage 
point if the district heating forward temperature was 
decreased by 10 °C. Similarly, Fig. 11 shows an increase in 
efficiency of 1.5 percentage points when changing the 
condenser outlet temperature from 80 °C to 70 °C. 

3.5 Joint CSP and ORC operation 

Joint heat supply from the CSP field and biomass boilers to 
the ORC was demonstrated during four days in 2020. This 
section presents detailed results of the operation and 
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performance of the hybrid plant for one of these days, namely 
May 5th, 2020. 

The main system measurements of the hybrid plant are shown 
in Fig. 12, with the top subplot showing the thermal and 
electrical power. From the thermal power, it can be seen that 
the biomass units supplied heat during the entire day, though 
the heat output was significantly reduced around 7 am. 
Nevertheless, the net electrical output from the ORC 
remained about the same until 3:30 pm due to heat supply 
from the CSP field. 

 
Fig. 12. Demonstration of joint supply of heat from the CSP field 
and biomass boilers to the ORC during May 5th, 2020. Time is in 

UTC. 

The CSP field started operating in district heating (DH) mode 
around 5 am (see the middle and bottom subplot of Fig. 12). 
As the solar heat generation increased, the outlet temperature 
was gradually increased to the same temperature as the 
biomass boiler HT loop (285 °C). The high outlet temperature 
from the solar field was achieved by partly recirculating the 
heat transfer fluid in the CSP field, indicated by the relatively 
open motor valve A in the bottom subplot of Fig. 12. Once a 
sufficiently high outlet temperature was reached, the 
recirculation was gradually reduced, while the heat supply to 
the header was increased (motor valve B). The header is 
where the thermal oil from the CSP field and the oil from the 
two biomass HT loops merge, and from there a single pipe 
supplies the ORC (see Fig. 6). Similarly, in the afternoon, the 
motor valves were used to control the outlet temperature of 
the solar field (though a decrease in temperature can be 
noticed shortly after 4 pm, which was caused by drifting 
clouds blocking the sun). 

The energy flows during the entire day have been 
summarized in a Sankey diagram in Fig. 14. The figure 
illustrates how the two energy inputs (biomass and solar 

irradiation) are utilized. Approximately 61 % of the in-plane 
direct irradiation is converted to heat. The remaining energy 
is lost due to shading of the collectors (7 %) and optical and 
heat losses (32 %). Part of the heat from the CSP field was 
supplied to the ORC/header and some directly to the district 
heating grid. 

Biomass, i.e., wood chips, is used as the fuel source for the 
biomass furnaces. As described in Section 2.4, the flue gas 
from the furnaces first enters the radiation heater and then the 
convection heater, heating the HT loop. The flue gas 
subsequently passes through the economizer, exchanging 
heat with the LT loop. The energy amounts exchanged in each 
of the steps are shown in Fig. 14. The ORC is supplied by the 
HT and LT loops and generates electricity and district 
heating. During this particular day, the ORC operated with an 
average net electrical efficiency of 18.4 % and a mean 
condenser outlet temperature of 75 °C. Losses from the ORC 
are assumed to be 2 % based on the ORC datasheet. 

3.6 Electricity production and consumption 

The monthly electricity production and consumption for the 
hybrid and central plants for 2020 are shown in Fig. 13. The 
electricity production from the ORC was significantly higher 
in the spring than in the fall, which was due to the second 
biomass unit being offline in the fall. To compensate for the 
reduced heat supply from the biomass plant, the gas motors 
and the electric boiler were operated extensively from 
September to December. 

 

Fig. 13. Monthly electricity production and consumption for 2020. 

In total, the ORC and gas motors generated 26.4 GWh of 
electricity, whereas the electric boiler consumed 21.2 GWh 
of electricity. However, it is important to consider that the 
electricity consumption and production did not occur 
simultaneously, as the units were dispatched strategically 
according to the electricity price. 

A histogram of the electricity generation from the electric 
boiler, ORC, and gas motors as a function of the spot price is 
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shown in Fig. 15. The figure shows very different 
distributions for the three sources. For instance, the average 
purchase price for the electric boiler was 16.0 EUR/MWh, 
differing significantly from the average annual electricity 
price of 24.8 EUR/MWh. This demonstrates how the electric 
boiler was primarily operated when the electricity price was 
low. 

 

Fig. 15. Histogram of the electricity generation as a function of the 
hourly electricity spot price. The frequency distribution of the 

electricity price is shown in gray. 

In comparison, the average price at which electricity was sold 
was 21.4 and 45.9 EUR/MWh for the ORC and gas motors, 
respectively. This large price difference illustrates how the 
various technologies were operated differently. 

Dispatching the electric boiler and gas motors according to 
the electricity price is possible as they have high ramp rates 
and can utilize the increased flexibility afforded by the 
storage tank. However, the biomass plant delivers baseload 

and has a much slower ramp rate; hence, the production 
distribution of the ORC closely matches the price distribution 
in Fig. 15, signifying that it is not strategically dispatched but 
rather operates constantly. Calculations of the electricity 
consumption by the electric boiler assume that the electric 
boiler has an efficiency of 99 %. 

 

4 Conclusion 

This study presented the design and performance of the 
Brønderslev hybrid plant – the world’s first CSP-biomass 
plant to utilize waste heat. The plant features a field of 
parabolic trough collectors hydraulically connected with two 
biomass units that jointly supply high-temperature heat to an 
organic Rankine cycle (ORC) system. 

The monthly district heating production from the hybrid plant 
was presented and compared to that of the existing gas-
powered plant. In 2020, the hybrid system supplied 
73.0 GWh of district heating, corresponding to 61 % of the 
heat demand of the local town. Notably, the heat supplied by 
the hybrid system resulted in a reduction of natural gas 
consumption by 10.2 million m3 compared to previous years. 
The overall annual efficiency of the biomass plant was found 
to be greater than 109 %, which was short of the design value 
of 120 %. This shortcoming was mainly due to the heat 
pumps, which recover heat from the flue gas, being out of 
operation for most of the year. 

Additionally, detailed results were presented for the ORC and 
the CSP field. The performance of the ORC was found to be 
very close to the manufacturer’s stated nominal efficiency 
(19.3 %), with a maximum efficiency of 20.6 %. 
Furthermore, the solar field operated reliably and with limited 
maintenance requirements during the investigated period. 
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During 2020, the solar field generated 11.3 GWh 
corresponding to 420 kWh/m2. As the maximum monthly 
solar thermal fraction was only 43 %, there is potential for 
increasing the size of the solar field considerably, further 
reducing biomass and gas consumption. 

Unfortunately, due to a change in regulation, there were very 
few days of joint CSP and biomass operation. Instead, the 
CSP field supplied heat directly to the district heating grid 
most of the time. However, joint CSP-biomass operation was 
successfully demonstrated for four days, and preliminary 
results and an operation strategy were presented. 
Additionally, the energy flows in the hybrid plant were 
presented for one full day of joint operation in the form of a 
Sankey diagram. 

As joint CSP and biomass operation was very limited, several 
unanswered questions remain, including how the system’s 
dynamic behavior and variable supply of heat due to short-
term fluctuations influence the operation of the ORC. While 
this full-scale system has successfully demonstrated the 
technology, such systems still require subsidies to be 
profitable. As many ORC biomass plants exist in Europe, the 
limiting factor in hybridization with CSP is the cost of the 
CSP system. Therefore, future research should focus on 
lowering the costs of concentrating collectors in order for 
hybrid plants to become economically viable. 
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Abstract: In recent years, concentrating solar collectors have been integrated with several district
heating systems with the aim of taking advantage of their low heat losses. The present study
investigates the Brønderslev combined heat and power plant, which consists of a 16.6 MW parabolic
trough collector field, two biomass boilers, and an organic Rankine cycle system. The study focuses
on the solar collector field performance and integration with the district heating grid. An in-situ
characterization of the parabolic solar collector field using the quasi-dynamic test method found that
the field had a peak efficiency of 72.7%. Furthermore, a control strategy for supplying a constant outlet
temperature to the district heating grid was presented and implemented in a TRNSYS simulation
model of the solar collector field. The developed simulation model was validated by comparison to
measurement data. Subsequently, the simulation model was used to conduct a sensitivity analysis
of the influence of the collector row spacing and tracking axis orientation. Results showed that the
current suboptimal tracking axis rotation, made necessary by the geography of the location, only
reduced the annual power output by 1% compared to the optimal configuration. Additionally, there
were only minor improvements in the annual heat output when the row spacing was increased past
15 m (ground cover ratio of 0.38).

Keywords: concentrated solar power; CSP; solar district heating; combined heat and power; QDT

1. Introduction

The first solar district heating plants were developed in the 1970s with demonstration
plants in Europe and the USA [1]. Since then, solar district heating plants have grown
increasingly larger and have experienced significant market growth in Denmark, Germany,
Austria, and China [2].

As of 2020, there were 262 large-scale solar district heating systems globally, corre-
sponding to an installed capacity of 1.4 GW [3]. Currently, Denmark leads the market in
both number of systems and total installed capacity, with 124 systems in operation. The
locations of the active solar heating plants in Denmark are shown with yellow dots in
Figure 1 (see http://solarheatdata.eu for detailed information). All of the plants in Figure 1
are based on flat-plate solar collectors, except for the three highlighted plants. Instead,
these three plants utilize concentrating solar collectors (Brønderslev and Lendemarke) or a
combination of concentrating and flat-plate collectors (Tårs).

Using concentrating solar collectors for district heating was first investigated in the
Nordic region by Karlsson and Hultmark in 1986 [4]. The study concluded that flat-
plate collectors were more favorable than concentrating collectors in the district heating
temperature range. The main reasons cited were the lower cost of flat-plate collectors and
the low amount of direct irradiation in the Nordic region.

Flat-plate collectors are, indeed, less expensive than concentrating collectors, which
has led to their widespread usage, further driving down their cost. However, concentrating
collectors have certain benefits, especially relating to their very low heat losses, which make
them suitable for producing high-temperature heat [5]. In contrast, flat-plate collectors
experience much larger heat losses, which cause the efficiency to drop significantly at higher
temperatures. For this reason, flat-plate collectors are generally not used for producing
heat above 100 °C [2].
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Brønderslev
Tårs

Lendemarke

Figure 1. Locations of active solar heating plants in Denmark.

Due to their ability to function efficiently at high temperatures, concentrating solar
collectors have historically been used for electricity generation, often referred to as con-
centrated solar power (CSP) [6]. However, in recent years several commercial actors have
investigated how the benefits of concentrating solar collectors can be leveraged in the
district heating sector. For instance, multiple companies have attempted to tackle the
main challenge of concentrating collectors (i.e., their high cost) by developing innovative
manufacturing methods.

The first district heating plant to use concentrating solar collectors was a pilot plant in
Thisted, Denmark [7]. The plant operated from 2013 to 2015 and successfully demonstrated
that parabolic trough collectors (PTC) can easily be integrated with district heating systems.
Based on the experiences from Thisted, a hybrid plant combining parabolic trough collectors
and flat-plate collectors was commissioned in 2015 in Tårs, Denmark [5,8]. By utilizing
both technologies, each one can be operated in the temperature range where it performs
the best. Therefore, the heat transfer fluid (water) is first heated by flat-plate collector
loop, which have high efficiency in the low-temperature range. In the second stage, the
water preheated by the flat-plate collectors is heated to the desired outlet temperature
by the parabolic trough collectors, which have a stable efficiency at higher temperatures.
Furthermore, in 2016, the Brønderslev hybrid power plant was inaugurated, featuring a
field of parabolic trough collectors [9]. The Brønderslev solar collector field can supply
heat directly to the district heating grid or to an organic Rankine cycle (ORC) system. The
most recent concentrating solar plant in Denmark was built in Lendemarke in 2018 and
was based on two-axis tracking Fresnel-lens collectors [10].

Following the demonstration projects in Denmark, several international district heat-
ing projects have been realized with concentrating solar collectors – notably in China [11],
Sweden [12], and France [13]. All of the identified projects utilize parabolic trough collec-
tors that supply heat directly to a local district heating grid. Nevertheless, the literature
contains very few studies of concentrating solar collectors integrated with district heating
systems.

The present study aimed to elucidate the performance of a concentrating solar collector
field integrated with a district heating system. Specifically, the Brønderslev solar field was
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characterized using the quasi-dynamic test (QDT) method, obtaining the heat loss, thermal
capacity, and peak efficiency. Furthermore, a control strategy for supplying a constant
temperature to the district heating grid was derived. The control strategy was implemented
in a simulation model and validated by comparison with measurement data. The simulation
model was subsequently used to identify the impact of changing the field layout, namely
the impact of row spacing and tracking axis orientation on the annual yield. Knowledge of
how these two parameters impact heat generation is crucial for engineering designs, as the
choice of parameters is an economic trade-off.

An overview of the Brønderslev hybrid plant is provided in Section 2, followed by a
description of the methods in Section 3. The results of the study are presented in Section 4,
and the conclusions are given in Section 5.

2. Brønderslev hybrid plant

The Brønderslev hybrid plant is a solar-biomass combined heat and power plant
(CHP) (see Figure 2). The plant was inaugurated in 2018 and supplies district heating and
electricity to the town of Brønderslev in Denmark (latitude: 57.255 °N, longitude.: 9.955 °E).
The plant consists of a 16.6 MWheat concentrating solar collector field, two 10 MWheat
biomass boilers, and a 3.9 MWel organic Rankine cycle (ORC) turbine. The solar field and
biomass boilers utilize the same heat transfer fluid, namely Therminol 66. This allows for
the two sources to be directly coupled, i.e., they can both supply heat to the ORC system
independently or together. The waste heat, which includes the condenser heat from the
ORC and heat recovered from the flue gas, is utilized for district heating.

Figure 2. Aerial view of the Brønderslev hybrid power plant. Pipes to the solar field are marked
with blue, and the return pipes are marked red. Image source: the Danish Agency for Data Supply and
Efficiency.

The district heating grid consists of 160 km of pipes and supplies heat to 4800 cus-
tomers. The average annual heat demand of the town is 122 GWh, with an average forward
and return temperature of 74 °C and 35 °C, respectively. The hybrid plant is designed to
deliver 90% of the town’s district heating needs. The remaining heat is generated from a
mix of conventional gas boilers, gas motors, an electric boiler, and industrial waste heat.
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2.1. Solar field

The solar collector field consists of 40 parabolic trough collectors (PTC) and has a peak
thermal output of 16.6 MWheat. The solar field, which covers an area of 9 hectares, was
constructed adjacent to the biomass power plant to minimize piping and heat losses. The
total mirror (aperture) area is 26930 m2, and the row spacing is 15 m. Construction of the
solar collector field started in 2016, and the plant began operation in January 2017.

Each collector has a width of 5.77 m and is 120 m long. The PTCs were manufactured
by the Danish company Aalborg CSP and are of the type AAL-TroughTM 4.0. Aalborg
CSP also delivered the solar field control system and piping. The collectors are single-axis
tracking, with a tracking axis 29.9° east of north. While many studies have shown that
a north-south tracking axis maximizes energy output, this was not feasible due to the
geometrical constraints of the available plot of land [14].

Depending on the incident irradiance and desired output, the solar collector field can
be operated in district heating or ORC mode. In the district heating mode, the solar collector
field supplies heat directly to the district heating grid via a heat exchanger. In this mode, it
is desirable to have as low as possible outlet temperature to minimize the heat losses in the
solar collector field. The outlet and inlet temperatures of the solar collector field are around
190 °C and 130 °C, respectively, in the district heating mode. The ORC, however, requires
high-temperature heat; hence, in the ORC mode, the setpoint of the outlet temperature
from the solar field is 312 °C, with an inlet temperature around 252 °C. The solar field is in
operation whenever the measured direct normal irradiance (DNI) exceeds 150 W/m2.

Due to a change in the subsidy scheme that occurred during the construction of the
plant, the solar field was not allowed to supply heat to the ORC until 2020. For this reason,
there were only a few hours of measurements of joint CSP-ORC operation, which were
insufficient to validate a model of the entire system. Therefore, the present study focused
on the solar collector field operation in the district heating mode, i.e., direct heat supply to
the district heating grid.

2.2. Measurement equipment

A 10 m tower was erected within the solar field to monitor the weather conditions. The
tower was equipped with a cup anemometer for measuring the wind speed and a shielded
PT100 temperature sensor for measuring the ambient air temperature. The estimated
uncertainty of the wind speed was 1.5 m/s, and the uncertainty of the temperature was
0.3 K. The DNI was also measured at the top of the tower using a Class-A pyrheliometer
(EKO MS-57) mounted on a solar tracker (EKO STR-21G).

Furthermore, the temperature of the supply and return pipes of the solar collector
field and district heating loop were measured using immersed PT100 sensors, with an
uncertainty of 0.3 K. The flow in the solar collector field was measured using a Rosemount
485 Annubar flowmeter with an uncertainty ranging from 1-3%. The flow on the district
heating side was measured with an electromagnetic flowmeter (Siemens SITRANS FM
MAG 5000 / MAG 3100). The uncertainty of the flow meter was checked annually and
found to be below 1.5%. As this analysis only considered the direct supply of heat from
the concentrating collector field to the district heating grid, the measured thermal power
was the same on either side of the heat exchanger. However, since the uncertainty of the
thermal power measured on the district heating side was lower, this measurement was
utilized in this study.

3. Methods
3.1. Quasi-dynamic test (QDT) method

Solar collectors are generally characterized using the methods described in the inter-
national standard ISO 9806 [15]. The standard specifies that only the quasi-dynamic test
(QDT) method is suitable for the characterization of concentrating solar collectors. Typically
an individual solar collector is characterized, though it is also of interest to characterize an
entire field as this gives information of the total system. Also, in some cases, such as the
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Brønderslev solar field, the power generation of the individual collectors is not measured;
thus, it is only possible to characterize the field. Fortunately, with minor modifications, the
QDT method can also be applied to solar collector fields [8].

The power output, Q̇csp, of a solar thermal collector or field can be described using the
following equation:

Q̇csp

A
=η0,b · Kb(θL, θT) · Gb + Kd · η0,b · Gd

− a1 · (Tmean − Tamb)

− a2 · (Tmean − Tamb)
2

− a3 · u′ · (Tmean − Tamb)

+ a4 · (EL − σ · T4
a )

− a5 · dTmean/dt

− a6 · u′ · Ghem

− a7 · u′ · (EL − σ · T4
a )

− a8 · (Tmean − Tamb)
4

(1)

All coefficients are normalized with respect to the collector aperture area (A). A
description of the coefficients is provided in [15].

For one-axis trackers, the incidence angle modifier, Kb(θL, θT), simplifies to Kb(θL) as
the transversal incidence angle is eliminated. For parabolic trough collectors, IEC 62862-3-2
[16] recommends using the methodology proposed in [17] for modeling the beam irradiance
incidence angle modifier (IAM):

Kb(θL) = 1 −
b1 · θL + b2 · θ2

L
cos(θL)

(2)

The purpose of the QDT method is to identify the unknown collector coefficients in
Equation 1: η0,b, Kd, a1 through a8, and those of Kb. The set of collector coefficient values is
unique to a specific collector or system. Once the coefficients have been determined, they
can be used to predict the power output under any operating condition. For concentrating
collectors, the coefficients a2, a3, a4, a6, a7, and Kd may be set to zero [15]. According to the
QDT method, the unknown coefficients are determined using multiple linear regression
with representative measurement data.

An important consideration when applying the QDT method to large collector fields
is the long residence time, i.e., the time from when the fluid exits the heat exchanger until it
returns again. Also, given the setup of the Brønderslev collector field, the residence time
varies significantly between the different rows. To smooth out such effects, the data is
averaged to 30-minute values before determining the coefficients. Furthermore, when using
the QDT method, it is vital to select representative and accurate measurement data for the
parameter regression. It is particularly critical to ensure that the data includes sufficient
variability.

Moreover, to ensure that the pyrheliometer measurements were not strongly influ-
enced by soiling, only the seven following days after each pyrheliometer cleaning were
considered. Since the pyrheliometer was infrequently cleaned, this significantly reduced
the data set. In addition, the included days should also have a significant heat production,
which was assessed manually. The final data set consisted of 14 days between May and
September 2020.

3.2. Model description

To investigate the solar field performance and its integration with the district heating
network, a simulation model was developed in TRNSYS. A schematic of the simulation
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model is shown in Figure 3. The model consists of several components, also called types,
which are documented in [18].

TMY data
(Type 15-2)

Shading
(Type 30b)

DNI >150 W/m2

Collector field
(Type 1289)

Primary side 
(thermal oil)

Secondary side
(district heating water)

Flow control

HX transfer rate

Flow diverter
(Type 11f)

Mixing valve
(Type 11h)

Heat 
exchanger
(Type 5a)

Time delay
(Type 93)

Load

Figure 3. TRNSYS simulation model (annual) of the Brønderslev concentrating solar collector field
and integration with the district heating grid.

The parabolic trough collector field is modeled using TESS component Type 1289. The
component essentially implements Equation 1; thus, the collector coefficients are given as
input to the component (although Type 1289 currently does not support a7 and a8). The
incidence angle modifier is implemented by interpolating from a 1-D user-specified file.
The incidence angle file was generated based on Equation 2 with discrete values every 5°.
Inter-row shading was modeled using Type 30b, which calculates the unshaded incident
irradiance for single-axis tracking collectors.

Furthermore, the heat exchanger is the central part of the model and transfers heat
from the hot thermal oil circuit (primary side) to the district heating circuit (secondary side).
The heat exchanger is a parallel flow heat exchanger with an active area of 123 m2 and was
modeled using TRNSYS Type 5a. The heat exchanger capacity, k, was modeled using an
empirical relationship:

k = knom ·
(

ṁcsp

ṁcsp,nom

)0.45
·
(

ṁdh,hx

ṁdh,hx,nom

)0.45
(3)

where ṁcsp and ṁdh,hx are the mass flow rates on the primary and secondary sides of
the heat exchanger, respectively. The nominal values were obtained from the manufac-
turer’s datasheet: knom=1098 W/(m2 K), ṁcsp,nom=98.8 kg/s, and ṁdh,hx,nom=57.3 kg/s. The
empirical exponents in Equation 3 were derived from measurements.

3.2.1. Control strategy

A minimum flow rate is required through the PTCs during operation to avoid over-
heating. Similarly, a minimum flow rate is required on the secondary side of the heat
exchanger to prevent boiling. Moreover, as shown in Figure 3, there is a bypass loop on the
secondary side. This is necessary for controlling the temperature of the fluid supplied to
the district heating network. Specifically, the bypass loop allows water to be recirculated
until the outlet temperature from the heat exchanger matches the setpoint. As the heat
transfer in the heat exchanger increases, the flow diverter is gradually adjusted to divert
more flow to the district heating network (less recirculation), thus maintaining a constant
outlet temperature. At a certain point, all of the flow will be diverted to the district heating
grid (no recirculation); after this point, the flow rate through the heat exchanger can be
increased above the minimum flow to maintain the outlet temperature. The necessary flow
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rate through the heat exchanger, ṁdh,hx, to achieve the desired outlet temperature can be
determined based on the concept of a feed-forward controller:

ṁdh,hx = max

(
Q̇hx,i−1

(Tdh,out,set − Tdh,in) · cp,dh
, ṁdh,hx,min

)
(4)

where Tdh,out,set is the desired outlet temperature and Tdh,in is the return temperature
from the district heating network. Q̇hx,i−1 is the heat transferred in the heat exchanger
at the previous time step and cp,dh is the specific heat capacity. The minimum flow rate,
ṁdh,hx,min, is set to 42 kg/s to match the actual system enforced constraint. It should also
be noted that the secondary side is only active when the primary side is, i.e., ṁdh,hx = 0 if
ṁcsp = 0.

The fraction of recirculated flow, frec, can be calculated based on the assumption that
all of the heat transferred through the heat exchanger has to be delivered to the district
heating network (assuming negligible heat capacity of the heat exchanger and bypass loop).
The recirculation fraction can be formulated as:

frec = 1 − min

(
Q̇hx,i−1

ṁdh,hx,min · (Tdh,out,set − Tdh,in) · cp,dh
, 1

)
(5)

The mass flow rate of water that is diverted to the grid can then be calculated from the
recirculation fraction:

ṁdh = ṁdh,hx · (1 − frec) (6)

Similarly, the flow rate through the solar collector field, mcsp, can be calculated from
Equations 7 and 8.

ṁcsp,calc =
Q̇csp

(Tcsp,out,set − Tcsp,in) · cp,csp
(7)

ṁcsp = min
(

max(ṁcsp,calc, ṁcsp,min), ṁcsp,max

)
(8)

Tcsp,out,set and Tcsp,in are the outlet setpoint temperature and inlet temperature to the
CSP loop, respectively. The upper and lower limits of the mass flow rate in the primary
loop are ṁcsp,max =118 kg/s and ṁcsp,min=70 kg/s. The maximum flow rate corresponds
to the maximum flow rate the pumps can deliver, whereas the lower limit is imposed to
avoid overheating.

3.2.2. Model validation

To verify that the simulation model performs as expected and with sufficient accuracy,
the model was validated. Validation was achieved by simulating a period where the
boundary conditions and system behavior were known; thus, the measured parameters,
including the direct normal irradiance, were provided as an input to the model, and the
predicted and measured power output and temperatures were compared. Additional
inputs to the model included the measured wind speed, air temperature, mass flow rate
of the solar field, district heating inlet temperature, and the incidence angle. The outlet
district heating setpoint temperature was set to 88 °C, and the outlet temperature and flow
rates were calculated using the implemented control strategy.

The validation period was selected from May 5th to October 31st, 2020, as the pyrhe-
liometer was frequently cleaned during this period, and the period was long enough
to include variable weather conditions. The validation simulation was executed with a
1 minute time step.

3.2.3. Annual simulation

An annual simulation using the TRNSYS model was conducted to determine the
expected annual performance. A typical meteorological year (TMY) data file for Northern
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Jutland was used. The TMY file was created by the Danish Meteorological Institute based on
ten years of measurement data from the region [19]. The wind speed, ambient temperature,
and irradiance were passed to the appropriate components, as shown in Figure 3. The
outlet district heating temperature was set to 88 °C, and a constant inlet temperature of
38 °C was used. A temperature of 190 °C was used for the solar field outlet set point.

For the annual simulation, a feed-forward controller based on Equations 7 and 8 was
implemented to calculate the flow rate in the CSP loop. The flow rate was maintained
within the minimum and maximum limits. The tracker position and incidence angle were
calculated by the TMY weather data processor (Type 15-2). The annual simulation was run
with a 10 minute time step, and the hourly weather data were linearly interpolated.

3.3. Sensitivity study

The two main defining parameters of the solar collector field layout are the row-to-row
distance and the tracking axis azimuth orientation. It is necessary to understand the impact
of these defining parameters to determine the optimal plant configuration. Therefore, the
present study presented a sensitivity analysis of the annual energy yield as a function of
row spacing and azimuth angle. Simulations were carried out for row spacings for every
1 m between 7 and 30 m and axis azimuth angles for every 5° between 0° and 180°. The
range of row spacings corresponds to ground cover ratios (GCR) between 0.19 and 0.82,
which cover almost all existing systems. All other parameters were maintained the same to
match the Brønderslev solar collector field as described in Sections 2.1 and 3.2.

4. Results

The results of the QDT characterization are presented in Section 4.1, along with a
comparison of the findings for similar PTCs. Section 4.2 presents the validation of the
simulation model, followed by the results of the annual simulation in Section 4.3 and the
sensitivity study in Section 4.4.

4.1. Solar collector field characterization

The collector coefficients identified from the QDT method are listed in Table 1. The
table also includes the standard deviation and t-score for each parameter. According to the
QDT method, parameters with a t-score less than three should be omitted, which was the
case for a2, a8, and b2.

Table 1. QDT coefficients for the Brønderslev solar collector field.

Parameter Value Std. dev. T-score Unit

η0,b 72.7% 0.6% 113 -
a1 0.271 0.032 8.5 W/(m2 K)
a5 6741 146 46 J/(m2 K)
b1 2.6·10−3 0.1·10−3 25 1/°

It is important to note that the collector coefficients in Table 1 correspond to the entire
collector field, including approximately 1200 m of piping that connects the solar collector
loops to the power plant. Specifically, this means that the heat loss coefficient (a1) accounts
for the heat losses from the PTCs and the pipes, and the heat capacity (a5) includes the
additional thermal capacity of the fluid in the pipes and the piping itself.

The impact of the coefficients listed in Table 1 as well as the influence of shading and
incidence losses, are illustrated in Figure 4. The figure shows the DNI for a clear-sky day,
the magnitude of the various losses, and the useful heat generation. The incidence loss
represents the reduction in irradiance caused by the collector surface not being oriented
normal to the sun. Due to the tracking axis orientation, the incidence loss is relatively low
during the morning; however, in the afternoon, the sun azimuth aligns with the tracking
axis resulting in large incidence angles. This gives rise to the bimodal production profile
(useful heat). The largest loss is the optical loss, which corresponds to the peak efficiency
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parameter (η0,b) in Table 1 (also sometimes called the optical efficiency). The heat losses
from the collector are also visualized in Figure 4, which are relatively small compared to
the other losses.

Figure 4. Visualization of the modeled heat production and losses for a clear sky day. For simplicity,
the effect of thermal capacity is not shown.

The coefficients determined for the Brønderslev solar collector field are compared to
values from similar PTCs in Table 2. For example, the collector coefficients determined
for the Brønderslev pilot plant are reported. In the pilot study [20], two collectors were
constructed on the site of the full-scale plant as a proof of concept and to validate the
performance. The slightly higher value found for the peak efficiency for the pilot plant
is likely because the mirrors and receivers were clean during the study. In comparison,
the present study used data for 2020, when the collectors had been exposed to soiling for
four years without being cleaned. Considering the uncertainty of the QDT method and the
reported standard deviation, the difference is still statistically significant, but the reduction
indicates that the local soiling conditions are mild. Additionally, the pilot study reported a
much lower heat loss value. However, this is to be expected as the coefficients from the
pilot study only account for the heat loss from the collector, whereas the present study
includes the heat losses from the collectors and the field piping. Also, the heat loss values in
the pilot study and Tårs were estimated from the receiver tube heat loss test report, which
ignores heat losses from the joints and is thus guaranteed to underestimate the heat losses.

Table 2. Comparison of collector coefficients for different parabolic trough collectors.

Parameter Brønderslev
(full scale)

Brønderslev
(pilot plant)

[20]
Tårs [8] EUROtrough

[21] Unit

η0,b 72.7% 75.0% 73.6% 72.2% -
a1 0.271 0.06 0.04 0.192 W/(m2 K)
a5 6741 - 2962 1749 J/(m2 K)
a8 - - - 8.33·10−8 W/(m2 K4)

An earlier version of the Aalborg CSP’s parabolic trough collector (AAL-TroughTM
3.0) was installed in Tårs and investigated in [8]. This study also found a slightly higher
peak efficiency. The thermal capacity of the plant in Tårs is less than half of the thermal
capacity of the Brønderslev plant, which is due to the Brønderslev plant having much
longer supply and return pipes. Furthermore, the thermal capacity was substantially higher
for the solar collector field when compared to a single solar collector (EUROtrough). This
is because the solar collectors themselves contain a small amount of liquid (approx. 2 m3

per loop) relative to the entire system, which includes the piping and collectors (72 m3).
When comparing the heat capacity and heat loss of the solar collector field with studies

of just the collector (e.g., the AAL-TroughTM 4.0 investigated in [20] and the EUROtrough
collector in [21]), it is evident that the pipes contribute more to the overall heat capacity
and heat loss than the collectors themselves.
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4.2. Model validation

The simulation results and measured data for five days of the validation period are
shown in Figure 5. The top subplot compares the measured and modeled heat supplied to
the district heating network. Based on the production profiles, it is evident that the first
day was relatively clouded, the second day had some drifting clouds, and the remaining
days were primarily cloud-free. For all days, the measured and modeled power output
match well. This confirms the validity of the collector coefficients determined in Section 4.1
and demonstrates that they adequately model the collector field output.

Figure 5. Comparison of measured and modeled values for five days in May 2020.

The second subplot in Figure 5 shows the inlet and outlet temperature of the solar
collector field. The temperatures in the solar loop initially increase throughout the morning
as the system heats up and then remain relatively stable throughout the day when there is
sufficient irradiance. Again, the measured and modeled values show good agreement.

In the third subplot, the temperatures in the secondary loop (district heating side) are
shown, and the measured and modeled outlet temperature match well during most of the
period. In the mornings and afternoons, there is a small deviation when very little heat is
generated and the water is primarily recirculated.

The mass flow rates in the system are shown in the bottom subplot of Figure 5. The
measured and modeled flow rates to the district heating are almost identical, and the model
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also accurately captures the recirculation of the fluid during periods of low heat transfer
(described in Section 3.2.1).

Lastly, the measured and modeled hourly heat generation for the entire validation
period are shown in Figure 6. The scatter plot shows minor variations, but generally, there
is good agreement between the simulated and measured heat generation. Overall, there is
a slight negative bias (-2%) of the simulation model results. This implies that the model has
a tendency to underestimate the heat output.

Figure 6. Comparison of modeled and measured hourly average heat output from the solar collector
field for the validation period.

The validation confirmed that the model achieves its intended purpose of modeling
the actual system behavior. Additionally, it was demonstrated that the control strategy was
able to accurately model the recirculation in the bypass loop and the flow rate thresholds
were suitable.

4.3. Annual performance

The monthly heat generation for the annual simulation is shown in Figure 7. Over
the year the solar collector field supplied 11.4 GWh to the district heating network, corre-
sponding to 422 kWh/m2. Based on Figure 7, it is evident that the conversion ratio is much
higher in the summer than in the winter. The conversion ratio is defined as the ratio of heat
produced to the unshaded in-plane direct irradiation. The lower conversion ratio in the
winter is partly attributed to the lower sun elevation, which results in greater incidence
angles and more shading. Conversely, a higher irradiance level is associated with a higher
conversion ratio, as the energy required to heat the system is a smaller proportion of the
total daily heat generation.

4.4. Sensitivity results

While the annual simulation was based on the actual solar field configuration, the field
layout will surely differ for other systems. For example, the row distance is often dictated
by the local land costs, as increasing the row distance reduces shading but comes at the
expense of increased land usage. The selection of the tracking axis orientation is often more
practical, with the aim of utilizing the available land area as efficiently as possible (restricted
by its shape) without excessively compromising the thermal performance. This was also
the case for the solar collector field in Brønderslev, which is oriented 29.9° east of north, to
match the orientation of the available plot of land. As the row spacing and tracking axis
orientation are often selected such that the levelized cost of heat is minimized, it is of great
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Figure 7. Monthly heat generation and in-plane direct irradiation.

interest to elucidate how changing these parameters affects thermal performance and what
annual energy generation can be expected from other systems.

To aid in this decision-making, the annual performance as a function of row spacing
and axis azimuth orientation is shown as a heat map in Figure 8. Apart from changes to the
two parameters, the system has the same specifications as the solar field in Brønderslev,
previously described in Section 3.2. As expected, Figure 8 shows a clear trend of increasing
heat generation with increasing row spacing. The reduction in heat generation due to
shading is especially pronounced for row spacings shorter than 13 m. In comparison, the
variation in heat generation due to the axis azimuth for a fixed row spacing is much less
pronounced. The figure also clearly shows that a north-south axis orientation (0° or 180°) is
optimal, and an east-west axis orientation (90°) is the least favorable.

Figure 8. Heat map of the annual heat generation of the solar collector field as a function of axis
azimuth angle and row spacing. The black circle represents the configuration of the Brønderslev solar
collector field.

To investigate the impact of row spacing in more detail, the monthly heat production
for five different collector distances is shown in Figure 9. The figure shows only a small
heat gain (6%) by doubling the row spacing from 15 to 30 m. In comparison, there is a much
larger gain (36%) when the row spacing is increased from 7 to 15 m. This demonstrates that
already at 15 m (GCR=0.38), the effect of shading is relatively low, and there is only a minor
gain to be had by increasing the row spacing above 15 m. The economical optimum row
spacing is therefore expected to be in the range of 11 to 16 m, depending on land costs.

Furthermore, Figure 10 shows the monthly heat production for different axis azimuth
orientations. This figure validates the finding of other authors; that the maximum annual
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Figure 9. Monthly solar heat production for different row spacings. Values are based on an axis
azimuth of 30°. Ground coverage ratio (GCR) is shown in legend for reference.

energy output occurs for a north-south orientation (0° or 180°). While this is valid on an
annual basis, this is not the case for each month. For example, from September to March,
an east-west tracking axis (90°) is preferred due to the lower solar elevation during this
time of year.
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Figure 10. Monthly solar heat production for different axis azimuth orientations. Values are based on
a row spacing of 15 m.

To summarize, the sensitivity simulations showed that the thermal performance of
a collector field increased with increasing row spaces, though with limited effect for row
spacings greater than 15 m (ground cover ratio of 0.38). Additionally, it was found that the
optimal tracking axis orientation was north-south, from which the actual Brønderslev solar
field deviates by almost 30° from. As a demonstration of the usefulness of the presented
results, they can be used to quantify the penalty of a suboptimal tracking axis. For the
Brønderslev plant, the annual output was estimated to be 1% lower than if the optimal
tracking axis had been selected. In contrast, the difference between the optimum (0°) and
the worst-case orientation (90°) was 7.6%.

Ultimately, the choice of configuration parameters is an economic decision that de-
pends on the local land prices and the available land geometry. Thus, for places with higher
land prices, the optimal row spacing is expected to be shorter than for places with lower
land prices.
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5. Conclusions

In this study, the Brønderslev solar collector field was characterized using the QDT
method, and the obtained coefficients were compared to values from the literature. The
peak efficiency was found to be 72.7%, which is slightly lower than earlier studies of
the same system, suggesting mild soiling conditions. The heat loss and thermal capacity
coefficients were more than twice as high compared to a single collector, as the derived
coefficients include the effects of the field piping.

Additionally, a TRNSYS model of the solar field integration with the district heating
network was developed and validated by comparison against measurements. The model
was found to be in close agreement with measured values. The annual simulation showed
the field capable of supplying 422 kWh/m2 per year, with a large seasonal variation.
Furthermore, the model was used to study the impact of changing the row spacing and
field orientation on the annual energy yield. It was found that increasing the row spacing
beyond 15 m (GCR=0.38) only resulted in minimal energy gains. It was further shown
that an energy yield of more than 7% could be gained by choosing the optimal azimuth
(north-south) compared to the worst-case scenario (east-west).
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